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Technological singularity 1

Technological singularity
The technological singularity is the theoretical emergence of greater-than-human superintelligence through
technological means.[1] Since the capabilities of such intelligence would be difficult for an unaided human mind to
comprehend, the occurrence of a technological singularity is seen as an intellectual event horizon, beyond which
events cannot be predicted or understood.
Proponents of the singularity typically state that an "intelligence explosion",[2][3] where superintelligences design
successive generations of increasingly powerful minds, might occur very quickly and might not stop until the agent's
cognitive abilities greatly surpass that of any human.
The term was popularized by science fiction writer Vernor Vinge, who argues that artificial intelligence, human
biological enhancement, or brain-computer interfaces could be possible causes of the singularity. The specific term
"singularity" as a description for a phenomenon of technological acceleration causing an eventual unpredictable
outcome in society was coined by mathematician John von Neumann, who in the mid 1950s spoke of "ever
accelerating progress of technology and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of
approaching some essential singularity in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as we know them,
could not continue." The concept has also been popularized by futurists such as Ray Kurzweil, who cited von
Neumann's use of the term in a foreword to von Neumann's classic "The Computer and the Brain."
Some analysts expect the singularity to occur some time in the 21st century, although their estimates vary.

Basic concepts

Kurzweil writes that, due to paradigm shifts, a trend of
exponential growth extends Moore's law from integrated
circuits to earlier transistors, vacuum tubes, relays, and

electromechanical computers. He predicts that the exponential
growth will continue, and that in a few decades the computing
power of all computers will exceed that of human brains, with
superhuman artificial intelligence appearing around the same

time.

Many of the most recognized writers on the singularity, such
as Vernor Vinge and Ray Kurzweil, define the concept in
terms of the technological creation of superintelligence, and
argue that it is difficult or impossible for present-day humans
to predict what a post-singularity would be like, due to the
difficulty of imagining the intentions and capabilities of
superintelligent entities.[4][5][6] The term "technological
singularity" was originally coined by Vinge, who made an
analogy between the breakdown in our ability to predict what
would happen after the development of superintelligence and
the breakdown of the predictive ability of modern physics at
the space-time singularity beyond the event horizon of a
black hole.[6]

Some writers use "the singularity" in a broader way to refer
to any radical changes in our society brought about by new
technologies such as molecular nanotechnology,[7][8][9]

although Vinge and other prominent writers specifically state
that without superintelligence, such changes would not
qualify as a true singularity.[4] Many writers also tie the
singularity to observations of exponential growth in various
technologies (with Moore's Law being the most prominent
example), using such observations as a basis for predicting that the singularity is likely to happen sometime within
the 21st century.[8][10]
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A technological singularity includes the concept of an intelligence explosion, a term coined in 1965 by I. J. Good.[11]

Although technological progress has been accelerating, it has been limited by the basic intelligence of the human
brain, which has not, according to Paul R. Ehrlich, changed significantly for millennia.[12] However, with the
increasing power of computers and other technologies, it might eventually be possible to build a machine that is
more intelligent than humanity.[13] If superhuman intelligences were invented, either through the amplification of
human intelligence or artificial intelligence, it would bring to bear greater problem-solving and inventive skills than
humans, then it could design a yet more capable machine, or re-write its source code to become more intelligent.
This more capable machine could then go on to design a machine of even greater capability. These iterations could
accelerate, leading to recursive self-improvement, potentially allowing enormous qualitative change before any
upper limits imposed by the laws of physics or theoretical computation set in.[14][15][16]

The exponential growth in computing technology suggested by Moore's Law is commonly cited as a reason to expect
a singularity in the relatively near future, and a number of authors have proposed generalizations of Moore's Law.
Computer scientist and futurist Hans Moravec proposed in a 1998 book that the exponential growth curve could be
extended back through earlier computing technologies prior to the integrated circuit. Futurist Ray Kurzweil
postulates a law of accelerating returns in which the speed of technological change (and more generally, all
evolutionary processes[17]) increases exponentially, generalizing Moore's Law in the same manner as Moravec's
proposal, and also including material technology (especially as applied to nanotechnology), medical technology and
others.[18] Like other authors, though, he reserves the term "singularity" for a rapid increase in intelligence (as
opposed to other technologies), writing for example that "The Singularity will allow us to transcend these limitations
of our biological bodies and brains ... There will be no distinction, post-Singularity, between human and
machine".[19] He also defines his predicted date of the singularity (2045) in terms of when he expects
computer-based intelligences to significantly exceed the sum total of human brainpower, writing that advances in
computing before that date "will not represent the Singularity" because they do "not yet correspond to a profound
expansion of our intelligence."[20]

The term "technological singularity" reflects the idea that such change may happen suddenly, and that it is difficult
to predict how such a new world would operate.[21][22] It is unclear whether an intelligence explosion of this kind
would be beneficial or harmful, or even an existential threat,[23][24] as the issue has not been dealt with by most
artificial general intelligence researchers, although the topic of friendly artificial intelligence is investigated by the
Singularity Institute for Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Humanity Institute.[21]

Many prominent technologists and academics dispute the plausibility of a technological singularity, including Jeff
Hawkins, John Holland, Jaron Lanier, and Gordon Moore, whose Moore's Law is often cited in support of the
concept.[25][26]

History of the idea
In the middle of the 19th century Friedrich Engels wrote that science moves forward proportionally to the "mass of
knowledge" inherited from the previous generations, he proposed a more formal mathematical concept that, since the
16th century, the development of the sciences had been increasing proportionally to the squared distance in time
from its start.
In 1847, R. Thornton, the editor of The Expounder of Primitive Christianity,[27] wrote about the recent invention of a
four function mechanical calculator:

...such machines, by which the scholar may, by turning a crank, grind out the solution of a problem without the
fatigue of mental application, would by its introduction into schools, do incalculable injury. But who knows
that such machines when brought to greater perfection, may not think of a plan to remedy all their own defects
and then grind out ideas beyond the ken of mortal mind!

In 1951, Alan Turing spoke of machines outstripping humans intellectually:[28]
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once the machine thinking method has started, it would not take long to outstrip our feeble powers. ... At some
stage therefore we should have to expect the machines to take control, in the way that is mentioned in Samuel
Butler's 'Erewhon'.

In the mid fifties Stan Ulam had a conversation with John von Neumann in which von Neumann spoke of "ever
accelerating progress of technology and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of
approaching some essential singularity in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as we know them,
could not continue."
In 1965, I. J. Good first wrote of an "intelligence explosion", suggesting that if machines could even slightly surpass
human intellect, they could improve their own designs in ways unforeseen by their designers, and thus recursively
augment themselves into far greater intelligences. The first such improvements might be small, but as the machine
became more intelligent it would become better at becoming more intelligent, which could lead to a cascade of
self-improvements and a sudden surge to superintelligence (or a singularity).
In 1983, mathematician and author Vernor Vinge greatly popularized Good’s notion of an intelligence explosion in a
number of writings, first addressing the topic in print in the January 1983 issue of Omni magazine. In this op-ed
piece, Vinge seems to have been the first to use the term "singularity" in a way that was specifically tied to the
creation of intelligent machines,[29][30] writing:

We will soon create intelligences greater than our own. When this happens, human history will have reached a
kind of singularity, an intellectual transition as impenetrable as the knotted space-time at the center of a black
hole, and the world will pass far beyond our understanding. This singularity, I believe, already haunts a
number of science-fiction writers. It makes realistic extrapolation to an interstellar future impossible. To write
a story set more than a century hence, one needs a nuclear war in between ... so that the world remains
intelligible.

In 1984, Samuel R. Delany used "cultural fugue" as a plot device in his science fiction novel Stars in My Pocket Like
Grains of Sand; the terminal runaway of technological and cultural complexity in effect destroys all life on any
world on which it transpires, a process which is poorly understood by the novel's characters, and against which they
seek a stable defense. In 1985 Ray Solomonoff introduced the notion of "infinity point"[31] in the time scale of
artificial intelligence, analyzed the magnitude of the "future shock" that "we can expect from our AI expanded
scientific community" and on social effects. Estimates were made "for when these milestones would occur, followed
by some suggestions for the more effective utilization of the extremely rapid technological growth that is expected."
Vinge also popularized the concept in SF novels such as Marooned in Realtime (1986) and A Fire Upon the Deep
(1992). The former is set in a world of rapidly accelerating change leading to the emergence of more and more
sophisticated technologies separated by shorter and shorter time intervals, until a point beyond human
comprehension is reached. The latter starts with an imaginative description of the evolution of a superintelligence
passing through exponentially accelerating developmental stages ending in a transcendent, almost omnipotent power
unfathomable by mere humans. It is also implied that the development does not stop at this level.
In his 1988 book Mind Children, computer scientist and futurist Hans Moravec generalizes Moore's law to make
predictions about the future of artificial life. Moravec outlines a timeline and a scenario in this regard,[32][33] in that
the robots will evolve into a new series of artificial species, starting around 2030-2040.[34] In Robot: Mere Machine
to Transcendent Mind, published in 1998, Moravec further considers the implications of evolving robot intelligence,
generalizing Moore's law to technologies predating the integrated circuit, and speculating about a coming "mind fire"
of rapidly expanding superintelligence, similar to Vinge's ideas.
A 1993 article by Vinge, "The Coming Technological Singularity: How to Survive in the Post-Human Era",[4] was
widely disseminated on the internet and helped to popularize the idea.[35] This article contains the oft-quoted
statement, "Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create superhuman intelligence. Shortly
after, the human era will be ended." Vinge refines his estimate of the time scales involved, adding, "I'll be surprised
if this event occurs before 2005 or after 2030."
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Vinge predicted four ways the singularity could occur:[36]

1.1. The development of computers that are "awake" and superhumanly intelligent.
2.2. Large computer networks (and their associated users) may "wake up" as a superhumanly intelligent entity.
3.3. Computer/human interfaces may become so intimate that users may reasonably be considered superhumanly

intelligent.
4.4. Biological science may find ways to improve upon the natural human intellect.
Vinge continues by predicting that superhuman intelligences will be able to enhance their own minds faster than
their human creators. "When greater-than-human intelligence drives progress," Vinge writes, "that progress will be
much more rapid." This feedback loop of self-improving intelligence, he predicts, will cause large amounts of
technological progress within a short period, and that the creation of superhuman intelligence represented a
breakdown in humans' ability to model their future. His argument was that authors cannot write realistic characters
who surpass the human intellect, as the thoughts of such an intellect would be beyond the ability of humans to
express. Vinge named this event "the Singularity".
Damien Broderick's popular science book The Spike (1997) was the first to investigate the technological singularity
in detail.
In 2000, Bill Joy, a prominent technologist and founder of Sun Microsystems, voiced concern over the potential
dangers of the singularity.[37]

In 2005, Ray Kurzweil published The Singularity is Near, which brought the idea of the singularity to the popular
media both through the book's accessibility and a publicity campaign that included an appearance on The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart.[38] The book stirred intense controversy, in part because Kurzweil's utopian predictions contrasted
starkly with other, darker visions of the possibilities of the singularity. Kurzweil, his theories, and the controversies
surrounding it were the subject of Barry Ptolemy's documentary Transcendent Man.
In 2007, Eliezer Yudkowsky suggested that many of the different definitions that have been assigned to "singularity"
are mutually incompatible rather than mutually supporting.[8] For example, Kurzweil extrapolates current
technological trajectories past the arrival of self-improving AI or superhuman intelligence, which Yudkowsky argues
represents a tension with both I. J. Good's proposed discontinuous upswing in intelligence and Vinge's thesis on
unpredictability.
In 2008, Robin Hanson (taking "singularity" to refer to sharp increases in the exponent of economic growth) lists the
Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions as past singularities. Extrapolating from such past events, Hanson proposes
that the next economic singularity should increase economic growth between 60 and 250 times. An innovation that
allowed for the replacement of virtually all human labor could trigger this event.[39]

In 2009, Kurzweil and X-Prize founder Peter Diamandis announced the establishment of Singularity University,
whose stated mission is "to assemble, educate and inspire a cadre of leaders who strive to understand and facilitate
the development of exponentially advancing technologies in order to address humanity’s grand challenges."[40]

Funded by Google, Autodesk, ePlanet Ventures, and a group of technology industry leaders, Singularity University
is based at NASA's Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California. The not-for-profit organization runs an
annual ten-week graduate program during the summer that covers ten different technology and allied tracks, and a
series of executive programs throughout the year.
In 2010 Aubrey de Grey applied the term the "Methuselarity"[41] to the point at which medical technology improves
so fast that expected human lifespan increases by more than one year per year. In 2010 in "Apocalyptic AI - Visions
of Heaven in Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, and Virtual Reality"[42] Robert Geraci offers an account of the
developing "cyber-theology" inspired by Singularity studies. A book exploring some of those themes is the 1996
Holy Fire by Bruce Sterling, which postulates that a Methuselarity will become a gerontocracy.
In 2011, Kurzweil noted existing trends and concluded that the singularity was becoming more probable to occur 
around 2045. He told Time magazine: "We will successfully reverse-engineer the human brain by the mid-2020s. By
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the end of that decade, computers will be capable of human-level intelligence."[43]

Intelligence explosion
The notion of an "intelligence explosion" was first described thus by Good (1965), who speculated on the effects of
superhuman machines:

Let an ultraintelligent machine be defined as a machine that can far surpass all the intellectual activities of any
man however clever. Since the design of machines is one of these intellectual activities, an ultraintelligent
machine could design even better machines; there would then unquestionably be an ‘intelligence explosion,’
and the intelligence of man would be left far behind. Thus the first ultraintelligent machine is the last invention
that man need ever make.

Most proposed methods for creating superhuman or transhuman minds fall into one of two categories, intelligence
amplification of human brains and artificial intelligence. The means speculated to produce intelligence augmentation
are numerous, and include bioengineering, genetic engineering, nootropic drugs, AI assistants, direct brain-computer
interfaces and mind uploading. The existence of multiple paths to an intelligence explosion makes a singularity more
likely; for a singularity to not occur they would all have to fail.[6]

Hanson (1998) is skeptical of human intelligence augmentation, writing that once one has exhausted the
"low-hanging fruit" of easy methods for increasing human intelligence, further improvements will become
increasingly difficult to find. Despite the numerous speculated means for amplifying human intelligence, non-human
artificial intelligence (specifically seed AI) is the most popular option for organizations trying to advance the
singularity.
Whether or not an intelligence explosion occurs depends on three factors.[44] The first, accelerating factor, is the new
intelligence enhancements made possible by each previous improvement. Contrariwise, as the intelligences become
more advanced, further advances will become more and more complicated, possibly overcoming the advantage of
increased intelligence. Each improvement must be able to beget at least one more improvement, on average, for the
singularity to continue. Finally, there is the issue of a hard upper limit. Absent quantum computing, eventually the
laws of physics will prevent any further improvements.
There are two logically independent, but mutually reinforcing, accelerating effects: increases in the speed of
computation, and improvements to the algorithms used.[45] The former is predicted by Moore’s Law and the forecast
improvements in hardware,[46] and is comparatively similar to previous technological advance. On the other hand,
most AI researchers believe that software is more important than hardware.

Speed improvements
The first is the improvements to the speed at which minds can be run. Whether human or AI, better hardware
increases the rate of future hardware improvements. Oversimplified,[47] Moore's Law suggests that if the first
doubling of speed took 18 months, the second would take 18 subjective months; or 9 external months, whereafter,
four months, two months, and so on towards a speed singularity.[48] An upper limit on speed may eventually be
reached, although it is unclear how high this would be. Hawkins (2008), responding to Good, argued that the upper
limit is relatively low;

Belief in this idea is based on a naive understanding of what intelligence is. As an analogy, imagine we had a 
computer that could design new computers (chips, systems, and software) faster than itself. Would such a 
computer lead to infinitely fast computers or even computers that were faster than anything humans could ever 
build? No. It might accelerate the rate of improvements for a while, but in the end there are limits to how big 
and fast computers can run. We would end up in the same place; we'd just get there a bit faster. There would 
be no singularity. 
Whereas if it were a lot higher than current human levels of intelligence, the effects of the singularity would be
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enormous enough as to be indistinguishable (to humans) from a singularity with an upper limit. For example,
if the speed of thought could be increased a million-fold, a subjective year would pass in 30 physical
seconds.[6]

It is difficult to directly compare silicon-based hardware with neurons. But Berglas (2008) notes that computer
speech recognition is approaching human capabilities, and that this capability seems to require 0.01% of the volume
of the brain. This analogy suggests that modern computer hardware is within a few orders of magnitude of being as
powerful as the human brain.

Intelligence improvements
Some intelligence technologies, like seed AI, may also have the potential to make themselves more intelligent, not
just faster, by modifying their source code. These improvements would make further improvements possible, which
would make further improvements possible, and so on.
This mechanism for an intelligence explosion differs from an increase in speed in two ways. First, it does not require
external effect: machines designing faster hardware still require humans to create the improved hardware, or to
program factories appropriately. An AI which was rewriting its own source code, however, could do so while
contained in an AI box.
Second, as with Vernor Vinge’s conception of the singularity, it is much harder to predict the outcome. While speed
increases seem to be only a quantitative difference from human intelligence, actual improvements in intelligence
would be qualitatively different. Eliezer Yudkowsky compares it to the changes that human intelligence brought:
humans changed the world thousands of times more rapidly than evolution had done, and in totally different ways.
Similarly, the evolution of life had been a massive departure and acceleration from the previous geological rates of
change, and improved intelligence could cause change to be as different again.[49]

There are substantial dangers associated with an intelligence explosion singularity. First, the goal structure of the AI
may not be invariant under self-improvement, potentially causing the AI to optimise something other than was
intended.[50][51] Secondly, AIs could compete for the scarce resources mankind uses to survive.[52]

While not actively malicious, there is no reason to think that AIs would actively promote human goals unless they
could be programmed as such, and if not, might use the resources currently used to support mankind to promote its
own goals, causing human extinction.[10][53][54]

Impact
Dramatic changes in the rate of economic growth have occurred in the past because of some technological
advancement. Based on population growth, the economy doubled every 250,000 years from the Paleolithic era until
the Neolithic Revolution. This new agricultural economy began to double every 900 years, a remarkable increase. In
the current era, beginning with the Industrial Revolution, the world’s economic output doubles every fifteen years,
sixty times faster than during the agricultural era. If the rise of superhuman intelligences causes a similar revolution,
argues Robin Hanson, one would expect the economy to double at least quarterly and possibly on a weekly basis.[39]

Existential risk

Berglas (2008) notes that there is no direct evolutionary motivation for an AI to be friendly to humans. Evolution has 
no inherent tendency to produce outcomes valued by humans, and there is little reason to expect an arbitrary 
optimisation process to promote an outcome desired by mankind, rather than inadvertently leading to an AI behaving 
in a way not intended by its creators (such as Nick Bostrom's whimsical example of an AI which was originally 
programmed with the goal of manufacturing paper clips, so that when it achieves superintelligence it decides to 
convert the entire planet into a paper clip manufacturing facility;[55][56][57] Anders Sandberg has also elaborated on 
this scenario, addressing various common counter-arguments.[58]) AI researcher Hugo de Garis suggests that 
artificial intelligences may simply eliminate the human race for access to scarce resources,[52][59] and humans would
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be powerless to stop them.[60] Alternatively, AIs developed under evolutionary pressure to promote their own
survival could out compete humanity.[54]

Bostrom (2002) discusses human extinction scenarios, and lists superintelligence as a possible cause:
When we create the first superintelligent entity, we might make a mistake and give it goals that lead it to
annihilate humankind, assuming its enormous intellectual advantage gives it the power to do so. For example,
we could mistakenly elevate a subgoal to the status of a supergoal. We tell it to solve a mathematical problem,
and it complies by turning all the matter in the solar system into a giant calculating device, in the process
killing the person who asked the question.

A significant problem is that unfriendly artificial intelligence is likely to be much easier to create than friendly AI.
While both require large advances in recursive optimisation process design, friendly AI also requires the ability to
make goal structures invariant under self-improvement (or the AI could transform itself into something unfriendly)
and a goal structure that aligns with human values and does not automatically destroy the human race. An unfriendly
AI, on the other hand, can optimize for an arbitrary goal structure, which does not need to be invariant under
self-modification.[61]

Eliezer Yudkowsky proposed that research be undertaken to produce friendly artificial intelligence in order to
address the dangers. He noted that the first real AI would have a head start on self-improvement and, if friendly,
could prevent unfriendly AIs from developing, as well as providing enormous benefits to mankind.[53] Bill Hibbard
also addresses issues of AI safety and morality in his book Super-Intelligent Machines.
One hypothetical approach towards attempting to control an artificial intelligence is an AI box, where the artificial
intelligence is kept constrained inside a simulated world and not allowed to affect the external world. However, a
sufficiently intelligent AI may simply be able to escape by outsmarting its less intelligent human captors.[21][62][63]

Implications for human society
In 2009, leading computer scientists, artificial intelligence researchers, and roboticists met at the Asilomar
Conference Grounds near Monterey Bay in California. The goal was to discuss the potential impact of the
hypothetical possibility that robots could become self-sufficient and able to make their own decisions. They
discussed the extent to which computers and robots might be able to acquire autonomy, and to what degree they
could use such abilities to pose threats or hazards.
Some machines have acquired various forms of semi-autonomy, including the ability to locate their own power
sources and choose targets to attack with weapons. Also, some computer viruses can evade elimination and have
achieved "cockroach intelligence." The conference attendees noted that self-awareness as depicted in science-fiction
is probably unlikely, but that other potential hazards and pitfalls exist.[64]

Some experts and academics have questioned the use of robots for military combat, especially when such robots are
given some degree of autonomous functions.[65] A United States Navy report indicates that, as military robots
become more complex, there should be greater attention to implications of their ability to make autonomous
decisions.[66][67]

The Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence has commissioned a study to examine this issue,[68]

pointing to programs like the Language Acquisition Device, which can emulate human interaction.
Some support the design of friendly artificial intelligence, meaning that the advances which are already occurring
with AI should also include an effort to make AI intrinsically friendly and humane.[69]

Isaac Asimov's Three Laws of Robotics is one of the earliest examples of proposed safety measures for AI. The laws 
are intended to prevent artificially intelligent robots from harming humans. In Asimov’s stories, any perceived 
problems with the laws tend to arise as a result of a misunderstanding on the part of some human operator; the robots 
themselves are merely acting to their best interpretation of their rules. In the 2004 film I, Robot, loosely based on 
Asimov's Robot stories, an AI attempts to take complete control over humanity for the purpose of protecting
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humanity from itself due to an extrapolation of the Three Laws. In 2004, the Singularity Institute launched an
Internet campaign called 3 Laws Unsafe to raise awareness of AI safety issues and the inadequacy of Asimov’s laws
in particular.[70]

Accelerating change

According to Kurzweil, his logarithmic graph of 15
lists of paradigm shifts for key historic events shows

an exponential trend. The lists' compilers include Carl
Sagan, Paul D. Boyer, Encyclopædia Britannica,

American Museum of Natural History, and University
of Arizona. Click to enlarge.

Some singularity proponents argue its inevitability through
extrapolation of past trends, especially those pertaining to
shortening gaps between improvements to technology. In one of the
first uses of the term "singularity" in the context of technological
progress, Stanislaw Ulam (1958) tells of a conversation with John
von Neumann about accelerating change:

One conversation centered on the ever accelerating progress
of technology and changes in the mode of human life, which
gives the appearance of approaching some essential
singularity in the history of the race beyond which human
affairs, as we know them, could not continue.

Hawkins (1983) writes that "mindsteps", dramatic and irreversible
changes to paradigms or world views, are accelerating in frequency
as quantified in his mindstep equation. He cites the inventions of
writing, mathematics, and the computer as examples of such
changes.
Kurzweil's analysis of history concludes that technological progress follows a pattern of exponential growth,
following what he calls the "Law of Accelerating Returns". Whenever technology approaches a barrier, Kurzweil
writes, new technologies will surmount it. He predicts paradigm shifts will become increasingly common, leading to
"technological change so rapid and profound it represents a rupture in the fabric of human history".[71] Kurzweil
believes that the singularity will occur before the end of the 21st century, setting the date at 2045.[72] His predictions
differ from Vinge’s in that he predicts a gradual ascent to the singularity, rather than Vinge’s rapidly self-improving
superhuman intelligence.

Presumably, a technological singularity would lead to rapid development of a Kardashev Type I civilization, one that
has achieved mastery of the resources of its home planet.[73]

Oft-cited dangers include those commonly associated with molecular nanotechnology and genetic engineering.
These threats are major issues for both singularity advocates and critics, and were the subject of Bill Joy's Wired
magazine article "Why the future doesn't need us".[74]

The Acceleration Studies Foundation, an educational non-profit foundation founded by John Smart, engages in
outreach, education, research and advocacy concerning accelerating change.[75] It produces the Accelerating Change
conference at Stanford University, and maintains the educational site Acceleration Watch [76].
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Criticisms
Some critics assert that no computer or machine will ever achieve human intelligence, while others hold that the
definition of intelligence is irrelevant if the net result is the same.[77]

Steven Pinker stated in 2008,
"(...) There is not the slightest reason to believe in a coming singularity. The fact that you can visualize a
future in your imagination is not evidence that it is likely or even possible. Look at domed cities, jet-pack
commuting, underwater cities, mile-high buildings, and nuclear-powered automobiles — all staples of
futuristic fantasies when I was a child that have never arrived. Sheer processing power is not a pixie dust that
magically solves all your problems. (...)"[25]

Martin Ford in The Lights in the Tunnel: Automation, Accelerating Technology and the Economy of the Future[78]

postulates a "technology paradox" in that before the singularity could occur most routine jobs in the economy would
be automated, since this would require a level of technology inferior to that of the singularity. This would cause
massive unemployment and plummeting consumer demand, which in turn would destroy the incentive to invest in
the technologies that would be required to bring about the Singularity. Job displacement is increasingly no longer
limited to work traditionally considered to be "routine."[79]

Jared Diamond, in Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed, argues that cultures self-limit when they
exceed the sustainable carrying capacity of their environment, and the consumption of strategic resources (frequently
timber, soils or water) creates a deleterious positive feedback loop that leads eventually to social collapse and
technological retrogression.
Theodore Modis[80][81] and Jonathan Huebner[82] argue that the rate of technological innovation has not only ceased
to rise, but is actually now declining (John Smart, however, criticizes Huebner's analysis[83]). Evidence for this
decline is that the rise in computer clock rates is slowing, even while Moore's prediction of exponentially increasing
circuit density continues to hold. This is due to excessive heat build-up from the chip, which cannot be dissipated
quickly enough to prevent the chip from melting when operating at higher speeds. Advancements in speed may be
possible in the future by virtue of more power-efficient CPU designs and multi-cell processors.[84] While Kurzweil
used Modis' resources, and Modis' work was around accelerating change, Modis distanced himself from Kurzweil's
thesis of a "technological singularity", claiming that it lacks scientific rigor.[81]

Others propose that other "singularities" can be found through analysis of trends in world population, world gross
domestic product, and other indices. Andrey Korotayev and others argue that historical hyperbolic growth curves can
be attributed to feedback loops that ceased to affect global trends in the 1970s, and thus hyperbolic growth should
not be expected in the future.[85][86]

In The Progress of Computing, William Nordhaus argued that, prior to 1940, computers followed the much slower
growth of a traditional industrial economy, thus rejecting extrapolations of Moore's law to 19th-century computers.
Schmidhuber (2006) suggests differences in memory of recent and distant events create an illusion of accelerating
change, and that such phenomena may be responsible for past apocalyptic predictions.
Andrew Kennedy, in his 2006 paper for the British Interplanetary Society discussing change and the growth in space
travel velocities,[87] stated that although long-term overall growth is inevitable, it is small, embodying both ups and
downs, and noted, "New technologies follow known laws of power use and information spread and are obliged to
connect with what already exists. Remarkable theoretical discoveries, if they end up being used at all, play their part
in maintaining the growth rate: they do not make its plotted curve... redundant." He stated that exponential growth is
no predictor in itself, and illustrated this with examples such as quantum theory. The quantum was conceived in
1900, and quantum theory was in existence and accepted approximately 25 years later. However, it took over 40
years for Richard Feynman and others to produce meaningful numbers from the theory. Bethe understood nuclear
fusion in 1935, but 75 years later fusion reactors are still only used in experimental settings. Similarly, quantum
entanglement was understood in 1935 but not at the point of being used in practice until the 21st century.
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A study of patents per thousand persons shows that human creativity does not show accelerating returns, but in fact,
as suggested by Joseph Tainter in his seminal The Collapse of Complex Societies,[88] a law of diminishing returns.
The number of patents per thousand peaked in the period from 1850–1900, and has been declining since.[82] The
growth of complexity eventually becomes self-limiting, and leads to a widespread "general systems collapse".
In addition to general criticisms of the singularity concept, several critics have raised issues with Kurzweil's iconic
chart. One line of criticism is that a log-log chart of this nature is inherently biased toward a straight-line result.
Others identify selection bias in the points that Kurzweil chooses to use. For example, biologist PZ Myers points out
that many of the early evolutionary "events" were picked arbitrarily.[89] Kurzweil has rebutted this by charting
evolutionary events from 15 neutral sources, and showing that they fit a straight line on a log-log chart. The
Economist mocked the concept with a graph extrapolating that the number of blades on a razor, which has increased
over the years from one to as many as five, will increase ever-faster to infinity.[90]

In popular culture
Isaac Asimov's 1950 story "The Evitable Conflict", (the last part of the I, Robot collection) features the Machines,
four supercomputers managing the world's economy. The computers are incomprehensible to humans and are
impossible to analyze for errors, having been created through 10 stages of bootstrapping. In the end of the story, it is
implied that from now on (it occurs in 2052), no major conflict can occur, and the Machines are going to guide
humanity toward a better future, one only they are capable of seeing (and know to truly be the best). Susan Calvin
states that "For all time, all conflicts are finally evitable. Only the Machines, from now on, are inevitable!"
James P. Hogan's 1979 novel The Two Faces of Tomorrow is an explicit description of what is now called the
Singularity. An artificial intelligence system solves an excavation problem on the moon in a brilliant and novel way,
but nearly kills a work crew in the process. Realizing that systems are becoming too sophisticated and complex to
predict or manage, a scientific team sets out to teach a sophisticated computer network how to think more humanly.
The story documents the rise of self-awareness in the computer system, the humans' loss of control and failed
attempts to shut down the experiment as the computer desperately defends itself, and the computer intelligence
reaching maturity.
While discussing the singularity's growing recognition, Vernor Vinge wrote in 1993 that "it was the science-fiction
writers who felt the first concrete impact." In addition to his own short story "Bookworm, Run!", whose protagonist
is a chimpanzee with intelligence augmented by a government experiment, he cites Greg Bear's novel Blood Music
(1983) as an example of the singularity in fiction. Vinge described surviving the singularity in his 1986 novel
Marooned in Realtime. Vinge later expanded the notion of the singularity to a galactic scale in A Fire Upon the Deep
(1992), a novel populated by transcendent beings, each the product of a different race and possessed of distinct
agendas and overwhelming power.
In William Gibson's 1984 novel Neuromancer, artificial intelligences capable of improving their own programs are
strictly regulated by special "Turing police" to ensure they never exceed a certain level of intelligence, and the plot
centers on the efforts of one such AI to circumvent their control. The 1994 novel The Metamorphosis of Prime
Intellect features an AI that augments itself so quickly as to gain low-level control of all matter in the universe in a
matter of hours.
William Gibson and Bruce Sterling's alternate history Steampunk novel The Difference Engine ends with a vision of
the singularity occurring in 1991 with a superintelligent computer that has merged its mind with the inhabitants of
London.
A more malevolent AI achieves similar levels of omnipotence in Harlan Ellison's short story I Have No Mouth, and I
Must Scream (1967).
William Thomas Quick's novels Dreams of Flesh and Sand (1988), Dreams of Gods and Men (1989), and 
Singularities (1990) present an account of the transition through the singularity; in the last novel, one of the
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characters states that mankind's survival requires it to integrate with the emerging machine intelligences, or it will be
crushed under the dominance of the machines – the greatest risk to the survival of a species reaching this point (and
alluding to large numbers of other species that either survived or failed this test, although no actual contact with alien
species occurs in the novels).
The singularity is sometimes addressed in fictional works to explain the event's absence. Neal Asher's Gridlinked
series features a future where humans living in the Polity are governed by AIs and while some are resentful, most
believe that they are far better governors than any human. In the fourth novel, Polity Agent, it is mentioned that the
singularity is far overdue yet most AIs have decided not to partake in it for reasons that only they know. A flashback
character in Ken MacLeod's 1998 novel The Cassini Division dismissively refers to the singularity as "the Rapture
for nerds", though the singularity goes on to happen anyway.
Popular movies in which computers become intelligent and violently overpower the human race include Colossus:
The Forbin Project, the Terminator series, the very loose film adaptation of I, Robot, and The Matrix series. The
television series Battlestar Galactica also explores these themes.
Isaac Asimov expressed ideas similar to a post-Kurzweilian singularity in his short story "The Last Question".
Asimov's future envisions a reality where a combination of strong artificial intelligence and post-humans consume
the cosmos, during a time Kurzweil describes as when "the universe wakes up", the last of his six stages of cosmic
evolution as described in The Singularity is Near. Post-human entities throughout various time periods of the story
inquire of the artificial intelligence within the story as to how entropy death will be avoided. The AI responds that it
lacks sufficient information to come to a conclusion, until the end of the story when the AI does indeed arrive at a
solution. Notably, it does so in order to fulfill its duty to answer the humans' question.
St. Edward's University chemist Eamonn Healy discusses accelerating change in the film Waking Life. He divides
history into increasingly shorter periods, estimating "two billion years for life, six million years for the hominid, a
hundred-thousand years for mankind as we know it". He proceeds to human cultural evolution, giving time scales of
ten thousand years for agriculture, four hundred years for the scientific revolution, and one hundred fifty years for
the industrial revolution. Information is emphasized as providing the basis for the new evolutionary paradigm, with
artificial intelligence its culmination. He concludes we will eventually create "neohumans" which will usurp
humanity’s present role in scientific and technological progress and allow the exponential trend of accelerating
change to continue past the limits of human ability.
Accelerating progress features in some science fiction works, and is a central theme in Charles Stross's Accelerando.
Other notable authors that address singularity-related issues include Karl Schroeder, Greg Egan, Ken MacLeod,
Rudy Rucker, David Brin, Iain M. Banks, Neal Stephenson, Tony Ballantyne, Bruce Sterling, Dan Simmons,
Damien Broderick, Fredric Brown, Jacek Dukaj, Stanislav Lem, Nagaru Tanigawa, Douglas Adams, Michael
Crichton and Ian McDonald.
The feature-length documentary film Transcendent Man by Barry Ptolemy is based on Kurzweil and his book The
Singularity Is Near. The film documents Kurzweil's quest to reveal what he believes to be mankind's destiny.
Another documentary, Plug & Pray, focuses on the promise, problems and ethics of artificial intelligence and
robotics, with Joseph Weizenbaum and Kurzweil as the main subjects of the film.[91]

In 2009, scientists at Aberystwyth University in Wales and the U.K's University of Cambridge designed a robot
called Adam that they believe to be the first machine to independently discover new scientific findings.[92] Also in
2009, researchers at Cornell developed a computer program that extrapolated the laws of motion from a pendulum's
swings.[93][94]

The web comic Dresden Codak deals with trans-humanistic themes and the singularity.
The plot of an episode of the TV program The Big Bang Theory (season 4, episode 2, "The Cruciferous Vegetable
Amplification") revolves around the anticipated date of the coming Singularity.
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The seventeenth episode of the sixth season of the TV sitcom Futurama, Benderama references Bender reaching the
technological singularity and being able to infinitely produce smaller versions of himself to wreak havoc on the
world.
Industrial/Steampunk entertainer Doctor Steel weaves the concept of a technological singularity into his music and
videos, even having a song entitled The Singularity. He has been interviewed on his views by the Institute for Ethics
and Emerging Technologies,[95] and has also authored a paper on the subject.[96][97]

In 2012, concept band SOLA-MI [98], released "NEXUS (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)," an album about the
first waking machine.
In the sci-fi webseries Sync [99], a computer virus takes over a computerized human and becomes a singularity.
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themselves without the aid of humans.

• Accelerando by Charles Stross
• Dresden Codak, a webcomic by Aaron Diaz, often contains plots relating to the singularity and transhumanism,

especially in the Hob (http:/ / www. dresdencodak. com/ cartoons/ dc_032. htm) story arc
• Endgame: Singularity is an open source game where the player is AI, whose goal is to attain technological

singularity/apotheosis.

Other links
• Report on The Stanford Singularity Summit (http:/ / www. jerrypournelle. com/ reports/ jerryp/ singularity. html)
• 2007 quotes, Singularity Summit, San Francisco (http:/ / www. singinst. org/ summit2007/ quotes/ )
• Singularity Hub (http:/ / singularityhub. com)
• An IEEE report on the Singularity. (http:/ / www. spectrum. ieee. org/ static/ singularity)
• March 2007 Congressional Report on the Singularity (http:/ / www. house. gov/ jec/ publications/ 110/

nanotechnology_03-22-07. pdf) Alternate Link (http:/ / www. thenewatlantis. com/ docLib/
20120213_TheFutureisComingSoonerThanYouThink. pdf)

• The Global Transition (http:/ / www. theglobaltransition. com)
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Artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the intelligence of machines and the branch of computer science that aims to create it.
AI textbooks define the field as "the study and design of intelligent agents"[1] where an intelligent agent is a system
that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its chances of success.[2] John McCarthy, who coined
the term in 1955,[3] defines it as "the science and engineering of making intelligent machines."[4]

AI research is highly technical and specialized, deeply divided into subfields that often fail to communicate with
each other.[5] Some of the division is due to social and cultural factors: subfields have grown up around particular
institutions and the work of individual researchers. AI research is also divided by several technical issues. There are
subfields which are focused on the solution of specific problems, on one of several possible approaches, on the use
of widely differing tools and towards the accomplishment of particular applications. The central problems of AI
include such traits as reasoning, knowledge, planning, learning, communication, perception and the ability to move
and manipulate objects.[6] General intelligence (or "strong AI") is still among the field's long term goals.[7] Currently
popular approaches include statistical methods, computational intelligence and traditional symbolic AI. There are an
enormous number of tools used in AI, including versions of search and mathematical optimization, logic, methods
based on probability and economics, and many others.
The field was founded on the claim that a central property of humans, intelligence—the sapience of Homo
sapiens—can be so precisely described that it can be simulated by a machine.[8] This raises philosophical issues
about the nature of the mind and the ethics of creating artificial beings, issues which have been addressed by myth,
fiction and philosophy since antiquity.[9] Artificial intelligence has been the subject of optimism,[10] but has also
suffered setbacks[11] and, today, has become an essential part of the technology industry, providing the heavy lifting
for many of the most difficult problems in computer science.[12]

History
Thinking machines and artificial beings appear in Greek myths, such as Talos of Crete, the bronze robot of
Hephaestus, and Pygmalion's Galatea.[13] Human likenesses believed to have intelligence were built in every major
civilization: animated cult images were worshipped in Egypt and Greece[14] and humanoid automatons were built by
Yan Shi, Hero of Alexandria and Al-Jazari.[15] It was also widely believed that artificial beings had been created by
Jābir ibn Hayyān, Judah Loew and Paracelsus.[16] By the 19th and 20th centuries, artificial beings had become a
common feature in fiction, as in Mary Shelley's Frankenstein or Karel Čapek's R.U.R. (Rossum's Universal
Robots).[17] Pamela McCorduck argues that all of these are examples of an ancient urge, as she describes it, "to forge
the gods".[9] Stories of these creatures and their fates discuss many of the same hopes, fears and ethical concerns that
are presented by artificial intelligence.
Mechanical or "formal" reasoning has been developed by philosophers and mathematicians since antiquity. The
study of logic led directly to the invention of the programmable digital electronic computer, based on the work of
mathematician Alan Turing and others. Turing's theory of computation suggested that a machine, by shuffling
symbols as simple as "0" and "1", could simulate any conceivable (imaginable) act of mathematical deduction.[18][19]

This, along with concurrent discoveries in neurology, information theory and cybernetics, inspired a small group of
researchers to begin to seriously consider the possibility of building an electronic brain.[20]

The field of AI research was founded at a conference on the campus of Dartmouth College in the summer of 
1956.[21] The attendees, including John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, Allen Newell and Herbert Simon, became the 
leaders of AI research for many decades.[22] They and their students wrote programs that were, to most people, 
simply astonishing:[23] Computers were solving word problems in algebra, proving logical theorems and speaking 
English.[24] By the middle of the 1960s, research in the U.S. was heavily funded by the Department of Defense[25] 

and laboratories had been established around the world.[26] AI's founders were profoundly optimistic about the future
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of the new field: Herbert Simon predicted that "machines will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a
man can do" and Marvin Minsky agreed, writing that "within a generation ... the problem of creating 'artificial
intelligence' will substantially be solved".[27]

They had failed to recognize the difficulty of some of the problems they faced.[28] In 1974, in response to the
criticism of Sir James Lighthill and ongoing pressure from the US Congress to fund more productive projects, both
the U.S. and British governments cut off all undirected exploratory research in AI. The next few years, when funding
for projects was hard to find, would later be called the "AI winter".[29]

In the early 1980s, AI research was revived by the commercial success of expert systems,[30] a form of AI program
that simulated the knowledge and analytical skills of one or more human experts. By 1985 the market for AI had
reached over a billion dollars. At the same time, Japan's fifth generation computer project inspired the U.S and
British governments to restore funding for academic research in the field.[31] However, beginning with the collapse
of the Lisp Machine market in 1987, AI once again fell into disrepute, and a second, longer lasting AI winter
began.[32]

In the 1990s and early 21st century, AI achieved its greatest successes, albeit somewhat behind the scenes. Artificial
intelligence is used for logistics, data mining, medical diagnosis and many other areas throughout the technology
industry.[12] The success was due to several factors: the increasing computational power of computers (see Moore's
law), a greater emphasis on solving specific subproblems, the creation of new ties between AI and other fields
working on similar problems, and a new commitment by researchers to solid mathematical methods and rigorous
scientific standards.[33]

On 11 May 1997, Deep Blue became the first computer chess-playing system to beat a reigning world chess
champion, Garry Kasparov.[34] In 2005, a Stanford robot won the DARPA Grand Challenge by driving
autonomously for 131 miles along an unrehearsed desert trail.[35] Two years later, a team from CMU won the
DARPA Urban Challenge when their vehicle autonomously navigated 55 miles in an Urban environment while
adhering to traffic hazards and all traffic laws.[36] In February 2011, in a Jeopardy! quiz show exhibition match,
IBM's question answering system, Watson, defeated the two greatest Jeopardy! champions, Brad Rutter and Ken
Jennings, by a significant margin.[37]

The leading-edge definition of artificial intelligence research is changing over time. One pragmatic definition is: "AI
research is that which computing scientists do not know how to do cost-effectively today." For example, in 1956
optical character recognition (OCR) was considered AI, but today, sophisticated OCR software with a
context-sensitive spell checker and grammar checker software comes for free with most image scanners. No one
would any longer consider already-solved computing science problems like OCR "artificial intelligence" today.
Low-cost entertaining chess-playing software is commonly available for tablet computers. DARPA no longer
provides significant funding for chess-playing computing system development. The Kinect which provides a 3D
body–motion interface for the Xbox 360 uses algorithms that emerged from lengthy AI research,[38] but few
consumers realize the technology source.
AI applications are no longer the exclusive domain of U.S. Department of Defense R&D, but are now commonplace
consumer items and inexpensive intelligent toys.
In common usage, the term "AI" no longer seems to apply to off-the-shelf solved computing-science problems,
which may have originally emerged out of years of AI research.
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Problems
The general problem of simulating (or creating) intelligence has been broken down into a number of specific
sub-problems. These consist of particular traits or capabilities that researchers would like an intelligent system to
display. The traits described below have received the most attention.[6]

Deduction, reasoning, problem solving
Early AI researchers developed algorithms that imitated the step-by-step reasoning that humans use when they solve
puzzles or make logical deductions.[39] By the late 1980s and '90s, AI research had also developed highly successful
methods for dealing with uncertain or incomplete information, employing concepts from probability and
economics.[40]

For difficult problems, most of these algorithms can require enormous computational resources – most experience a
"combinatorial explosion": the amount of memory or computer time required becomes astronomical when the
problem goes beyond a certain size. The search for more efficient problem-solving algorithms is a high priority for
AI research.[41]

Human beings solve most of their problems using fast, intuitive judgements rather than the conscious, step-by-step
deduction that early AI research was able to model.[42] AI has made some progress at imitating this kind of
"sub-symbolic" problem solving: embodied agent approaches emphasize the importance of sensorimotor skills to
higher reasoning; neural net research attempts to simulate the structures inside the brain that give rise to this skill;
statistical approaches to AI mimic the probabilistic nature of the human ability to guess.

Knowledge representation

An ontology represents knowledge as a set of
concepts within a domain and the relationships

between those concepts.

Knowledge representation[43] and knowledge engineering[44] are
central to AI research. Many of the problems machines are expected to
solve will require extensive knowledge about the world. Among the
things that AI needs to represent are: objects, properties, categories and
relations between objects;[45] situations, events, states and time;[46]

causes and effects;[47] knowledge about knowledge (what we know
about what other people know);[48] and many other, less well
researched domains. A representation of "what exists" is an ontology
(borrowing a word from traditional philosophy), of which the most
general are called upper ontologies.[49]

Among the most difficult problems in knowledge representation are:
Default reasoning and the qualification problem

Many of the things people know take the form of "working
assumptions." For example, if a bird comes up in conversation,
people typically picture an animal that is fist sized, sings, and flies. None of these things are true about all
birds. John McCarthy identified this problem in 1969[50] as the qualification problem: for any commonsense
rule that AI researchers care to represent, there tend to be a huge number of exceptions. Almost nothing is
simply true or false in the way that abstract logic requires. AI research has explored a number of solutions to
this problem.[51]

The breadth of commonsense knowledge
The number of atomic facts that the average person knows is astronomical. Research projects that attempt to 
build a complete knowledge base of commonsense knowledge (e.g., Cyc) require enormous amounts of 
laborious ontological engineering — they must be built, by hand, one complicated concept at a time.[52] A
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major goal is to have the computer understand enough concepts to be able to learn by reading from sources
like the internet, and thus be able to add to its own ontology.

The subsymbolic form of some commonsense knowledge
Much of what people know is not represented as "facts" or "statements" that they could express verbally. For
example, a chess master will avoid a particular chess position because it "feels too exposed"[53] or an art critic
can take one look at a statue and instantly realize that it is a fake.[54] These are intuitions or tendencies that are
represented in the brain non-consciously and sub-symbolically.[55] Knowledge like this informs, supports and
provides a context for symbolic, conscious knowledge. As with the related problem of sub-symbolic
reasoning, it is hoped that situated AI, computational intelligence, or statistical AI will provide ways to
represent this kind of knowledge.[55]

Planning

A hierarchical control system is a form of control
system in which a set of devices and governing

software is arranged in a hierarchy.

Intelligent agents must be able to set goals and achieve them.[56] They
need a way to visualize the future (they must have a representation of
the state of the world and be able to make predictions about how their
actions will change it) and be able to make choices that maximize the
utility (or "value") of the available choices.[57]

In classical planning problems, the agent can assume that it is the only
thing acting on the world and it can be certain what the consequences
of its actions may be.[58] However, if the agent is not the only actor, it
must periodically ascertain whether the world matches its predictions
and it must change its plan as this becomes necessary, requiring the
agent to reason under uncertainty.[59]

Multi-agent planning uses the cooperation and competition of many
agents to achieve a given goal. Emergent behavior such as this is used
by evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence.[60]

Learning

Machine learning[61] has been central to AI research from the beginning.[62] In 1956, at the original Dartmouth AI
summer conference, Ray Solomonoff wrote a report on unsupervised probabilistic machine learning: "An Inductive
Inference Machine".[63] Unsupervised learning is the ability to find patterns in a stream of input. Supervised learning
includes both classification and numerical regression. Classification is used to determine what category something
belongs in, after seeing a number of examples of things from several categories. Regression is the attempt to produce
a function that describes the relationship between inputs and outputs and predicts how the outputs should change as
the inputs change. In reinforcement learning[64] the agent is rewarded for good responses and punished for bad ones.
These can be analyzed in terms of decision theory, using concepts like utility. The mathematical analysis of machine
learning algorithms and their performance is a branch of theoretical computer science known as computational
learning theory.[65]
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Natural language processing

A parse tree represents the syntactic structure of a
sentence according to some formal grammar.

Natural language processing[66] gives machines the ability to read and
understand the languages that humans speak. A sufficiently powerful
natural language processing system would enable natural language user
interfaces and the acquisition of knowledge directly from
human-written sources, such as Internet texts. Some straightforward
applications of natural language processing include information
retrieval (or text mining) and machine translation.[67]

A common method of processing and extracting meaning from natural
language is through semantic indexing. Increases in processing speeds
and the drop in the cost of data storage makes indexing large volumes
of abstractions of the users input much more efficient.

Motion and manipulation

The field of robotics[68] is closely related to AI. Intelligence is required for robots to be able to handle such tasks as
object manipulation[69] and navigation, with sub-problems of localization (knowing where you are, or finding out
where other things are), mapping (learning what is around you, building a map of the environment), and motion
planning (figuring out how to get there) or path planning (going from one point in space to another point, which may
involve compliant motion - where the robot moves while maintaining physical contact with an object).[70][71]

Perception
Machine perception[72] is the ability to use input from sensors (such as cameras, microphones, sonar and others more
exotic) to deduce aspects of the world. Computer vision[73] is the ability to analyze visual input. A few selected
subproblems are speech recognition,[74] facial recognition and object recognition.[75]

Social intelligence

Kismet, a robot with rudimentary social skills[76]

Affective computing is the study and development of systems and
devices that can recognize, interpret, process, and simulate human
affects.[77][78] It is an interdisciplinary field spanning computer
sciences, psychology, and cognitive science.[79] While the origins of
the field may be traced as far back as to early philosophical enquiries
into emotion,[80] the more modern branch of computer science
originated with Rosalind Picard's 1995 paper[81] on affective
computing.[82][83] A motivation for the research is the ability to
simulate empathy. The machine should interpret the emotional state of
humans and adapt its behaviour to them, giving an appropriate
response for those emotions.

Emotion and social skills[84] play two roles for an intelligent agent. First, it must be able to predict the actions of
others, by understanding their motives and emotional states. (This involves elements of game theory, decision
theory, as well as the ability to model human emotions and the perceptual skills to detect emotions.) Also, in an
effort to facilitate human-computer interaction, an intelligent machine might want to be able to display
emotions—even if it does not actually experience them itself—in order to appear sensitive to the emotional
dynamics of human interaction.
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Creativity
A sub-field of AI addresses creativity both theoretically (from a philosophical and psychological perspective) and
practically (via specific implementations of systems that generate outputs that can be considered creative, or systems
that identify and assess creativity). Related areas of computational research are Artificial intuition and Artificial
imagination.

General intelligence
Most researchers hope that their work will eventually be incorporated into a machine with general intelligence
(known as strong AI), combining all the skills above and exceeding human abilities at most or all of them.[7] A few
believe that anthropomorphic features like artificial consciousness or an artificial brain may be required for such a
project.[85][86]

Many of the problems above are considered AI-complete: to solve one problem, you must solve them all. For
example, even a straightforward, specific task like machine translation requires that the machine follow the author's
argument (reason), know what is being talked about (knowledge), and faithfully reproduce the author's intention
(social intelligence). Machine translation, therefore, is believed to be AI-complete: it may require strong AI to be
done as well as humans can do it.[87]

Approaches
There is no established unifying theory or paradigm that guides AI research. Researchers disagree about many
issues.[88] A few of the most long standing questions that have remained unanswered are these: should artificial
intelligence simulate natural intelligence by studying psychology or neurology? Or is human biology as irrelevant to
AI research as bird biology is to aeronautical engineering?[89] Can intelligent behavior be described using simple,
elegant principles (such as logic or optimization)? Or does it necessarily require solving a large number of
completely unrelated problems?[90] Can intelligence be reproduced using high-level symbols, similar to words and
ideas? Or does it require "sub-symbolic" processing?[91] John Haugeland, who coined the term GOFAI (Good
Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence), also proposed that AI should more properly be referred to as synthetic
intelligence,[92] a term which has since been adopted by some non-GOFAI researchers.[93][94]

Cybernetics and brain simulation
In the 1940s and 1950s, a number of researchers explored the connection between neurology, information theory,
and cybernetics. Some of them built machines that used electronic networks to exhibit rudimentary intelligence, such
as W. Grey Walter's turtles and the Johns Hopkins Beast. Many of these researchers gathered for meetings of the
Teleological Society at Princeton University and the Ratio Club in England.[20] By 1960, this approach was largely
abandoned, although elements of it would be revived in the 1980s.

Symbolic
When access to digital computers became possible in the middle 1950s, AI research began to explore the possibility
that human intelligence could be reduced to symbol manipulation. The research was centered in three institutions:
CMU, Stanford and MIT, and each one developed its own style of research. John Haugeland named these
approaches to AI "good old fashioned AI" or "GOFAI".[95] During the 1960s, symbolic approaches had achieved
great success at simulating high-level thinking in small demonstration programs. Approaches based on cybernetics or
neural networks were abandoned or pushed into the background.[96] Researchers in the 1960s and the 1970s were
convinced that symbolic approaches would eventually succeed in creating a machine with artificial general
intelligence and considered this the goal of their field.
Cognitive simulation
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Economist Herbert Simon and Allen Newell studied human problem-solving skills and attempted to formalize
them, and their work laid the foundations of the field of artificial intelligence, as well as cognitive science,
operations research and management science. Their research team used the results of psychological
experiments to develop programs that simulated the techniques that people used to solve problems. This
tradition, centered at Carnegie Mellon University would eventually culminate in the development of the Soar
architecture in the middle 80s.[97][98]

Logic-based
Unlike Newell and Simon, John McCarthy felt that machines did not need to simulate human thought, but
should instead try to find the essence of abstract reasoning and problem solving, regardless of whether people
used the same algorithms.[89] His laboratory at Stanford (SAIL) focused on using formal logic to solve a wide
variety of problems, including knowledge representation, planning and learning.[99] Logic was also focus of
the work at the University of Edinburgh and elsewhere in Europe which led to the development of the
programming language Prolog and the science of logic programming.[100]

"Anti-logic" or "scruffy"
Researchers at MIT (such as Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert)[101] found that solving difficult problems in
vision and natural language processing required ad-hoc solutions – they argued that there was no simple and
general principle (like logic) that would capture all the aspects of intelligent behavior. Roger Schank described
their "anti-logic" approaches as "scruffy" (as opposed to the "neat" paradigms at CMU and Stanford).[90]

Commonsense knowledge bases (such as Doug Lenat's Cyc) are an example of "scruffy" AI, since they must
be built by hand, one complicated concept at a time.[102]

Knowledge-based
When computers with large memories became available around 1970, researchers from all three traditions
began to build knowledge into AI applications.[103] This "knowledge revolution" led to the development and
deployment of expert systems (introduced by Edward Feigenbaum), the first truly successful form of AI
software.[30] The knowledge revolution was also driven by the realization that enormous amounts of
knowledge would be required by many simple AI applications.

Sub-symbolic
By the 1980s progress in symbolic AI seemed to stall and many believed that symbolic systems would never be able
to imitate all the processes of human cognition, especially perception, robotics, learning and pattern recognition. A
number of researchers began to look into "sub-symbolic" approaches to specific AI problems.[91]

Bottom-up, embodied, situated, behavior-based or nouvelle AI
Researchers from the related field of robotics, such as Rodney Brooks, rejected symbolic AI and focused on
the basic engineering problems that would allow robots to move and survive.[104] Their work revived the
non-symbolic viewpoint of the early cybernetics researchers of the 50s and reintroduced the use of control
theory in AI. This coincided with the development of the embodied mind thesis in the related field of cognitive
science: the idea that aspects of the body (such as movement, perception and visualization) are required for
higher intelligence.

Computational Intelligence
Interest in neural networks and "connectionism" was revived by David Rumelhart and others in the middle
1980s.[105] These and other sub-symbolic approaches, such as fuzzy systems and evolutionary computation,
are now studied collectively by the emerging discipline of computational intelligence.[106]
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Statistical
In the 1990s, AI researchers developed sophisticated mathematical tools to solve specific subproblems. These tools
are truly scientific, in the sense that their results are both measurable and verifiable, and they have been responsible
for many of AI's recent successes. The shared mathematical language has also permitted a high level of collaboration
with more established fields (like mathematics, economics or operations research). Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig
describe this movement as nothing less than a "revolution" and "the victory of the neats."[33] Critics argue that these
techniques are too focused on particular problems and have failed to address the long term goal of general
intelligence.[107]

Integrating the approaches
Intelligent agent paradigm

An intelligent agent is a system that perceives its environment and takes actions which maximize its chances
of success. The simplest intelligent agents are programs that solve specific problems. More complicated agents
include human beings and organizations of human beings (such as firms). The paradigm gives researchers
license to study isolated problems and find solutions that are both verifiable and useful, without agreeing on
one single approach. An agent that solves a specific problem can use any approach that works – some agents
are symbolic and logical, some are sub-symbolic neural networks and others may use new approaches. The
paradigm also gives researchers a common language to communicate with other fields—such as decision
theory and economics—that also use concepts of abstract agents. The intelligent agent paradigm became
widely accepted during the 1990s.[2]

Agent architectures and cognitive architectures
Researchers have designed systems to build intelligent systems out of interacting intelligent agents in a
multi-agent system.[108] A system with both symbolic and sub-symbolic components is a hybrid intelligent
system, and the study of such systems is artificial intelligence systems integration. A hierarchical control
system provides a bridge between sub-symbolic AI at its lowest, reactive levels and traditional symbolic AI at
its highest levels, where relaxed time constraints permit planning and world modelling.[109] Rodney Brooks'
subsumption architecture was an early proposal for such a hierarchical system.[110]

Tools
In the course of 50 years of research, AI has developed a large number of tools to solve the most difficult problems
in computer science. A few of the most general of these methods are discussed below.

Search and optimization
Many problems in AI can be solved in theory by intelligently searching through many possible solutions:[111]

Reasoning can be reduced to performing a search. For example, logical proof can be viewed as searching for a path
that leads from premises to conclusions, where each step is the application of an inference rule.[112] Planning
algorithms search through trees of goals and subgoals, attempting to find a path to a target goal, a process called
means-ends analysis.[113] Robotics algorithms for moving limbs and grasping objects use local searches in
configuration space.[69] Many learning algorithms use search algorithms based on optimization.
Simple exhaustive searches[114] are rarely sufficient for most real world problems: the search space (the number of
places to search) quickly grows to astronomical numbers. The result is a search that is too slow or never completes.
The solution, for many problems, is to use "heuristics" or "rules of thumb" that eliminate choices that are unlikely to
lead to the goal (called "pruning the search tree"). Heuristics supply the program with a "best guess" for the path on
which the solution lies.[115]
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A very different kind of search came to prominence in the 1990s, based on the mathematical theory of optimization.
For many problems, it is possible to begin the search with some form of a guess and then refine the guess
incrementally until no more refinements can be made. These algorithms can be visualized as blind hill climbing: we
begin the search at a random point on the landscape, and then, by jumps or steps, we keep moving our guess uphill,
until we reach the top. Other optimization algorithms are simulated annealing, beam search and random
optimization.[116]

Evolutionary computation uses a form of optimization search. For example, they may begin with a population of
organisms (the guesses) and then allow them to mutate and recombine, selecting only the fittest to survive each
generation (refining the guesses). Forms of evolutionary computation include swarm intelligence algorithms (such as
ant colony or particle swarm optimization)[117] and evolutionary algorithms (such as genetic algorithms, gene
expression programming, and genetic programming).[118]

Logic
Logic[119] is used for knowledge representation and problem solving, but it can be applied to other problems as well.
For example, the satplan algorithm uses logic for planning[120] and inductive logic programming is a method for
learning.[121]

Several different forms of logic are used in AI research. Propositional or sentential logic[122] is the logic of
statements which can be true or false. First-order logic[123] also allows the use of quantifiers and predicates, and can
express facts about objects, their properties, and their relations with each other. Fuzzy logic,[124] is a version of
first-order logic which allows the truth of a statement to be represented as a value between 0 and 1, rather than
simply True (1) or False (0). Fuzzy systems can be used for uncertain reasoning and have been widely used in
modern industrial and consumer product control systems. Subjective logic[125] models uncertainty in a different and
more explicit manner than fuzzy-logic: a given binomial opinion satisfies belief + disbelief + uncertainty = 1 within
a Beta distribution. By this method, ignorance can be distinguished from probabilistic statements that an agent makes
with high confidence.
Default logics, non-monotonic logics and circumscription[51] are forms of logic designed to help with default
reasoning and the qualification problem. Several extensions of logic have been designed to handle specific domains
of knowledge, such as: description logics;[45] situation calculus, event calculus and fluent calculus (for representing
events and time);[46] causal calculus;[47] belief calculus; and modal logics.[48]

Probabilistic methods for uncertain reasoning
Many problems in AI (in reasoning, planning, learning, perception and robotics) require the agent to operate with
incomplete or uncertain information. AI researchers have devised a number of powerful tools to solve these
problems using methods from probability theory and economics.[126]

Bayesian networks[127] are a very general tool that can be used for a large number of problems: reasoning (using the
Bayesian inference algorithm),[128] learning (using the expectation-maximization algorithm),[129] planning (using
decision networks)[130] and perception (using dynamic Bayesian networks).[131] Probabilistic algorithms can also be
used for filtering, prediction, smoothing and finding explanations for streams of data, helping perception systems to
analyze processes that occur over time (e.g., hidden Markov models or Kalman filters).[131]

A key concept from the science of economics is "utility": a measure of how valuable something is to an intelligent
agent. Precise mathematical tools have been developed that analyze how an agent can make choices and plan, using
decision theory, decision analysis,[132] information value theory.[57] These tools include models such as Markov
decision processes,[133] dynamic decision networks,[131] game theory and mechanism design.[134]
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Classifiers and statistical learning methods
The simplest AI applications can be divided into two types: classifiers ("if shiny then diamond") and controllers ("if
shiny then pick up"). Controllers do however also classify conditions before inferring actions, and therefore
classification forms a central part of many AI systems. Classifiers are functions that use pattern matching to
determine a closest match. They can be tuned according to examples, making them very attractive for use in AI.
These examples are known as observations or patterns. In supervised learning, each pattern belongs to a certain
predefined class. A class can be seen as a decision that has to be made. All the observations combined with their
class labels are known as a data set. When a new observation is received, that observation is classified based on
previous experience.[135]

A classifier can be trained in various ways; there are many statistical and machine learning approaches. The most
widely used classifiers are the neural network,[136] kernel methods such as the support vector machine,[137] k-nearest
neighbor algorithm,[138] Gaussian mixture model,[139] naive Bayes classifier,[140] and decision tree.[141] The
performance of these classifiers have been compared over a wide range of tasks. Classifier performance depends
greatly on the characteristics of the data to be classified. There is no single classifier that works best on all given
problems; this is also referred to as the "no free lunch" theorem. Determining a suitable classifier for a given problem
is still more an art than science.[142]

Neural networks

A neural network is an interconnected group of
nodes, akin to the vast network of neurons in the

human brain.

The study of artificial neural networks[136] began in the decade before
the field AI research was founded, in the work of Walter Pitts and
Warren McCullough. Other important early researchers were Frank
Rosenblatt, who invented the perceptron and Paul Werbos who
developed the backpropagation algorithm.[143]

The main categories of networks are acyclic or feedforward neural
networks (where the signal passes in only one direction) and recurrent
neural networks (which allow feedback). Among the most popular
feedforward networks are perceptrons, multi-layer perceptrons and
radial basis networks.[144] Among recurrent networks, the most famous
is the Hopfield net, a form of attractor network, which was first
described by John Hopfield in 1982.[145] Neural networks can be
applied to the problem of intelligent control (for robotics) or learning,
using such techniques as Hebbian learning and competitive
learning.[146]

Hierarchical temporal memory is an approach that models some of the structural and algorithmic properties of the
neocortex.[147]
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Control theory
Control theory, the grandchild of cybernetics, has many important applications, especially in robotics.[148]

Languages
AI researchers have developed several specialized languages for AI research, including Lisp[149] and Prolog.[150]

Evaluating progress
In 1950, Alan Turing proposed a general procedure to test the intelligence of an agent now known as the Turing test.
This procedure allows almost all the major problems of artificial intelligence to be tested. However, it is a very
difficult challenge and at present all agents fail.[151]

Artificial intelligence can also be evaluated on specific problems such as small problems in chemistry, hand-writing
recognition and game-playing. Such tests have been termed subject matter expert Turing tests. Smaller problems
provide more achievable goals and there are an ever-increasing number of positive results.[152]

One classification for outcomes of an AI test is:[153]

1.1. Optimal: it is not possible to perform better.
2.2. Strong super-human: performs better than all humans.
3.3. Super-human: performs better than most humans.
4.4. Sub-human: performs worse than most humans.
For example, performance at draughts is optimal,[154] performance at chess is super-human and nearing strong
super-human (see computer chess: computers versus human) and performance at many everyday tasks (such as
recognizing a face or crossing a room without bumping into something) is sub-human.
A quite different approach measures machine intelligence through tests which are developed from mathematical
definitions of intelligence. Examples of these kinds of tests start in the late nineties devising intelligence tests using
notions from Kolmogorov complexity and data compression.[155] Two major advantages of mathematical definitions
are their applicability to nonhuman intelligences and their absence of a requirement for human testers.
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Applications

An automated online assistant providing
customer service on a web page – one of many

very primitive applications of artificial
intelligence.

Artificial intelligence techniques are pervasive and are too numerous to
list. Frequently, when a technique reaches mainstream use, it is no
longer considered artificial intelligence; this phenomenon is described
as the AI effect.[156]

Competitions and prizes

There are a number of competitions and prizes to promote research in
artificial intelligence. The main areas promoted are: general machine
intelligence, conversational behavior, data-mining, driverless cars,
robot soccer and games.

Platforms

A platform (or "computing platform") is defined as "some sort of
hardware architecture or software framework (including application
frameworks), that allows software to run." As Rodney Brooks[157]

pointed out many years ago, it is not just the artificial intelligence
software that defines the AI features of the platform, but rather the
actual platform itself that affects the AI that results, i.e., there needs to
be work in AI problems on real-world platforms rather than in isolation.

A wide variety of platforms has allowed different aspects of AI to develop, ranging from expert systems, albeit
PC-based but still an entire real-world system, to various robot platforms such as the widely available Roomba with
open interface.[158]

Philosophy
Artificial intelligence, by claiming to be able to recreate the capabilities of the human mind, is both a challenge and
an inspiration for philosophy. Are there limits to how intelligent machines can be? Is there an essential difference
between human intelligence and artificial intelligence? Can a machine have a mind and consciousness? A few of the
most influential answers to these questions are given below.[159]

Turing's "polite convention": We need not decide if a machine can "think"; we need only decide if a machine can act
as intelligently as a human being. This approach to the philosophical problems associated with artificial intelligence
forms the basis of the Turing test.[151]

The Dartmouth proposal: "Every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can be so precisely described
that a machine can be made to simulate it." This conjecture was printed in the proposal for the Dartmouth
Conference of 1956, and represents the position of most working AI researchers.[160]

Newell and Simon's physical symbol system hypothesis: "A physical symbol system has the necessary and sufficient
means of general intelligent action." Newell and Simon argue that intelligences consist of formal operations on
symbols.[161] Hubert Dreyfus argued that, on the contrary, human expertise depends on unconscious instinct rather
than conscious symbol manipulation and on having a "feel" for the situation rather than explicit symbolic
knowledge. (See Dreyfus' critique of AI.)[162][163]

Gödel's incompleteness theorem: A formal system (such as a computer program) cannot prove all true
statements.[164] Roger Penrose is among those who claim that Gödel's theorem limits what machines can do. (See
The Emperor's New Mind.)[165]
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Searle's strong AI hypothesis: "The appropriately programmed computer with the right inputs and outputs would
thereby have a mind in exactly the same sense human beings have minds."[166] John Searle counters this assertion
with his Chinese room argument, which asks us to look inside the computer and try to find where the "mind" might
be.[167]

The artificial brain argument: The brain can be simulated. Hans Moravec, Ray Kurzweil and others have argued that
it is technologically feasible to copy the brain directly into hardware and software, and that such a simulation will be
essentially identical to the original.[86]

Predictions and ethics
Artificial Intelligence is a common topic in both science fiction and projections about the future of technology and
society. The existence of an artificial intelligence that rivals human intelligence raises difficult ethical issues, and the
potential power of the technology inspires both hopes and fears.
In fiction, Artificial Intelligence has appeared fulfilling many roles, including a servant (R2D2 in Star Wars), a law
enforcer (K.I.T.T. "Knight Rider"), a comrade (Lt. Commander Data in Star Trek: The Next Generation), a
conqueror/overlord (The Matrix), a dictator (With Folded Hands), a benevolent provider/de facto ruler (The Culture),
an assassin (Terminator), a sentient race (Battlestar Galactica/Transformers/Mass Effect), an extension to human
abilities (Ghost in the Shell) and the savior of the human race (R. Daneel Olivaw in Isaac Asimov's Robot series).
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein considers a key issue in the ethics of artificial intelligence: if a machine can be created
that has intelligence, could it also feel? If it can feel, does it have the same rights as a human? The idea also appears
in modern science fiction, including the films I Robot, Blade Runner and A.I.: Artificial Intelligence, in which
humanoid machines have the ability to feel human emotions. This issue, now known as "robot rights", is currently
being considered by, for example, California's Institute for the Future, although many critics believe that the
discussion is premature.[168] The subject is profoundly discussed in the 2010 documentary film Plug & Pray.[169]

Martin Ford, author of The Lights in the Tunnel: Automation, Accelerating Technology and the Economy of the
Future,[170] and others argue that specialized artificial intelligence applications, robotics and other forms of
automation will ultimately result in significant unemployment as machines begin to match and exceed the capability
of workers to perform most routine and repetitive jobs. Ford predicts that many knowledge-based occupations—and
in particular entry level jobs—will be increasingly susceptible to automation via expert systems, machine
learning[171] and other AI-enhanced applications. AI-based applications may also be used to amplify the capabilities
of low-wage offshore workers, making it more feasible to outsource knowledge work.[172]

Joseph Weizenbaum wrote that AI applications can not, by definition, successfully simulate genuine human empathy
and that the use of AI technology in fields such as customer service or psychotherapy[173] was deeply misguided.
Weizenbaum was also bothered that AI researchers (and some philosophers) were willing to view the human mind as
nothing more than a computer program (a position now known as computationalism). To Weizenbaum these points
suggest that AI research devalues human life.[174]

Many futurists believe that artificial intelligence will ultimately transcend the limits of progress. Ray Kurzweil has
used Moore's law (which describes the relentless exponential improvement in digital technology) to calculate that
desktop computers will have the same processing power as human brains by the year 2029. He also predicts that by
2045 artificial intelligence will reach a point where it is able to improve itself at a rate that far exceeds anything
conceivable in the past, a scenario that science fiction writer Vernor Vinge named the "singularity".[175]

Robot designer Hans Moravec, cyberneticist Kevin Warwick and inventor Ray Kurzweil have predicted that humans
and machines will merge in the future into cyborgs that are more capable and powerful than either.[176] This idea,
called transhumanism, which has roots in Aldous Huxley and Robert Ettinger, has been illustrated in fiction as well,
for example in the manga Ghost in the Shell and the science-fiction series Dune.
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Political scientist Charles T. Rubin believes that AI can be neither designed nor guaranteed to be friendly.[177] He
argues that "any sufficiently advanced benevolence may be indistinguishable from malevolence." Humans should not
assume machines or robots would treat us favorably, because there is no a priori reason to believe that they would be
sympathetic to our system of morality, which has evolved along with our particular biology (which AIs would not
share).
Edward Fredkin argues that "artificial intelligence is the next stage in evolution", an idea first proposed by Samuel
Butler's "Darwin among the Machines" (1863), and expanded upon by George Dyson in his book of the same name
in 1998.[178]
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singularity-robots-computers-opinions-contributors-artificial-intelligence-09_land. html). Forbes June 2009
• Serenko, Alexander (2010). "The development of an AI journal ranking based on the revealed preference

approach" (http:/ / foba. lakeheadu. ca/ serenko/ papers/ JOI_Serenko_AI_Journal_Ranking_Published. pdf)
(PDF). Journal of Informetrics 4 (4): 447–459. doi:10.1016/j.joi.2010.04.001.

• Sun, R. & Bookman, L. (eds.), Computational Architectures: Integrating Neural and Symbolic Processes. Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Needham, MA. 1994.
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External links
• What Is AI? (http:/ / www-formal. stanford. edu/ jmc/ whatisai/ whatisai. html) — An introduction to artificial

intelligence by AI founder John McCarthy.
• Logic and Artificial Intelligence (http:/ / plato. stanford. edu/ entries/ logic-ai) entry by Richmond Thomason in

the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
• AI (http:/ / www. dmoz. org/ Computers/ Artificial_Intelligence/ / ) at the Open Directory Project
• AITopics (http:/ / aaai. org/ AITopics/ ) — A large directory of links and other resources maintained by the

Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence, the leading organization of academic AI researchers.
• Artificial Intelligence Discussion group (https:/ / www. researchgate. net/ group/ Artificial_Intelligence)

Outline of artificial intelligence
The following outline is provided as an overview of and topical guide to artificial intelligence:
Artificial intelligence (AI) – branch of computer science that deals with intelligent behavior, learning, and
adaptation in machines. Research in AI is concerned with producing machines to automate tasks requiring intelligent
behavior.

Branches of artificial intelligence
•• Symbolic

• Good Old Fashioned AI –
•• Sub-symbolic

•• Early cybernetics and brain simulation
•• Behavior based AI

•• Subsumption architecture
•• Nouvelle AI
•• Computational intelligence (CI)

• Computational creativity –
• Neural networks –

• Hybrid neural network –
• Recurrent neural network –

• Fuzzy systems –
• Evolutionary computation, including:

• Evolutionary algorithms –
• Genetic algorithm –

•• Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Controller
• Swarm intelligence –

• Ant colony optimization –
•• Statistical AI
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Some applications of artificial intelligence
•• Artificial Creativity
•• Artificial life
• Automated planning and scheduling –
•• Automated reasoning
•• Automation
• Automatic target recognition –
•• Biologically inspired computing
• Computer Audition –

•• Speech recognition
•• Speaker recognition

•• Computer vision
•• Image processing
• Intelligent word recognition –
•• Object recognition
•• Optical mark recognition

•• Handwriting recognition
•• Optical character recognition

•• Automatic number plate recognition
• Facial recognition systems

•• Silent speech interface
•• Diagnosis (artificial intelligence)
• Expert system –

• Decision support system –
•• Clinical decision support system

•• Game artificial intelligence
•• Computer game bot
•• Video game AI

•• Computer chess
•• Computer Go

•• General Game Playing
•• Game theory

•• Hybrid intelligent system
•• Intelligent agent

•• Agent architecture
•• Cognitive architecture

•• Intelligent control
•• Knowledge management

•• Concept mining
•• Data mining
•• Text mining

• E-mail spam filtering
•• Information extraction

•• Activity recognition
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•• Image retrieval
•• Automatic image annotation

•• Named-entity extraction
•• Coreference resolution
•• Named-entity recognition
•• Relationship extraction
•• Terminology extraction

•• Knowledge representation
•• Semantic Web

•• Machine learning
• Constrained Conditional Models –
• Neural modeling fields –

•• Natural language processing
• Chatterbots
•• Language identification
•• Natural language user interface
• Natural language understanding –
•• Machine translation

•• Statistical semantics
•• Question answering
•• Semantic translation

•• Nonlinear control
•• Pattern recognition

•• Optical character recognition
•• Handwriting recognition
•• Speech recognition
•• Face recognition

•• Robotics
•• Behavior-based robotics
•• Cognitive
•• Cybernetics
•• Developmental robotics
•• Epigenetic robotics
•• Evolutionary robotics

•• Speech generating device
•• Strategic planning
•• Vehicle infrastructure integration
• Virtual Intelligence –
•• Virtual reality
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Philosophy of artificial intelligence
Philosophy of artificial intelligence
• Artificial brain –
• Philosophical views of artificial consciousness –

• User illusion –
• Artificial intelligence and law –
• Chinese room –
•• Cognitive science

•• Artificial consciousness
•• Embodied cognitive science

• Embodied cognition –
• Ethics of artificial intelligence –
• Philosophy of the Mind –

• Computational theory of mind –
• Functionalism –

• Physical symbol system –
• Synthetic intelligence –
• Turing Test –

History of artificial intelligence
Main article: History of artificial intelligence

•• Progress in artificial intelligence
•• Timeline of artificial intelligence
•• AI effect
•• AI winter

Artificial intelligence in fiction
Main article: Artificial intelligence in fiction

• Angel F (2007) –
• The Matrix (1999)
• The Terminator (1984)

Artificial intelligence and the future
• Seed AI –
•• Singularitarianism
• Strong AI –
•• Technological singularity
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Psychology and AI
•• Artificial psychology
•• AI effect
•• Uncanny valley

Concepts in artificial intelligence
• Action selection –
• Affective computing –
• AI box –
• AI-complete –
• Algorithmic probability –
• Automated reasoning –
• Autonomic Computing –
• Autonomic Networking –
• Backward chaining –
• Bayesian network –
• Bio-inspired computing –

• Artificial immune systems –
• Blackboard system –
• Chatterbot –
• Combs method –
• Commonsense reasoning –
• Computational humor –
• Computer-assisted proof –
• Conceptual dependency theory –
• Darwin machine –
• Description logic –
• Frame problem –
• Game theory –
• Grammar systems theory –
• Informatics (academic field) –
• Intelligent control –
• Kinect –
• LIDA (cognitive architecture) –
• Means-ends analysis –
• Moravec's paradox –
• Music and artificial intelligence –
• Ordered weighted averaging aggregation operator –
• PEAS – Performance, Environment, Actuators, Sensors
• Percept (artificial intelligence) –
• Perceptual Computing –
• Rule-based system –
• Self-management (computer science) –
• Soft computing –
• Software agent –

• Intelligent agent / Rational agent –
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• Autonomous agent –
•• Automated planning and scheduling
•• Control system

•• Hierarchical control system
•• Networked control system

• Distributed artificial intelligence –
• Multi-agent system –
•• Monitoring and Surveillance Agents

• Embodied agent –
• Situated AI

• Sussman Anomaly –
• Wetware (brain) –

AI projects
• Automated Mathematician (1977) –
• Allen (robot) (late 1980s) –
• Open Mind Common Sense (1999 - ) –
• Mindpixel (2000–2005) –
• Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Organizes (2003–2008) –
• Watson (2011) –

• Purpose: Open domain question answering
•• Technologies employed:

•• Natural Language Processing
•• Information Retrieval
•• Knowledge Representation
•• Automated reasoning
•• Machine Learning

Notable AI software
• OpenAIR –
• OpenCog –
• OpenIRIS –
• RapidMiner –

Competitions and awards
• Loebner Prize –
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Publications
• Adaptive Behavior (journal) –
• AI Memo –
• Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach –
• Artificial Minds –
• Computational Intelligence –
• Computing Machinery and Intelligence –
• Electronic Transactions on Artificial Intelligence –
• IEEE Intelligent Systems –
• IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence –
• Neural Networks (journal) –
• On Intelligence –
• Paradigms of AI Programming: Case Studies in Common Lisp –
•• What Computers Can't Do

Organizations
•• Artificial General Intelligence Research Institute
•• Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Society
•• Artificial Intelligence Applications Institute
•• Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence
•• European Coordinating Committee for Artificial Intelligence
•• European Neural Network Society
•• ILabs
•• International Joint Conferences on Artificial Intelligence
•• Knowledge Engineering and Machine Learning Group
•• Society for the Study of Artificial Intelligence and the Simulation of Behaviour

Companies
• Consolidated Robotics –
• Universal Robotics –

Artificial intelligence researchers and scholars

1930s and 40s (generation 0)
Alan Turing, John Von Neumann, Norbert Wiener, Claude Shannon, Nathaniel Rochester, Walter Pitts, Warren
McCullough

1950s (the founders)
John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon
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1960s (their students)
•• Edward Feigenbaum
•• Raj Reddy
•• Seymour Papert
•• Ray Solomonoff

1970s
•• Douglas Hofstadter

1980s
Judea Pearl, Rodney Brooks

More recent scholars
Hugo de Garis

External links
• AI [1] at the Open Directory Project
• Artificial Intelligence Directory, a directory of Web resources related to artificial intelligence [2]

• The Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence [3]

• Freeview Video 'Machines with Minds' by the Vega Science Trust and the BBC/OU [4]

• John McCarthy's frequently asked questions about AI [5]

• Jonathan Edwards looks at AI (BBC audio) [6] С
• Ray Kurzweil's website dedicated to AI including prediction of future development in AI [7]

• Logic and Artificial Intelligence [8] entry by Richmond Thomason in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
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AI-complete
In the field of artificial intelligence, the most difficult problems are informally known as AI-complete or AI-hard,
implying that the difficulty of these computational problems is equivalent to solving the central artificial intelligence
problem—making computers as intelligent as people, or strong AI.[1] To call a problem AI-complete reflects an
attitude that it would not be solved by a simple specific algorithm.
AI-complete problems are hypothesised to include computer vision, natural language understanding, and dealing
with unexpected circumstances while solving any real world problem.[2]

With current technology, AI-complete problems cannot be solved by computer alone, but also require human
computation. This property can be useful, for instance to test for the presence of humans as with CAPTCHAs, and
for computer security to circumvent brute-force attacks.[3][4]

History
The term was coined by Fanya Montalvo by analogy with NP-complete and NP-hard in complexity theory, which
formally describes the most famous class of difficult problems.[5] Early uses of the term are in Erik Mueller's 1987
Ph.D. dissertation[6] and in Eric Raymond's 1991 Jargon File.[7]

AI-complete problems
AI-complete problems are hypothesised to include:
• Computer vision (and subproblems such as object recognition)
• Natural language understanding (and subproblems such as text mining, machine translation, and word sense

disambiguation)
• Dealing with unexpected circumstances while solving any real world problem, whether it's navigation or planning

or even the kind of reasoning done by expert systems.

Machine translation
To translate accurately, a machine must be able to understand the text. It must be able to follow the author's
argument, so it must have some ability to reason. It must have extensive world knowledge so that it knows what is
being discussed — it must at least be familiar with all the same commonsense facts that the average human translator
knows. Some of this knowledge is in the form of facts that can be explicitly represented, but some knowledge is
unconscious and closely tied to the human body: for example, the machine may need to understand how an ocean
makes one feel to accurately translate a specific metaphor in the text. It must also model the authors' goals,
intentions, and emotional states to accurately reproduce them in a new language. In short, the machine is required to
have wide variety of human intellectual skills, including reason, commonsense knowledge and the intuitions that
underlie motion and manipulation, perception, and social intelligence. Machine translation, therefore, is believed to
be AI-complete: it may require strong AI to be done as well as humans can do it.

Software brittleness
AI systems can solve very simple restricted versions of AI-complete problems, but never in their full generality. 
When AI researchers attempt to "scale up" their systems to handle more complicated, real world situations, the 
programs tend to become excessively brittle without commonsense knowledge or a rudimentary understanding of the 
situation: they fail as unexpected circumstances outside of its original problem context begin to appear. When human 
beings are dealing with new situations in the world, they are helped immensely by the fact that they know what to 
expect: they know what all things around them are, why they are there, what they are likely to do and so on. They
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can recognize unusual situations and adjust accordingly. A machine without strong AI has no other skills to fall back
on.[8]

Formalization
Computational complexity theory deals with the relative computational difficulty of computable functions. By
definition it does not cover problems whose solution are unknown or have not been characterised formally. Since
many AI problems have no formalisation yet, conventional complexity theory does not allow the definition of
AI-completeness.
To address this problem, a complexity theory for AI has been proposed.[9] It is based on a model of computation that
splits the computational burden between a computer and a human: one part is solved by computer and the other part
solved by human. This is formalised by a human-assisted Turing machine. The formalisation defines algorithm
complexity, problem complexity and reducibility which in turn allows equivalence classes to be defined.

The complexity of executing an algorithm with a human-assisted Turing machine is given by a pair ,
where the first element represents the complexity of the human's part and the second element is the complexity of the
machine's part.

Results
The complexity of solving the following problems with a human-assisted Turing machine is:[9]

• Optical character recognition for printed text: 
• Turing test:

• for an -sentence conversation where the oracle remembers the conversation history (persistent oracle):

• for an -sentence conversation where the conversation history must be retransmitted: 
• for an -sentence conversation where the conversation history must be retransmitted and the person takes

linear time to read the query 
• ESP game: 
• Image labelling (based on the Arthur–Merlin protocol): 
• Image classification: human only: , and with less reliance on the human:

.
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Strong AI
For John Searle's Strong AI hypothesis, see Philosophy of artificial intelligence

Strong AI is artificial intelligence that matches or exceeds human intelligence — the intelligence of a machine that
can successfully perform any intellectual task that a human being can.[1] It is a primary goal of artificial intelligence
research and an important topic for science fiction writers and futurists. Strong AI is also referred to as "artificial
general intelligence"[2] or as the ability to perform "general intelligent action."[3] Strong AI is associated with traits
such as consciousness, sentience, sapience and self-awareness observed in living beings.
Some references emphasize a distinction between strong AI and "applied AI"[4] (also called "narrow AI"[1] or "weak
AI"[5]): the use of software to study or accomplish specific problem solving or reasoning tasks. Weak AI, in contrast
to strong AI, does not attempt to simulate the full range of human cognitive abilities.

Requirements
Many different definitions of intelligence have been proposed (such as being able to pass the Turing test) but there is
to date no definition that satisfies everyone.[6] However, there is wide agreement among artificial intelligence
researchers that intelligence is required to do the following:[7]

• reason, use strategy, solve puzzles, and make judgments under uncertainty;
• represent knowledge, including commonsense knowledge;
• plan;
• learn;
• communicate in natural language;
•• and integrate all these skills towards common goals.
Other important capabilities include the ability to sense (e.g. see) and the ability to act (e.g. move and manipulate
objects) in the world where intelligent behaviour is to be observed.[8] This would include an ability to detect and
respond to hazard.[9] Some sources consider "salience" (the capacity for recognising importance) as an important
trait. Salience is thought to be part of how humans evaluate novelty so are likely to be important in some degree, but
not necessarily at a human level. Many interdisciplinary approaches to intelligence (e.g. cognitive science,
computational intelligence and decision making) tend to emphasise the need to consider additional traits such as
imagination (taken as the ability to form mental images and concepts that were not programmed in)[10] and
autonomy.[11] Computer based systems that exhibit many of these capabilities do exist (e.g. see computational
creativity, decision support system, robot, evolutionary computation, intelligent agent), but not yet at human levels.
There are other aspects of the human mind besides intelligence that are relevant to the concept of strong AI which
play a major role in science fiction and the ethics of artificial intelligence:
• consciousness: To have subjective experience and thought.[12]

• self-awareness: To be aware of oneself as a separate individual, especially to be aware of one's own thoughts.
• sentience: The ability to "feel" perceptions or emotions subjectively.
• sapience: The capacity for wisdom.
These traits have a moral dimension, because a machine with this form of strong AI may have legal rights, analogous 
to the rights of animals. Also, Bill Joy, among others, argues a machine with these traits may be a threat to human 
life or dignity.[13] It remains to be shown whether any of these traits are necessary for strong AI. The role of 
consciousness is not clear, and currently there is no agreed test for its presence. If a machine is built with a device
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that simulates the neural correlates of consciousness, would it automatically have self-awareness? It is also possible
that some of these properties, such as sentience, naturally emerge from a fully intelligent machine, or that it becomes
natural to ascribe these properties to machines once they begin to act in a way that is clearly intelligent. For
example, intelligent action may be sufficient for sentience, rather than the other way around.

Mainstream AI research

History of mainstream research into strong AI
Modern AI research began in the mid 1950s.[14] The first generation of AI researchers were convinced that strong AI
was possible and that it would exist in just a few decades. As AI pioneer Herbert A. Simon wrote in 1965: "machines
will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a man can do."[15] Their predictions were the inspiration for
Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke's character HAL 9000, who accurately embodied what AI researchers believed
they could create by the year 2001. Of note is the fact that AI pioneer Marvin Minsky was a consultant[16] on the
project of making HAL 9000 as realistic as possible according to the consensus predictions of the time; Crevier
quotes him as having said on the subject in 1967, "Within a generation...the problem of creating 'artificial
intelligence' will substantially be solved,",[17] although Minsky states that he was misquoted.
However, in the early 1970s, it became obvious that researchers had grossly underestimated the difficulty of the
project. The agencies that funded AI became skeptical of strong AI and put researchers under increasing pressure to
produce useful technology, or "applied AI".[18] As the 1980s began, Japan's fifth generation computer project
revived interest in strong AI, setting out a ten year timeline that included strong AI goals like "carry on a casual
conversation".[19] In response to this and the success of expert systems, both industry and government pumped
money back into the field.[20] However, the market for AI spectacularly collapsed in the late 1980s and the goals of
the fifth generation computer project were never fulfilled.[21] For the second time in 20 years, AI researchers who
had predicted the imminent arrival of strong AI had been shown to be fundamentally mistaken about what they could
accomplish. By the 1990s, AI researchers had gained a reputation for making promises they could not keep. AI
researchers became reluctant to make any kind of prediction at all[22] and avoid any mention of "human level"
artificial intelligence, for fear of being labeled a "wild-eyed dreamer."[23]

Current mainstream AI research
In the 1990s and early 21st century, mainstream AI has achieved a far higher degree of commercial success and
academic respectability by focusing on specific sub-problems where they can produce verifiable results and
commercial applications, such as neural nets, computer vision or data mining.[24] These "applied AI" applications are
now used extensively throughout the technology industry and research in this vein is very heavily funded in both
academia and industry.
Most mainstream AI researchers hope that strong AI can be developed by combining the programs that solve various 
subproblems using an integrated agent architecture, cognitive architecture or subsumption architecture. Hans 
Moravec wrote in 1988 "I am confident that this bottom-up route to artificial intelligence will one day meet the 
traditional top-down route more than half way, ready to provide the real world competence and the commonsense 
knowledge that has been so frustratingly elusive in reasoning programs. Fully intelligent machines will result when 
the metaphorical golden spike is driven uniting the two efforts."[25] However, it should be noted that much 
contention has existed in AI research, even with regards to the fundamental philosophies informing this field; for 
example, Harnad, S. from Princeton stated in the conclusion of his 1990 paper on the Symbol Grounding Hypothesis 
that "The expectation has often been voiced that "top-down" (symbolic) approaches to modeling cognition will 
somehow meet "bottom-up" (sensory) approaches somewhere in between. If the grounding considerations in this 
paper are valid, then this expectation is hopelessly modular and there is really only one viable route from sense to 
symbols: from the ground up. A free-floating symbolic level like the software level of a computer will never be
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reached by this route (or vice versa) -- nor is it clear why we should even try to reach such a level, since it looks as if
getting there would just amount to uprooting our symbols from their intrinsic meanings (thereby merely reducing
ourselves to the functional equivalent of a programmable computer)."[26]

Artificial General Intelligence research
Artificial General Intelligence[27] (AGI) describes research that aims to create machines capable of general
intelligent action. The term was introduced by Mark Gubrud in 1997[28] in a discussion of the implications of fully
automated military production and operations. The research objective is much older, for example Doug Lenat's Cyc
project (that began in 1984), and Allen Newell's Soar project are regarded as within the scope of AGI. AGI research
activity in 2006 was described by Pei Wang and Ben Goertzel[29] as "producing publications and preliminary
results". As yet, most AI researchers have devoted little attention to AGI, with some claiming that intelligence is too
complex to be completely replicated in the near term. However, a small number of computer scientists are active in
AGI research, and many of this group are contributing to a series of AGI conferences. The research is extremely
diverse and often pioneering in nature. In the introduction to his book,[27] Goertzel says that estimates of the time
needed before a truly flexible AGI is built vary from 10 years to over a century, but the consensus in the AGI
research community seems to be that the timeline discussed by Ray Kurzweil in "The Singularity is Near"[1] (i.e.
between 2015 and 2045) is plausible.[30] Most mainstream AI researchers doubt that progress will be this rapid.
Organizations actively pursuing AGI include Adaptive AI, Artificial General Intelligence Research Institute
(AGIRI), the Singularity Institute for Artificial Intelligence, Bitphase AI [31], and TexAI.[32] One recent addition is
Numenta, a project based on the theories of Jeff Hawkins, the creator of the Palm Pilot. While Numenta takes a
computational approach to general intelligence, Hawkins is also the founder of the Redwood Neuroscience Institute,
which explores conscious thought from a biological perspective. AND Corporation has been active in this field since
1990, and has developed machine intelligence processes based on phase coherence principles,[33] having strong
similarities to digital holography and QM with respect to quantum collapse of the wave function. Ben Goertzel is
pursuing an embodied AGI through the open-source OpenCog project. Current code includes embodied virtual pets
capable of learning simple English-language commands, as well as integration with real-world robotics, being done
at the robotics lab of Hugo de Garis at Xiamen University.

Whole brain emulation
A popular approach discussed to achieving general intelligent action is whole brain emulation. A low-level brain
model is built by scanning and mapping a biological brain in detail and copying its state into a computer system or
another computational device. The computer runs a simulation model so faithful to the original that it will behave in
essentially the same way as the original brain, or for all practical purposes, indistinguishably.[34] Whole brain
emulation is discussed in computational neuroscience and neuroinformatics, in the context of brain simulation for
medical research purposes. It is discussed in artificial intelligence research[30] as an approach to strong AI.
Neuroimaging technologies, that could deliver the necessary detailed understanding, are improving rapidly, and
futurist Ray Kurzweil in the book The Singularity Is Near[1] predicts that a map of sufficient quality will become
available on a similar timescale to the required computing power.
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Processing requirements

Futurist Ray Kurzweil's projected supercomputer processing power

For low-level brain simulation, an
extremely powerful computer would
be required. The human brain has a
huge number of synapses. Each of the
1011 (one hundred billion) neurons has
on average 7,000 synaptic connections
to other neurons. It has been estimated
that the brain of a three-year-old child
has about 1015 synapses (1
quadrillion). This number declines
with age, stabilizing by adulthood.
Estimates vary for an adult, ranging
from 1014 to 5 x 1014 synapses (100 to
500 trillion).[35] An estimate of the
brain's processing power, based on a
simple switch model for neuron
activity, is around 1014 (100 trillion)
neuron updates per second.[36] Kurzweil looks at various estimates for the hardware required to equal the human
brain and adopts a figure of 1016 computations per second (cps).[37] He uses this figure to predict the necessary
hardware will be available sometime between 2015 and 2025, if the current exponential growth in computer power
continues.

Complications

A fundamental criticism of the simulated brain approach derives from embodied cognition where human
embodiment is taken as an essential aspect of human intelligence. Many researchers believe that embodiment is
necessary to ground meaning.[38] If this view is correct, any fully functional brain model will need to encompass
more than just the neurons (i.e., a robotic body). Goertzel[30] proposes virtual embodiment (like Second Life), but it
is not yet known whether this would be sufficient.
Desktop computers using 2 GHz Intel Pentium microprocessors and capable of more than 109 cps have been
available since 2005. According to the brain power estimates used by Kurzweil (and Moravec), this computer should
be capable of supporting a simulation of a bee brain, but despite some interest[39] no such simulation exists . There
are at least three reasons for this.
•• Firstly, the neuron model seems to be oversimplified (see next section).
• Secondly, there is insufficient understanding of higher cognitive processes[40] to establish accurately what the

neural activity observed using techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging correlates with.
•• Thirdly, even if our understanding of cognition advances sufficiently, early simulation programs are likely to be

very inefficient and will, therefore, need considerably more hardware.
In addition, the scale of the human brain is not currently well-constrained. One estimate puts the human brain at
about 100 billion neurons and 100 trillion synapses.[41][42] Another estimate is 86 billion neurons of which 16.3
billion are in the cerebral cortex and 69 billion in the cerebellum.[43] Glial cell synapses are currently unquantified
but are known to be extremely numerous.
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Modelling the neurons in more detail

The artificial neuron model assumed by Kurzweil and used in many current artificial neural network
implementations is simple compared with biological neurons. A brain simulation would likely have to capture the
detailed cellular behaviour of biological neurons, presently only understood in the broadest of outlines. The overhead
introduced by full modeling of the biological, chemical, and physical details of neural behaviour (especially on a
molecular scale) would require a computer several orders of magnitude larger than Kurzweil's estimate. In addition
the estimates do not account for Glial cells which are at least as numerous as neurons, may outnumber neurons by as
much as 10:1, and are now known to play a role in cognitive processes.
There are some research projects that are investigating brain simulation using more sophisticated neural models,
implemented on conventional computing architectures. The Artificial Intelligence System project implemented
non-real time simulations of a "brain" (with 1011 neurons) in 2005. It took 50 days on a cluster of 27 processors to
simulate 1 second of a model.[44] The Blue Brain project used one of the fastest supercomputer architectures in the
world, IBM's Blue Gene platform, to create a real time simulation of a single rat neocortical column consisting of
approximately 10,000 neurons and 108 synapses in 2006.[45] A longer term goal is to build a detailed, functional
simulation of the physiological processes in the human brain: "It is not impossible to build a human brain and we can
do it in 10 years," Henry Markram, director of the Blue Brain Project said in 2009 at the TED conference in
Oxford.[46] There have also been controversial claims to have simulated a cat brain. Neuro-silicon interfaces have
been proposed as an alternative implementation strategy that may scale better.[47]

Hans Moravec addressed the above arguments ("brains are more complicated", "neurons have to be modeled in more
detail") in his 1997 paper "When will computer hardware match the human brain?".[48] He measured the ability of
existing software to simulate the functionality of neural tissue, specifically the retina. His results do not depend on
the number of glial cells, nor on what kinds of processing neurons perform where.

Artificial consciousness research
Although the role of consciousness in strong AI/AGI is debatable, many AGI researchers[49] regard research that
investigates possibilities for implementing consciousness as vital. In an early effort Igor Aleksander[50] argued that
the principles for creating a conscious machine already existed but that it would take forty years to train such a
machine to understand language.

Origin of the term: John Searle's strong AI
The term "strong AI" was adopted from the name of a position in the philosophy of artificial intelligence first
identified by John Searle as part of his Chinese room argument in 1980.[51] He wanted to distinguish between two
different hypotheses about artificial intelligence:[52]

• An artificial intelligence system can think and have a mind. (The word "mind" has a specific meaning for
philosophers, as used in "the mind body problem" or "the philosophy of mind".)

• An artificial intelligence system can (only) act like it thinks and has a mind.
The first one is called "the strong AI hypothesis" and the second is "the weak AI hypothesis" because the first one
makes the stronger statement: it assumes something special has happened to the machine that goes beyond all its
abilities that we can test. Searle referred to the "strong AI hypothesis" as "strong AI". This usage, which is
fundamentally different than the subject of this article, is common in academic AI research and textbooks.[53]

The term "strong AI" is now used to describe any artificial intelligence system that acts like it has a mind,[1]

regardless of whether a philosopher would be able to determine if it actually has a mind or not. As Russell and
Norvig write: "Most AI researchers take the weak AI hypothesis for granted, and don't care about the strong AI
hypothesis."[54] AI researchers are interested in a related statement:
• An artificial intelligence system can think (or act like it thinks) as well as or better than people do.
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This assertion, which hinges on the breadth and power of machine intelligence, is the subject of this article.

Possible explanations for the slow progress of AI research
See also The problems (in History of AI)

Since the launch of AI research in 1956, the growth of this field has slowed down over time and has stalled the aims
of creating machines skilled with intelligent action at the human level.[55] A possible explanation for this delay is
that computers lack a sufficient scope of memory or processing power.[55] In addition, the level of complexity that
connects to the process of AI research may also limit the progress of AI research.[55]

While most AI researchers believe that strong AI can be achieved in the future, there are some individuals like
Hubert Dreyfus and Roger Penrose that deny the possibility of achieving AI.[55] John McCarthy was one of various
computer scientists who believe human-level AI will be accomplished, but a date cannot accurately be predicted.[56]

Conceptual limitations are another possible reason for the slowness in AI research.[55] AI researchers may need to
modify the conceptual framework of their discipline in order to provide a stronger base and contribution to the quest
of achieving strong AI. As William Clocksin wrote in 2003: "the framework starts from Weizenbaum’s observation
that intelligence manifests itself only relative to specific social and cultural contexts".[55]

Furthermore, AI researchers have been able to create computers that can perform jobs that are complicated for
people to do, but conversely they have struggled to develop a computer that is capable of carrying out tasks that are
simple for humans to do.[55] A problem that is described by David Gelernter is that some people assume that
thinking and reasoning are equivalent.[57] However, the idea of whether thoughts and the creator of those thoughts
are isolated individually has intrigued AI researchers.[57]

The problems that have been encountered in AI research over the past decades have further impeded the progress of
AI. The failed predictions that have been promised by AI researchers and the lack of a complete understanding of
human behaviors have helped diminish the primary idea of human-level AI.[30] Although the progress of AI research
has brought both improvement and disappointment, most investigators have established optimism about potentially
achieving the goal of AI in the 21st century.[30]

Other possible reasons have been proposed for the lengthy research in the progress of strong AI. The intricacy of
scientific problems and the need to fully understand the human brain through psychology and neurophysiology have
limited many researchers from emulating the function of the human brain into a computer hardware.[58] Many
researchers tend to underestimate any doubt that is involved with future predictions of AI, but without taking those
issues seriously can people then overlook solutions to problematic questions.[30]

Clocksin says that a conceptual limitation that may impede the progress of AI research is that people may be using
the wrong techniques for computer programs and implementation of equipment.[55] When AI researchers first began
to aim for the goal of artificial intelligence, a main interest was human reasoning.[59] Researchers hoped to establish
computational models of human knowledge through reasoning and to find out how to design a computer with a
specific cognitive task.[59]

The practice of abstraction, which people tend to redefine when working with a particular context in research,
provides researchers with a concentration on just a few concepts.[59] The most productive use of abstraction in AI
research comes from planning and problem solving.[59] Although the aim is to increase the speed of a computation,
the role of abstraction has posed questions about the involvement of abstraction operators.[60]

A possible reason for the slowness in AI relates to the acknowledgement by many AI researchers that heuristics is a
section that contains a significant breach between computer performance and human performance.[58] The specific
functions that are programmed to a computer may be able to account for many of the requirements that allow it to
match human intelligence. These explanations are not necessarily guaranteed to be the fundamental causes for the
delay in achieving strong AI, but they are widely agreed by numerous researchers.
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There have been many AI researchers that debate over the idea whether machines should be created with emotions.
There are no emotions in typical models of AI and some researchers say programming emotions into machines
allows them to have a mind of their own.[55] Emotion sums up the experiences of humans because it allows them to
remember those experiences.[57]

As David Gelernter writes, “No computer will be creative unless it can simulate all the nuances of human
emotion.”[57] This concern about emotion has posed problems for AI researchers and it connects to the concept of
strong AI as its research progresses into the future.

Criticism for Strong AI Research
If research into Stong AI ever produced software that was about as intelligent as man, then it may be able to
reprogram and improve itself. The improved software would be even better at improving itself, leading to Recursive
Self Improvement. It could thus become exponentially more intelligent than man.
Hyper intelligent software may not necessarily decide to support the continued existence of mankind, and would be
extremely difficult to stop Yudkowsky, Eliezer (2008). This topic has also recently begun to be discussed in
academic publications from the perspective of Risks to civilization, humans, and planet Earth.
One proposal to deal with this is to ensure that the first generally intelligent AI is 'Friendly AI', and will then be able
to control subsequently developed AIs. However Berglas (2008) argues that is fundamentally against the principals
of natural selection, and so is unlikely to be successful.
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Progress in artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence has been used in a wide range of fields including medical diagnosis, stock trading, robot
control, law, scientific discovery and toys. However, many AI applications are not perceived as AI: "A lot of cutting
edge AI has filtered into general applications, often without being called AI because once something becomes useful
enough and common enough it's not labeled AI anymore."[1] "Many thousands of AI applications are deeply
embedded in the infrastructure of every industry."[2] In the late 90s and early 21st century, AI technology became
widely used as elements of larger systems,[2][3] but the field is rarely credited for these successes.
To allow comparison with human performance, artificial intelligence can be evaluated on constrained and
well-defined problems. Such tests have been termed subject matter expert Turing tests. Also, smaller problems
provide more achievable goals and there are an ever-increasing number of positive results.

Performance evaluation
The broad classes of outcome for an AI test are:
• optimal: it is not possible to perform better
• strong super-human: performs better than all humans
• super-human: performs better than most humans
• par-human: performs similarly to most humans
• sub-human: performs worse than most humans

Optimal
•• Tic-Tac-Toe
•• Connect Four
• Checkers[4]

• Rubik's Cube[5]

See also solved games.

Super-human
• Backgammon: super-human[6]

• Bridge: nearing strong super-human[7]

• Chess: nearing strong super-human[8]

• Crosswords: super-human[9]

• Jigsaw puzzles: strong super-human[10]

• Reversi: strong super-human[11]

• Scrabble: strong super-human[12]

• Quiz show question answering: strong super-human[13][14]
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Par-human
• Optical character recognition for ISO 1073-1:1976 and similar special characters.
•• Go

Sub-human
• Optical character recognition for printed text (nearing par-human for Latin-script typewritten text)
•• Handwriting recognition
• Autonomous driverless cars[15]

•• Object recognition
• Translation[16]

•• Speech recognition
•• Word-sense disambiguation
• Computer poker players, sub-human for full ring Texas hold 'em (approaching strong super-human in simpler

versions of poker)[17][18][19]

•• Most everyday tasks performed by humans.

External links
• http:/ / www. human-competitive. org/
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List of artificial intelligence projects
The following is a list of current and past notable artificial intelligence projects.

Specialized projects

Brain simulation
• aHuman [1], hybrid of latest neurobiology data and Numenta findings aimed to implement human personality by

means of computer program, started in 2008 as independent research.
• Blue Brain Project, an attempt to create a synthetic brain by reverse-engineering the mammalian brain down to

the molecular level.
• HNeT (Holographic Neural Technology), a technology by AND Corporation (Artificial Neural Devices) [2] based

on non linear phase coherence/decoherence principles.
• Hierarchical Temporal Memory, a technology by Numenta to capture and replicate the properties of the

neocortex.
• Visual Hierarchical Modular Neural Network, a software technology by TinMan Systems [3] to visually construct

a flow of human thought and logic to produce autonomous artificial intelligence.

Cognitive architectures
• 4CAPS, developed at Carnegie Mellon University under Marcel A. Just
• ACT-R, developed at Carnegie Mellon University under John R. Anderson.
• PreAct, developed under Dr. Norm Geddes at ASI.
• Apex developed under Michael Freed at NASA Ames Research Center.
• CALO, a DARPA-funded, 25-institution effort to integrate many artificial intelligence approaches (natural

language processing, speech recognition, machine vision, probabilistic logic, planning, reasoning, many forms of
machine learning) into an AI assistant that learns to help manage your office environment.

• CHREST, developed under Fernand Gobet at Brunel University and Peter C. Lane at the University of
Hertfordshire.

• CLARION the cognitive architecture, developed under Ron Sun at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
University of Missouri.

• CoJACK, an ACT-R inspired extension to the JACK multi-agent system that adds a cognitive architecture to the
agents for eliciting more realistic (human-like) behaviors in virtual environments.

• Copycat, by Douglas Hofstadter and Melanie Mitchell at the Indiana University.
• DUAL, developed at the New Bulgarian University under Boicho Kokinov.
• EPIC, developed under David E. Kieras and David E. Meyer at the University of Michigan.
• The H-Cogaff architecture, which is a special case of the CogAff schema; see Taylor & Sayda, and Sloman refs

below.
• FORR developed by Susan L. Epstein at The City University of New York.
• IDA and LIDA, implementing Global Workspace Theory, developed under Stan Franklin at the University of

Memphis.
• OpenCog Prime, developed using the OpenCog Framework.
• PRODIGY, by Veloso et al.
• Procedural Reasoning System (PRS), developed by Michael Georgeff and Amy L. Lansky at SRI International.
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• Psi-Theory developed under Dietrich Dörner at the Otto-Friedrich University in Bamberg, Germany.
• R-CAST, developed at the Pennsylvania State University.
• Soar, developed under Allen Newell and John Laird at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of

Michigan.
• Society of mind and its successor the Emotion machine proposed by Marvin Minsky.
• Subsumption architectures, developed e.g. by Rodney Brooks (though it could be argued whether they are

cognitive).

Games
• Chinook, a computer program that plays English draughts; the first to win the world champion title in the

competition against humans.
• Deep Blue, a chess-playing computer developed by IBM which beat Garry Kasparov in 1997.
• FreeHAL, a self-learning conversation simulator (chatterbot) which uses semantic nets to organize its knowledge

to imitate a very close human behavior within conversations.
• Poki, research into computer poker by the University of Alberta.
• TD-Gammon, a program that learned to play world-class backgammon partly by playing against itself (temporal

difference learning with neural networks).

Knowledge and reasoning
• Cyc, an attempt to assemble an ontology and database of everyday knowledge, enabling human-like reasoning.
• Eurisko, a language by Douglas Lenat for solving problems which consists of heuristics, including some for how

to use and change its heuristics.
• Mycin, an early medical expert system.
• Open Mind Common Sense, a project based at the MIT Media Lab to build a large common sense knowledge

base from online contributions.
• P.A.N., a publicly available text analyzer.
• Questsin, uses Query by Example and features a dictionary, knowledge base, repository, reference, and thesaurus.
• Siri, a voice-interface artificial intelligence program built into the iPhone 4S.
• SNePS, a simultaneously a logic-based, frame-based, and network-based knowledge representation, reasoning,

and acting system.
• Watson, a question answering system developed by IBM to play the Jeopardy! gameshow.
• Wolfram Alpha, an online service that answers factual queries directly by computing the answer from structured

data, capable of responding to particularly phrased natural-language fact-based questions.
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Motion and manipulation
• Cog, a robot developed by MIT to study theories of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, now

discontinued.
• Grand Challenge 5 – Architecture of Brain and Mind, a UK attempt to understand and model natural intelligence

at various levels of abstraction, demonstrating results in a succession of increasingly sophisticated working
robots.

Natural language processing
• AIML, an XML dialect for creating natural language software agents.
• Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity (A.L.I.C.E.), an award-winning natural language processing

chatterbot.
• Dushka [4], a Russian artificial intelligence that thinks in Russian.
• ELIZA, a famous 1966 computer program by Joseph Weizenbaum, which parodied person-centered therapy.
• InfoTame, a text analysis search engine originally developed by the KGB for sorting communications intercepts.
• Jabberwacky, a chatterbot by Rollo Carpenter, aiming to simulate a natural human chat.
• KAR-Talk, a chatterbot by I.-A.Industrie.
• KAR Intelligent Computer, an artificial intelligence software included in the CEPC 230 KAR's computer from

Continental Edison.
• PARRY, another early famous chatterbot, written in 1972 by Kenneth Colby, attempting to simulate a paranoid

schizophrenic.
• Proverb, a system that can solve crossword puzzles better than most humans.[5]

• SHRDLU, an early natural language processing computer program developed by Terry Winograd at MIT from
1968 to 1970.

• START, the world's first web-based question answering system, developed at the MIT CSAIL.
• SYSTRAN, a machine translation technology by a company of the same name, used by Yahoo!, AltaVista and

Google, among others.
•• Texai, an open source project to create artificial intelligence, starting with a bootstrap English dialog system that

intelligently acquires knowledge and behaviors.

Planning
• O-Plan, a project to provide a modular and flexible planning and control system using AI, at Artificial

Intelligence Applications Institute (AIAI), University of Edinburgh.

Other
• Kreator, an optimization problem solving software by Intelligentics that uses A.I. techniques.
•• OpenAIR, a routing and communication protocol based on a publish-subscribe architecture, built especially for

A.I. research.
• Synthetic Environment for Analysis and Simulations (SEAS), a model of the real world used by Homeland

security and the United States Department of Defense that uses simulation and AI to predict and evaluate future
events and courses of action.[6]
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Multipurpose projects

Software libraries
• dANN,[7] a freely available AI library implemented in Java, implementing graph theory, ANN, GA, Markov

Chains, graphical models (bayesian networks, HMM), etc.
• ELKI,[8] a research project and software framework with many data mining algorithms (in particular cluster

analysis and outlier detection) and index structures by the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich.
• FRDCSA,[9] an attempt to package and integrate all FOSS AI systems for GNU+Linux-based systems.
• I-X, a systems integration architecture project for the creation of intelligent systems at Artificial Intelligence

Applications Institute (AIAI), University of Edinburgh.
• OpenCog, a GPL-licensed framework for machine learning, genetic programming, probabilistic reasoning, natural

language processing and virtual world embodiment, written in C++, Python and Scheme.
• RapidMiner, an environment for machine learning and data mining, developed by the Dortmund University of

Technology.
• Weka, a free implementation of many machine learning algorithms in Java.
• Pogamut,[10] a free platform for Java AI development in games, developed by the Charles University in Prague
• CILib,[11] a library of different computational intelligence algorithms and supporting APIs, supporting different

paradigms: Swarm Intelligence, Evolutionary Computation, Neural Networks, Game Playing (developed by the
Computational Intelligence Research Group (CIRG@UP) Department of Computer Science University of Pretoria
South Africa).

Cloud services
• Data Applied, a web based data mining environment.

External links
• SourceForge AI projects [12]
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Applications of artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence has been used in a wide range of fields including medical diagnosis, stock trading, robot
control, law, scientific discovery and toys. However, many AI applications are not perceived as AI: "A lot of cutting
edge AI has filtered into general applications, often without being called AI because once something becomes useful
enough and common enough it's not labeled AI anymore," Nick Bostrom reports.[1] "Many thousands of AI
applications are deeply embedded in the infrastructure of every industry."[2] the late 90s and early 21st century, AI
technology became widely used as elements of larger systems,[2][3] but the field is rarely credited for these successes.

Computer science
AI researchers have created many tools to solve the most difficult problems in computer science. Many of their
inventions have been adopted by mainstream computer science and are no longer considered a part of AI. (See AI
effect). According to Russell & Norvig (2003, p. 15), all of the following were originally developed in AI
laboratories: time sharing, interactive interpreters, graphical user interfaces and the computer mouse, rapid
development environments, the linked list data structure, automatic storage management, symbolic programming,
functional programming, dynamic programming and object-oriented programming.

Finance
Banks use artificial intelligence systems to organize operations, invest in stocks, and manage properties. In August
2001, robots beat humans in a simulated financial trading competition.[4]

Financial institutions have long used artificial neural network systems to detect charges or claims outside of the
norm, flagging these for human investigation.
Creative Virtual [5] has deployed artificial intelligence customer support systems, or automated online assistants, at
E*TRADE, HSBC, Intuit and Lloyds Banking Group, to assist financial services customers with services such as
checking an account balance, signing up for a new credit card or retrieving a forgotten password.

Hospitals and medicine
A medical clinic can use artificial intelligence systems to organize bed schedules, make a staff rotation, and provide
medical information.
Artificial neural networks are used as clinical decision support systems for medical diagnosis, such as in Concept
Processing technology in EMR software.
Other tasks in medicine that can potentially be performed by artificial intelligence include:
• Computer-aided interpretation of medical images. Such systems help scan digital images, e.g. from computed

tomography, for typical appearances and to highlight conspicuous sections, such as possible diseases. A typical
application is the detection of a tumor.

• Heart sound analysis[6]

Heavy industry
Robots have become common in many industries. They are often given jobs that are considered dangerous to
humans. Robots have proven effective in jobs that are very repetitive which may lead to mistakes or accidents due to
a lapse in concentration and other jobs which humans may find degrading. Japan is the leader in using and producing
robots in the world. In 1999, 1,700,000 robots were in use worldwide. For more information, see survey[7] about
artificial intelligence in business.
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Online and telephone customer service

An automated online assistant providing
customer service on a web page.

Artificial intelligence is implemented in automated online assistants that
can be seen as avatars on web pages.[8] It can avail for enterprises to
reduce their operation and training cost.[8] A major underlying
technology to such systems is natural language processing.[8]

Similar techniques may be used in answering machines of call centres,
such as speech recognition software to allow computers to handle first
level of customer support, text mining and natural language processing to
allow better customer handling, agent training by automatic mining of
best practices from past interactions, support automation and many other
technologies to improve agent productivity and customer satisfaction.[9]

Transportation

Fuzzy logic controllers have been developed for automatic gearboxes in
automobiles (the 2006 Audi TT, VW Toureg and VW Caravell feature
the DSP transmission which utilizes Fuzzy Logic, a number of Škoda
variants (Škoda Fabia) also currently include a Fuzzy Logic based controller).

Telecommunications
Many telecommunications companies make use of heuristic search in the management of their workforces, for
example BT Group has deployed heuristic search[10] in a scheduling application that provides the work schedules of
20,000 engineers.

Toys and games
The 1990s saw some of the first attempts to mass-produce domestically aimed types of basic Artificial Intelligence
for education, or leisure. This prospered greatly with the Digital Revolution, and helped introduce people, especially
children, to a life of dealing with various types of Artificial Intelligence, specifically in the form of Tamagotchis and
Giga Pets, the Internet (example: basic search engine interfaces are one simple form), and the first widely released
robot, Furby. A mere year later an improved type of domestic robot was released in the form of Aibo, a robotic dog
with intelligent features and autonomy. AI has also been applied to video games.

Music
The evolution of music has always been affected by technology. With AI, scientists are trying to make the computer
emulate the activities of the skillful musician. Composition, performance, music theory, sound processing are some
of the major areas on which research in Music and Artificial Intelligence are focusing.

Aviation
The Air Operations Division AOD, uses AI for the rule based expert systems. The AOD has use for artificial
intelligence for surrogate operators for combat and training simulators, mission management aids, support systems
for tactical decision making, and post processing of the simulator data into symbolic summaries.
The use of artificial intelligence in simulators is proving to be very useful for the AOD. Airplane simulators are 
using artificial intelligence in order to process the data taken from simulated flights. Other than simulated flying, 
there is also simulated aircraft warfare. The computers are able to come up with the best success scenarios in these
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situations. The computers can also create strategies based on the placement, size, speed, and strength of the forces
and counter forces. Pilots may be given assistance in the air during combat by computers. The artificial intelligent
programs can sort the information and provide the pilot with the best possible maneuvers, not to mention getting rid
of certain maneuvers that would be impossible for a human being to perform. Multiple aircraft are needed to get
good approximations for some calculations so computer simulated pilots are used to gather data. These computer
simulated pilots are also used to train future air traffic controllers.
The system used by the AOD in order to measure performance was the Interactive Fault Diagnosis and Isolation
System, or IFDIS. It is a rule based expert system put together by collecting information from TF-30 documents and
the expert advice from mechanics that work on the TF-30. This system was designed to be used to for the
development of the TF-30 for the RAAF F-111C. The performance system was also used to replace specialized
workers. The system allowed the regular workers to communicate with the system and avoid mistakes,
miscalculations, or having to speak to one of the specialized workers.
The AOD also uses artificial intelligence in speech recognition software. The air traffic controllers are giving
directions to the artificial pilots and the AOD wants to the pilots to respond to the ATC’s with simple responses. The
programs that incorporate the speech software must be trained, which means they use neural networks. The program
used, the Verbex 7000, is still a very early program that has plenty of room for improvement. The improvements are
imperative because ATCs use very specific dialog and the software needs to be able to communicate correctly and
promptly every time.
The Artificial Intelligence supported Design of Aircraft [11], or AIDA, is used to help designers in the process of
creating conceptual designs of aircraft. This program allows the designers to focus more on the design itself and less
on the design process. The software also allows the user to focus less on the software tools. The AIDA uses rule
based systems to compute its data. This is a diagram of the arrangement of the AIDA modules. Although simple, the
program is proving effective.
In 2003, NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center, and many other companies, created software that could enable a
damaged aircraft to continue flight until a safe landing zone can be reached. The software compensates for all the
damaged components by relying on the undamaged components. The neural network used in the software proved to
be effective and marked a triumph for artificial intelligence.
The Integrated Vehicle Health Management system, also used by NASA, on board an aircraft must process and
interpret data taken from the various sensors on the aircraft. The system needs to be able to determine the structural
integrity of the aircraft. The system also needs to implement protocols in case of any damage taken the vehicle.

News and publishing
The company Narrative Science makes computer generated news and reports commercially available, including
summarizing team sporting events based on statistical data from the game. It also creates financial reports and real
estate analyses.[12]

Other
Various tools of artificial intelligence are also being widely deployed in homeland security, speech and text
recognition, data mining, and e-mail spam filtering. Applications are also being developed for gesture recognition
(understanding of sign language by machines), individual voice recognition, global voice recognition (from a variety
of people in a noisy room), facial expression recognition for interpretation of emotion and non verbal queues. Other
applications are robot navigation, obstacle avoidance, and object recognition.
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List of applications
Typical problems to which AI methods are applied

•• Pattern recognition

•• Optical character recognition
•• Handwriting recognition
•• Speech recognition
•• Face recognition

• Computer vision, Virtual reality and Image processing

•• Artificial Creativity •• Diagnosis (artificial intelligence)
• Game theory and Strategic planning
• Game artificial intelligence and Computer game bot
• Natural language processing, Translation and Chatterbots
• Nonlinear control and Robotics

Other fields in which AI methods are implemented

•• Artificial life • Robotics

•• Behavior-based robotics
•• Cognitive
•• Cybernetics
•• Developmental robotics
•• Epigenetic robotics
•• Evolutionary robotics

•• Automated reasoning •• Hybrid intelligent system
•• Automation •• Intelligent agent
•• Biologically inspired computing •• Intelligent control
•• Concept mining •• Litigation
•• Data mining
•• Knowledge representation
•• Semantic Web
• E-mail spam filtering

External links
• AI applications at www.aaai.org [13]
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Augmented reality

Wikitude World Browser on the iPhone 3GS uses
GPS and a solid state compass

Samsung SARI AR SDK markerless tracker used
in the AR EdiBear game (Android OS)

Augmented reality (AR) is a live, direct or indirect, view of a
physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented by
computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or
GPS data. It is related to a more general concept called mediated
reality, in which a view of reality is modified (possibly even
diminished rather than augmented) by a computer. As a result, the
technology functions by enhancing one’s current perception of
reality.[1] By contrast, virtual reality replaces the real world with a
simulated one.[2][3] Augmentation is conventionally in real-time and in
semantic context with environmental elements, such as sports scores
on TV during a match. With the help of advanced AR technology (e.g.
adding computer vision and object recognition) the information about
the surrounding real world of the user becomes interactive and digitally
manipulable. Artificial information about the environment and its
objects can be overlaid on the real world.[4][5][6][7]

Research explores the application of computer-generated imagery in
live-video streams as a way to enhance the perception of the real
world. AR technology includes head-mounted displays and virtual
retinal displays for visualization purposes, and construction of
controlled environments containing sensors and actuators.

Technology

Hardware

The main hardware components for augmented reality are: processor, display, sensors and input devices. These
elements, specifically CPU, display, camera and MEMS sensors such as accelerometer, GPS, solid state compass are
often present in modern smartphones, which make them prospective AR platforms.
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AR Tower Defense game on the Nokia N95
smartphone (Symbian OS) uses fiduciary markers

Augmented reality map on iPhone

Display

Various technologies are used in Augmented Reality rendering
including optical projection systems, monitors, hand held devices, and
display systems worn on one's person such as head mounted displays.

Head-mounted

A head-mounted display (HMD) places images of both the physical
world and registered virtual graphical objects over the user's view of
the world. The HMDs are either optical see-through or video
see-through.[8][9] Optical see-through employs half-silver mirrors to
pass images through the lens and overlay information to be reflected
into the user's eyes.[10][11] The HMD can be tracked with sensor that
provides six degrees of freedom. This tracking allows the system to
align virtual information to the physical world.[12][13] The main
advantage of HMD AR is the user's immersive experience. The
graphical information is slaved to the view of the user. The most
common products employed are as follows: MicroVision Nomad,[14]

Sony Glasstron,[15] Vuzix,[16] Lumus[17] and LASTER
Technologies.[18][19]

While the The New York Times reported Google wished to start selling
virtual eyeglasses not only for entertainment but also for information
and augmented reality by the end of 2012,[20] more recent statements
from Google about "Project Glass" have said a 2012 commercial
release is unlikely.[21]

Handheld

Handheld displays employ a small display that fits in a user's hand. All
handheld AR solutions to date opt for video see-through. Initially
handheld AR employed fiduciary markers,[22] and later GPS units and MEMS sensors such as digital compasses and
six degrees of freedom accelerometer–gyroscope. Today SLAM markerless trackers such as PTAM are starting to
come into use. Handheld display AR promises to be the first commercial success for AR technologies. The two main
advantages of handheld AR is the portable nature of handheld devices and ubiquitous nature of camera phones. The
disadvantages are the physical constraints of the user having to hold the handheld device out in front of them at all
times as well as distorting effect of classically wide-angled mobile phone cameras when compared to the real world
as viewed through the eye.[23]

Spatial

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) augments real world objects and scenes without the use of special displays such as
monitors, head mounted displays or hand-held devices. SAR makes use of digital projectors to display graphical
information onto physical objects. The key difference in SAR is that the display is separated from the users of the
system. Because the displays are not associated with each user, SAR scales naturally up to groups of users, thus
allowing for collocated collaboration between users. SAR has several advantages over traditional head-mounted
displays and handheld devices. The user is not required to carry equipment or wear the display over their eyes. This
makes spatial AR a good candidate for collaborative work, as the users can see each other’s faces. A system can be
used by multiple people at the same time without each having to wear a head-mounted display.
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Examples include shader lamps, mobile projectors, virtual tables, and smart projectors. Shader lamps mimic and
augment reality by projecting imagery onto neutral objects, providing the opportunity to enhance the object’s
appearance with materials of a simple unit- a projector, camera, and sensor. Handheld projectors further this goal by
enabling cluster configurations of environment sensing, reducing the need for additional peripheral sensing.[24][25]

Other tangible applications include table and wall projections. One such innovation, the Extended Virtual Table,
separates the virtual from the real by including beam-splitter mirrors attached to the ceiling at an adjustable angle.[26]

Virtual showcases, which employ beam-splitter mirrors together with multiple graphics displays, provide an
interactive means of simultaneously engaging with the virtual and the real.[27][28] Altogether, current augmented
reality display technology can be applied to improve design and visualization, or function as scientific simulations
and tools for education or entertainment. Many more implementations and configurations make spatial augmented
reality display an increasingly attractive interactive alternative.[19]

Spatial AR does not suffer from the limited display resolution of current head-mounted displays and portable
devices. A projector based display system can simply incorporate more projectors to expand the display area. Where
portable devices have a small window into the world for drawing, a SAR system can display on any number of
surfaces of an indoor setting at once. The drawbacks, however, are that SAR systems of projectors do not work so
well in sunlight and also require a surface on which to project the computer-generated graphics. Augmentations
cannot simply hang in the air as they do with handheld and HMD-based AR. The tangible nature of SAR, though,
makes this an ideal technology to support design, as SAR supports both a graphical visualisation and passive haptic
sensation for the end users. People are able to touch physical objects, and it is this process that provides the passive
haptic sensation.[7][29][30][31][32]

Tracking

Modern mobile augmented reality systems use one or more of the following tracking technologies: digital cameras
and/or other optical sensors, accelerometers, GPS, gyroscopes, solid state compasses, RFID and wireless sensors.
These technologies offer varying levels of accuracy and precision. Most important is the position and orientation of
the user's head. Tracking the user's hand(s) or a handheld input device can provide a 6DOF interaction technique.[33]

Input devices

Techniques include the pinch glove,[34] mouse gloves, [35]wands[36][37] and body gesture recognition
sensors.[38][39][40]

Computer

The computer analyzes the sensed visual and other data to synthesize and position augmentations.

Software and algorithms
A key measure of AR systems is how realistically they integrate augmentations with the real world. The software
must derive real world coordinates, independent from the camera, from camera images. That process is called image
registration which uses different methods of computer vision, mostly related to video tracking.[41][42] Many
computer vision methods of augmented reality are inherited from visual odometry. Usually those methods consist of
two parts.
First detect interest points, or fiduciary markers, or optical flow in the camera images. First stage can use feature 
detection methods like corner detection, blob detection, edge detection or thresholding and/or other image processing 
methods. [43][44] The second stage restores a real world coordinate system from the data obtained in the first stage. 
Some methods assume objects with known geometry (or fiduciary markers) present in the scene. In some of those 
cases the scene 3D structure should be precalculated beforehand. If part of the scene is unknown simultaneous 
localization and mapping (SLAM) can map relative positions. If no information about scene geometry is available,
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structure from motion methods like bundle adjustment are used. Mathematical methods used in the second stage
include projective (epipolar) geometry, geometric algebra, rotation representation with exponential map, kalman and
particle filters, nonlinear optimization, robust statistics.

Applications
Augmented reality has many applications, and many areas can benefit from the usage of AR technology. AR was
initially used for military, industrial, and medical applications, but was soon applied to commercial and
entertainment areas as well.[45]

Archaeology
AR can be used to aid archaeological research, by augmenting archaeological features onto the modern landscape,
enabling archaeologists to formulate conclusions about site placement and configuration [46]

Another application given to AR in this field is the possibility for users to rebuild ruins, buildings, or even
landscapes as they formerly existed.[47]

Architecture
AR can simulate planned construction projects.[48]

Art
AR can help create art in real time integrating reality such as painting, drawing and modeling. AR art technology has
helped disabled individuals to continue pursuing their passion.[49] Recently, Alaskan artist Nathan Shafer created a
global warming-oriented AR project, called Exit Glacier AR Terminus. In this project, AR technology (is this case,
smartphones) walks the viewer through various positions of South Central Alaska's Exit Glacier, going back three
decades. Belgian photographer, Liesje Reyskens recently commissioned Augmented Reality Agency Kudanto
produce an AR art installation at the Albus Lux gallery - the AR app recognized her photography and overlaid live
animation video to enhance the gallery experience.[50]

Commerce
AR can be used to display certain products at another way. For example, the lego-boxes in the lego-store at
Schaumburg use image recognition on a product's packaging to show the product when it's assembled.[51] AR can
also be used as an aid in picking clothing through a kiosk.[52] On the web, AR ecommerce software, like the
Webcam Social Shopper, is designed to allow retailers to integrate AR into their online retail sites.[53]

Usage of AR to promote products via interactive AR applications is becoming popular now. For example Nissan
(2008 LA Auto Show),[54] Best Buy (2009),[55] and others used webcam based AR to connect 3D models with
printed materials. There are numerous examples of connecting mobile AR to outdoor advertising[56][57]

On September 2012 the Royal Dutch Mint (Koninklijke Nederlandse Munt) issued the world's first official coin with
Augmented Reality. The coin was issued on behalf of the Central Bank of Aruba.The coin itself was able to be
scanned with smart phones and displayed a link to a dedicated website.This was the first time AR was used in
currency.[58][59]
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Education
Augmented reality applications can complement a standard curriculum. Text, graphics, video and audio can be
superimposed into a student’s real time environment. Textbooks, flashcards and other educational reading material
can contain embedded “markers” that, when scanned by an AR device, produce supplementary information to the
student rendered in a multimedia format.[60][61][62] Students can participate interactively with computer generated
simulations of historical events, exploring and learning details of each significant area of the event site.[63]

Augmented reality technology also permits learning via remote collaboration, in which students and instructors not
at the same physical location can share a common virtual learning environment populated by virtual objects and
learning materials and interact with another within that setting.[64]

Industrial Design
In the area of industrial design AR can provide crucial help, AR can help designer experience the final product
before is complete or can help with the testing part of it. Volkswagen is already using AR for comparing calculated
and actual crash test imagery.[65] But AR can also be used to visualize and modify a car body curvature or the engine
layout of it. AR can also be used to compare digital mock-ups with physical mock-ups for efficiently finding
discrepancies between them.[66][67]

Medical
AR can provide the surgeon with information of the heartbeat, the blood pressure, the state of the patient’s organ, etc.
It can also help the doctor identify the problem with the patient right away. This approach works in a similar as the
technicians doing maintenance work. Examples include a virtual X-ray view based on prior tomography or on real
time images from ultrasound and confocal microscopy probes[68] or open NMR devices. AR can enhance viewing a
fetus inside a mother's womb.[69] See also Mixed reality.

Military
In combat, AR can serve as a networked communication system that renders useful battlefield data onto a soldier's
goggles in real time. From the soldier's viewpoint, people and various objects can be marked with special indicators
to warn of potential dangers. Virtual maps and 360° view camera imaging can also be rendered to aid a soldier's
navigation and battlefield perspective, and this can be transmitted to military leaders at a remote command center.[70]

Navigation
AR can augment the effectiveness of navigation devices. Information can be displayed on the car's windshield
indicating information of where the user is going. Not only can information of how to get to the place be offered but
so can information about the weather or the terrain. AR can provide traffic information to drivers as well as alert the
driver in case of an emergency or highlight objects on the road that might not be caught by the driver’s eyes at a first
glance. It can also be used in the sea where fishermen can use the technology to display information about the
amount of fish that are in the area and how to get to them.[71]

Currently some car manufacturers (e.g. BMW and GM) are using this technology in car windshields to display meter
information and traffic information.[72]

Aboard naval and maritime vessels, AR can allow bridge watch-standers to continuously monitor important
information such as a ship's heading and speed while moving throughout the bridge or performing other tasks.[73]
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Office Workplace
AR can help facilitate collaboration among distributed team members in a work force via conferences with real and
virtual participants. AR tasks can include brainstorming and discussion meetings utilizing common visualization via
touch screen tables, interactive digital whiteboards, shared design spaces, and distributed control rooms.[74][75][76]

Sports & Entertainment
AR has become common in sports telecasting. Sports and entertainment venues are provided with see-trough and
overlay augmentation through tracked camera feeds for enhanced viewing by the audience. Examples include the
yellow "first down" line seen in television broadcasts of American football games showing the line the offensive
team must cross to receive a first down. AR is also used in association with football and other sporting events to
show a commercial advertisements overlayed onto the view of the playing area. Sections of rugby fields and cricket
pitches also display sponsored images. Swimming telecasts often add a line across the lanes to indicate the position
of the current record holder as a race proceeds to allow viewers to compare the current race to the best performance.
Other examples include hockey puck tracking and annotations of racing car performance and snooker ball
trajectories. [41][77]

AR can enhance concert and theater performances. For example, artists can allow listeners to augment their listening
experience by adding their performance to that of other bands/groups of users.[78][79][80]

The gaming industry has benefited a lot from the development of this technology, a number of games have been
developed for prepared indoor environments. Early AR games also include AR air hockey, collaborative combat
against virtual enemies, and an AR-enhanced pool games. A significant number of games incorporate AR in it and
with the introduction of smartphone this has had a bigger impact.[81][82][83]

Task support
Complex tasks such as assembly, maintenance, and surgery can be simplified by inserting additional information into
the field of view. For example, labels can be displayed on parts of a system to clarify operating instructions for a
mechanic who is performing maintenance on the system.[84][85] Assembly lines gain many benefits from the usage of
AR. In addition to Boeing, BMW and Volkswagen are known for incorporating this technology in their assembly
line to improve their manufacturing and assembly processes.[86][87][88]Big machines are difficult to maintain because
of the multiple layers or structures they have. With the use of AR the workers can complete their job in a much
easier way because AR permits them to look through the machine as if it was with x-ray, pointing them to the
problem right away.[89]

Tourism and sightseeing
Augmented reality is used in applications for tourism, including highlighting information of important places and
providing connections between the real world and historic events, such as rendering historical events into a view of a
current landscape.[90] [91] [92] The use of AR in this area has enhanced the experience of users when they go traveling
by providing information of the place they are at as well as comments made by other users that have been there
before. AR in the tourism industry can connect with different platforms to provide a richer experience to the final
user of the system.[93]
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Translation
AR systems can provide dynamic subtitles in the user's language.[94][95]

Notable researchers
• Ivan Sutherland invented the first AR head-mounted display at Harvard University.
• Steven Feiner, Professor at Columbia University, is a leading pioneer of augmented reality, and author of the first

paper on an AR system prototype, KARMA (the Knowledge-based Augmented Reality Maintenance Assistant),
along with Blair MacIntyre and Doree Seligmann.[96]

• L.B. Rosenberg developed one of the first known AR systems, called Virtual Fixtures, while working at the U.S.
Air Force Armstrong Labs in 1991, and published first study of how an AR system can enhance human
performance.[97]

• Dieter Schmalstieg and Daniel Wagner jump started the field of AR on mobile phones. They developed the first
marker tracking systems for mobile phones and PDAs.[98]

• Bruce H. Thomas and Wayne Piekarski develop the Tinmith system in 1998.[99] They along with Steve Feiner
with his MARS system pioneer outdoor augmented reality.

• Reinhold Behringer performed important early work in image registration for augmented reality, and prototype
wearable testbeds for augmented reality. He also co-organized the First IEEE International Symposium on
Augmented Reality in 1998 (IWAR'98), and co-edited one of the first books on augmented reality.[100][101][102]

History
• 1901: L. Frank Baum, an author, first mentions the idea of an electronic display/spectacles that overlays data onto

real life (in this case 'people'), it's named a 'character marker'.[103]

• 1957–62: Morton Heilig, a cinematographer, creates and patents a simulator called Sensorama with visuals,
sound, vibration, and smell.[104]

• 1966: Ivan Sutherland invents the head-mounted display and positions it as a window into a virtual world.
• 1975: Myron Krueger creates Videoplace to allow users to interact with virtual objects for the first time.
• 1989: Jaron Lanier coins the phrase Virtual Reality and creates the first commercial business around virtual

worlds.
• 1992: L.B. Rosenberg develops one of the first functioning AR systems, called Virtual Fixtures, at the U.S. Air

Force Research Laboratory—Armstrong, and demonstrates benefits to human performance.[97][105]

• 1992: Steven Feiner, Blair MacIntyre and Doree Seligmann present the first major paper on an AR system
prototype, KARMA, at the Graphics Interface conference.

• 1993 A widely cited version of the paper above is published in Communications of the ACM - Special issue on
computer augmented environments, edited by Pierre Wellner, Wendy Mackay, and Rich Gold.[106]

• 1993: Loral WDL, with sponsorship from STRICOM, performed the first demonstration combining live
AR-equipped vehicles and manned simulators. Unpublished paper, J. Barrilleaux, "Experiences and Observations
in Applying Augmented Reality to Live Training", 1999.[107]

• 1994: Julie Martin creates first 'Augmented Reality Theater production', Dancing In Cyberspace, funded by the
Australia Council for the Arts, features dancers and acrobats manipulating body–sized virtual object in real time,
projected into the same physical space and performance plane. The acrobats appeared immersed within the virtual
object and environments. The installation used Silicon Graphics computers and Polhemus sensing system.

• 1998: Spatial Augmented Reality introduced at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by Raskar, Welch,
Fuchs.[29]

• 1999: Hirokazu Kato (加 藤 博 一) created ARToolKit at HITLab, where AR later was further developed by
other HITLab scientists, demonstrating it at SIGGRAPH.
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• 2000: Bruce H. Thomas develops ARQuake, the first outdoor mobile AR game, demonstrating it in the
International Symposium on Wearable Computers.

• 2008: Wikitude AR Travel Guide launches on 20 Oct 2008 with the G1 Android phone.[108]

• 2009: ARToolkit was ported to Adobe Flash (FLARToolkit) by Saqoosha, bringing augmented reality to the web
browser.[109]

• 2009: project SixthSense from MIT showcased projection based wearable AR pendent device.[110]

• 2011 : LASTER Technologies, a French start-up from University of Paris Sud (Orsay), has developed first
augmented reality ski goggle in the market, demonstrating it at SIGGRAPH.[111]
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Emerging technology Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

3D displays Research,
commercialization[30][31]

other display
technologies,
CRT, LCD

Television, computer interfaces,
cinemas

Autostereoscopic display,
stereoscopic display,
volumetric display,
holographic display, Light
Field display, Nintendo
3DS, HTC Evo 3D

Ferro Liquid Display Some commercial products

OLED displays Diffusion[32][33] LCD and plasma
displays

Displays, lighting OLED TV, Comparison of
display technology

Organic light-emitting
transistor

Development

Interferometric
modulator display

Development,
commercializing[34]

Other display
technologies,
CRT, LCD,
plasma, e-paper

Non-emissive displays with fast
response times and potentially the most
realistic colors of all display
technologies

Interferometric modulator
display, comparison of
display technology

Time-multiplexed
optical shutter

Commercialized

Laser video displays first commercial Laser TV in
2008, Mitsubishi LaserVue
TV

LCD and plasma
displays

Displays with very wide colour gamut
prowess

Laser TV, Comparison of
display technology

Next generation of display
technology

Screenless display
(Virtual retinal display,
Bionic contact lens),
EyeTap

Theory, experiments[35] Traditional
displays

Augmented reality, virtual reality,
EyeTap could allow the user to
reference the blue prints like in a
construction yard, in a 3D
manner, Delivers the user constant up
to date information on the stock
market, the user's corporation, and
meeting statuses, visual disabilities

Head-mounted display,
Head-up display, adaptive
optics

Telescopic pixel display In development

Phased-array optics Theory[36][37] Conventional
display devices
(e.g., television)

Mass production of 3-dimensional
imagery

Thick-film dielectric
electroluminescent
technology

Suspended

Holography
(Holographic display,
Computer-generated
holography)

Diffusion[38][39][40] Display
technologies

Quantum dot display Diffusion

Surface-conduction
electron-emitter display

Abandoned Traditional
displays

Displays with high contrast ratio, fast
response time and high energy
efficiency

Field emission display Research

Volumetric display 3-dimensional imagery Swept-volume display
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Electronics

Emerging
technology

Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Electronic
nose

Research,
commercialization[41][42]

X-ray and MRI scans for
detecting cancer

Detecting spoiled food, chemical weapons
and cancer

E-textiles Research, diffusion[43]

Flexible
electronics

Research, development, some
prototypes[44][45]

Flexible and folding electronic devices
(such as smartphones), Flexible solar cells
which are lightweight, can be rolled up for
launch, and are easily deployable

Nokia Morph, Flexible
organic light-emitting
diode

Memristor Working prototype[46][47] Some current integrated
circuits, many other
electronics devices

Smaller, faster, lower power consuming
storage, analogue electronics, Artificial
intelligence

Spintronics Working prototypes[48] Mechanical magnetic
hard disk drives

Data storage MRAM

Thermal
copper pillar
bump

Working prototypes in discrete
devices

Conventional thermal
systems, heat sinks, bulk
thermoelectrics

Electric circuit cooling; micro-fluidic
actuators; small-device thermoelectric
power generation

Ultra high definition
holographic disc,
Metal–insulator
transition

Energy

Emerging
technology

Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Airborne wind
turbine

Research[49][50][51] Fossil fuels Producing electricity KiteGen

Flywheel energy
storage

Some commercial examples

Artificial
photosynthesis

Research, experiments[52] replicate the natural process of
photosynthesis, converting
sunlight, water, carbon dioxide
into carbohydrates and oxygen

AlgaePARC

Biofuels Diffusion[53] Fossil fuels Energy storage, more so for
transport

Issues relating to
biofuels

Concentrated
solar power

Growing markets in California, Spain,
Northern Africa[54]

Fossil fuels,
photovoltaics

Producing electricity DESERTEC,
BrightSource Energy,
Solar Millennium

Electric
double-layer
capacitor

Diffusion, continued development[55] Chemical batteries Regenerative braking; energy
storage: generally faster
charging, longer lasting, more
flexible, greener

Fusion power Theory, experiments; for 60+ years[56] Fossil fuels, renewable
energy, nuclear fission
power

Producing electricity, heat,
fusion torch recycling with
waste heat

ITER, NIF, Polywell,
Dense plasma focus,
Muon-catalyzed fusion

Grid energy
storage

Increasing use
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Silicon–air
battery

Experiments

Generation IV
reactor

Research, Experiments Traditional nuclear
power reactors, fossil
fuels

Producing electricity, heat,
transmutation of nuclear waste
stockpiles from traditional
reactors

Plasma arc waste
disposal

Home fuel cell Research,
commercialisation[57][58][59]

Electrical grid Off-the-grid, producing
electricity

Autonomous building,
Bloom Energy Server

Hydrogen
economy

Diffusion of hydrogen fuel cells; theory,
experiments for lower cost hydrogen
production[60]

Other energy storage
methods: chemical
batteries, fossil fuels

Energy storage

Lithium-air
battery

Research, experiments[61] Other energy storage
methods: hydrogen,
chemical batteries, some
uses of fossil fuels

Laptops, mobile phones,
long-range electric cars; storing
energy for electric grid

Molten salt
reactor

Research, Experiments Traditional nuclear
power reactors, fossil
fuels

Producing electricity, heat

Nanowire battery Experiments, prototypes[62][63] Other energy storage
methods: hydrogen,
chemical batteries, some
uses of fossil fuels

Laptops, mobile phones,
long-range electric cars; storing
energy for electric grid

Nantenna Research[64][65][66] Fossil fuels Producing electricity

Smart grid Research, diffusion[67][68][69] Smart meter,
SuperSmart Grid

Solar roadway Research[70][71][72] Fossil fuels Producing electricity

Space-based
solar power

Theory

Thorium fuel
cycle

Research started in the 1960's, still
ongoing

Uranium based nuclear
power, fossil fuels

Producing electricity, heat

Lithium iron
phosphate
battery

Commercilization

Molten salt
battery

Applications and continuing research

Wireless energy
transfer

Prototypes, diffusion, short range
consumer products[73]

Power cords, plugs,
batteries

Wirelessly powered equipment:
laptop, cell phones, electric
cars, etc.

WiTricity, resonant
inductive coupling

IT and communications
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Emerging technology Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

4G cellular
communication

First commercial LTE networks
deployed in Sweden December
2009; candidate systems
LTE-advanced and IEEE 802.16m
(Mobile WiMAX Release 2) in
development

broadband Pervasive computing Mobile broadband,
mobile TV, Interactive
TV, 3D-TV,[74]

holographic
cameras[74]

Ambient intelligence Theory

Artificial brain Research[75] Neurological disease's
treatments, artificial
intelligence

Blue Brain Project

Artificial intelligence Theory, experiments; limited uses
in specialized domains[76][77][78]

Human decision,
analysis, etc.

Creating intelligent devices Progress in artificial
intelligence,
technological
singularity,
applications of
artificial intelligence

Atomtronics Theory

Augmented Reality diffusion

Cybermethodology

Emerging memory
technologies T-RAM,
Z-RAM, TTRAM,
CBRAM, SONOS,
RRAM, Racetrack
memory, NRAM,
Millipede memory

In development Current memory
technologies

Fourth-generation optical
discs (3D optical data
storage, Holographic data
storage)

Research, prototyping[79] All other mass storage
methods/devices,
magnetic tape data
storage, optical data
storage

Storing and archiving data
previously erased for
economic reasons

Holographic Disc
stores Ultra HD big
Electronic IT
companies are
interested in this
technology it has
bigger capacity than
Blu-ray Disc 10x times
more than optical
storage

General-purpose
computing on graphics
processing units

Diffusion of non standardized
methods

CPU for a few
specialized uses

Order of magnitude faster
processing of parallelizable
algorithms

Machine augmented
cognition, exocortices

Diffusion of primitive
amplifications; working prototypes
of more; theory, experiments on
more substantial amplification

Libraries, schools,
training, pocket
calculators

Machine translation Diffusion[80][81] Human translation of
natural languages, in
areas where
misunderstanding is
non-critical and language
is formalized

Easier and cheaper
cross-cultural
communication
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Machine vision Research, prototyping,
commercialization[82]

Biotic vision and
perception, including
humans

Biometrics, controlling
processes (e.g., in driverless
car, automated guided
vehicle), detecting events
(e.g., in visual surveillance),
interaction (e.g., in
human-computer
interaction), robot vision

Computer vision,
pattern recognition,
digital image
processing

Mobile collaboration Development,
commercialization[83]

Traditional
video-conferencing
systems

Extends the capabilities of
video conferencing for use
on hand-held mobile devices
in real-time over secure
networks. For use in diverse
industries such as
manufacturing, energy,
healthcare.[84]

Optical computing Theory, experiments; some
components of integrated circuits
have been developed[85]

Many electronics
devices, integrated
circuits

Smaller, faster, lower power
consuming computing

Quantum computing Theory, experiments,[86]

commercialization[87]
Atomtronics,
Electronic computing,
optical computing,
quantum clock

Much faster computing, for
some kinds of problems,
chemical modeling, new
materials with programmed
properties, theory of
high-temperature
superconductivity and
superfluidity

Quantum cryptography Commercialization[88] Secure communications

Radio-frequency
identification

Diffusion of high cost[89][90][91] Barcode Smartstores - RFID based
self checkout (keeping track
of all incoming and outgoing
products), food packaging,
smart shelves, smart carts.
See: potential uses

Semantic Web or answer
machine

Theory, research Search engines Making the web
machine-readable by
annotating data on the web
based on its meaning

Speech recognition Mechanical input devices

Three-dimensional
integrated circuit

Development,
commercialization[92][93]

Conventional integrated
circuit

Virtual Reality diffusion Television Entertainment, education

Manufacturing
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Emerging
technology

Status Potentially marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

3D printing Commercial
production[94][95]

Manually making prototypes,
some mass production methods
that lack ability for customizing

Rapidly prototyping and producing plastic
objects and multi-material items, with potential
to significantly customize products for individual
consumers

RepRap Project,
Contour Crafting,
D-Shape

Claytronics Theory, experiment 3D printing, traditional
manufacturing methods and tools

Molecular
assembler

Theory, experiment 3D printing, traditional
manufacturing methods and tools

Replicator (Star
Trek)

Utility fog Theory, experiment

Materials science

Emerging
technology

Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Aerogel Theory, experiments, diffusion, early
uses[96]

Traditional
Insulation, Glass

Improved insulation, insulative glass if it
can be made clear, sleeves for oil
pipelines, aerospace, high-heat & extreme
cold applications

Conductive
Polymers

Research, experiments, prototypes Conductors Lighter and cheaper wires, antistatic
materials, organic solar cells

Graphene Theory, experiments, diffusion, early
uses[97][98]

silicon-based
integrated circuit

Components with higher strength to
weight ratios, transistors that operate at
higher frequency, lower cost of display
screens in mobile devices, storing
hydrogen for fuel cell powered cars,
sensors to diagnose diseases[99]

High-temperature
superconductivity

Cryogenic receiver front-end (CRFE) RF
and microwave filter systems for mobile
phone base stations; prototypes in dry ice;
theory and experiments for higher
temperatures[100]

Copper wire,
semiconductor
integral circuits

No loss conductors, frictionless bearings,
magnetic levitation, lossless
high-capacity accumulators, electric cars,
heat-free integral circuits and processors

High-temperature
superfluidity

Superfluid gyroscopes already exist but
work at very low temperatures

Mechanical
gyroscope

High-precision measure of gravity,
navigation and maneuver devices,
possible devices to emit gravitomagnetic
field, frictionless mechanical devices

Metamaterials Theory, experiments, diffusion[101] Classical optics Microscopes, cameras, metamaterial
cloaking, cloaking devices

Multi-function
structures[102]

Theory, experiments, some prototypes,
few commercial

Composite
materials mostly

Wide range, e.g., self health monitoring,
self healing, morphing...

Nanomaterials:
carbon nanotubes

Theory, experiments, diffusion, early
uses[103][104]

Structural steel
and aluminium

Stronger, lighter materials, space elevator Potential
applications of
carbon
nanotubes,
carbon fiber

Programmable
matter

Theory, experiments[105][106] Coatings,
catalysts

Wide range, e.g., claytronics, synthetic
biology
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Quantum dots Research, experiments, prototypes[107] LCD, LED Quantum dot laser, future use as
programmable matter in display
technologies (TV, projection), optical
data communications (high-speed data
transmission), medicine (laser scalpel)

Silicene

Military

Emerging technology Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Airborne laser Research and development,
trials

Missile defense Tracking and destruction
of tactical ballistic missiles

Advanced Tactical Laser, High
Energy Liquid Laser Area
Defense System

Antimatter weapon Theory Nuclear weapons

Caseless ammunition Field tests and some niche
markets

Cartridges

Directed energy weapon Research, development, some
prototypes[108]

Firearms Warfare

Electrolaser Research and development Taser

Electromagnetic weapons Research and
development[109][110]

Firearms Warfare Coilgun, Railgun

Electrothermal-chemical
technology

Research and development Conventional
ammunition

Tank, artillery, and
close-in weapon systems

Particle beam weapon Research and development Firearms Warfare

Plasma weapon Research

Pure fusion weapon Theory

Sonic weapon Research and development

Stealth technology Research and development Camouflage Electronic
countermeasures

Plasma stealth, Stealth aircraft,
Radar-absorbent material

Vortex ring gun Research and development tear gas Crowd control

Neuroscience
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Emerging technology Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related
articles

Ampakine Enhance attention span and alertness, and
facilitate learning and memory

Artificial brain IBM Blue Brain project

Brain-computer interface Research and
commercialization

Video games, television,
and movies

A revolution in entertainment, etc.

Brain-reading,
Neuroinformatics

Research[111][112][113] Mind uploading, enabling individuals with
brain damage to communicate[114]

Electroencephalography Research,
diffusion[115][116]

Keyboards and other
interfaces

Controlling electronic devices via brain
waves

Neuroprosthetics Visual prosthesis, brain implant, exocortex,
retinal implant

Robotics

Emerging
technology

Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Molecular
nanotechnology,
nanorobotics

Theory,
experiments[117]

Products and
parts
production,
retail
distribution

Machines (desktop, industrial) that can make
anything given the materials, cheap planetary
terraforming

Powered
exoskeleton

Research, development,
prototypes, diffusion,
commercializing[118]

Electric
wheelchairs,
forklifts

Heavy lifting, paralysis, muscle related diseases,
warfare, construction, care for the elderly and
disabled.

LOPES (exoskeleton),
ReWalk, Human Universal
Load Carrier, fictional armor
Iron Man's armor, Future
Force Warrior

Self-reconfiguring
modular robot

Theory, experiments,
early prototypes

Other ways to
form physical
structures and
machines

As a universal physical machine, SRCMR may
change the way we make many physical structures
and machines

Robot, swarm robotics,
autonomous research robot

Swarm robotics Theory,
experiments[119]

Distributed
computing,
complexity in
behavior by
simplicity in
architecture

Autonomous construction, space construction Swarm intelligence,
autonomous robotics,
nanorobotics, particle swarm
optimization, multi-agent
systems, behavior-based
robotics
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Unmanned vehicle Research and
development, some
diffusion

Manned
vehicles, human
spying

Mass surveillance, eavesdropping, Oceanography,
Commercial aerial surveillance of livestock
monitoring, wildfire mapping, pipeline security,
home security, road patrol and anti-piracy.
Domestic aerial surveillance, patrol the nation's
borders, scout property, and hunt down fugitives,
Oil gas and mineral exploration and
production, geophysical surveys, geomagnetic
surveys, transport of goods, Scientific research in
areas to dangerous for pilots like a droid hurricane
tornado hunter, Armed attack, Search and
rescue, explosives and Bomb
disposal, peacekeeping operations, ground
surveillance, gatekeeper/checkpoint operations,
urban street presence, enhance police and military
raids in urban settings.

Unmanned aerial vehicle,
AeroVironment,
AeroVironment Global
Observer, AeroVironment
Nano Hummingbird,
Unmanned combat air
vehicle, Unmanned ground
vehicle, Unmanned space
vehicle, Unmanned surface
vehicle, Unmanned
underwater vehicle,
Autonomous underwater
vehicle

Transport

Emerging technology Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Airless tire Research, development, early
prototypes[120][121][122]

Conventional
tire[122]

Safer tires[122] Tweel

Alternative fuel vehicle Commercialization, diffusion Internal combustion
engine

Reducing air pollution,
decreasing oil consumption

Electric vehicle,
Hydrogen vehicle

Beam-powered
propulsion

Theory Laser propulsion

Driverless car Research, development,
prototypes[123][124][125]

Driver's licenses, rules
of the road, traffic
lights, traffic sign,
highway patrols,
vehicle insurances

Reducing traffic collision,
increasing road capacity,
reducing air pollution,
reducing traffic congestion

Google driverless
car, General
Motors EN-V,
CityCar, MIT Car

Flexible wings (X-53
Active Aeroelastic
Wing, Adaptive
Compliant Wing),
fluidic flight controls

Experiments,
prototypes[126][127][128][129][130]

Other flight control
systems: ailerons,
elevators, elevons,
flaps, flaperons

Controlling aircraft, ships Aircraft flight
control system,
BAE Systems
Demon, fluidics

Flying car Early commercialization,
prototypes[131][132]

Automobile, road More effective
transportation

Terrafugia
Transition, Moller
M400 Skycar,
Urban Aeronautics
X-Hawk

Hovertrain, Ground
effect train

Research, development[133][134] Conventional trains Trains with higher speed Aérotrain, Duke
Hospital PRT,
Hovercraft

Ion thruster In use

Jet pack or backpack
helicopter

Early commercialization,
prototypes[135][136]

Automobile More effective
transportation

Maglev train, Vactrain Research, early
commercialization[137][138][139]

Conventional trains Trains with higher speed Shanghai Maglev
Train, Linimo
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Mass driver Prototypes

Personal rapid transit Early commercialization, diffusion[140][141] Automobile More effective
transportation

Morgantown PRT,
ULTra

Propellant depot Research, development Heavy lift rockets enabling deep-space
missions with more massive
payloads, satellite life
extension, ultimately
lowering the cost per kg
launched to space

Pulse detonation engine Testbed demos

Reusable launch system Research, development Expendable launch
system

Surface-to-orbit transport SpaceX
Grasshopper

Scramjet Research, development[142][143][144] Conventional jet
engine

Hypersonic aircraft NASA X-43

Solar sail In 2010, IKAROS was the world's first
spacecraft designed to use solar sailing
propulsion to be successfully launched

Space travel

Space elevator Research, development[145] Non-rocket
spacelaunch,
Orbital ring, Sky
hook, Space
fountain

Spaceplane Research, development[146][147][148] Conventional airliners Hypersonic transport A2, Skylon

Supersonic transport Commercialization existed, diffusion Conventional airliners Airliner with higher speed Concorde, Tupolev
Tu-144

Other

Emerging
technology

Status Potentially
marginalized
technologies

Potential applications Related articles

Anti-gravity Theory and
experiments[149][150]

Arcology Theory

Biometrics Diffusion Keys and ID
documents

Bioplastic Some products
developed

Fossil fuel plastics

Cloak of invisibility Successful experiments
cloaking small objects
under some
conditions[151][152]

Camouflage[152] Cloaking microscope tips at optical frequencies[152] Metamaterial
cloaking

Digital scent
technology

Diffusion Smell-O-Vision,
iSmell

Domed city NASA develops a
geodesic dome for a
moon base

Weather-controlled city, colonization of the moon
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Force field Theory,
experiments[153]

Armor Military and law enforcement, space travel Plasma window

Hypertelescope Theory astronomy

Immersive virtual
reality

Theory, limited
commercialization

Consensus reality An artificial environment where the user feels just as
immersed as they usually feel in consensus reality.

Virtusphere, 3rd
Space Vest, haptic
suit, immersive
technology,
simulated reality,
holodeck (fictional)

Inflatable space
habitat

Developed, prototypes
built and tested

Traditional
"aluminium can"
space habitat
modules

Space habitats Bigelow Aerospace

LED lamp Commercialization Incandescent
lights, compact
fluorescent lights

Magnetic levitation Research, development,
Commercialization
(Maglev Train)

Wheels, tires,
conventional
transportation
systems

High temperature superconductivity, cryogenics,
low temperature refrigerators, superconducting
magnet design and construction, fiber reinforced
plastics for vehicles and structural concretes,
communication and high power solid-state controls,
vehicle design (aerodynamics and noise mitigation),
precision manufacturing, construction and
fabrication of concrete structures,[154] maglev car,
maglev based spacecraft launch

Levicar

Magnetic
refrigeration

Already used for
achieving cryogenic
temperatures in the
laboratory setting (below
10K)

Conventional
refrigerators

Refrigeration without the need for compression and
with more energy efficient which may be in
refrigerators, air conditioners and spacecrafts

Magnetorheological
fluid

developed and
researched

Shock absorber Magnetorheological damper heavy motor damping,
operator seat/cab damping in construction vehicles,
seismic dampers positioned in building absorbing
detrimental shock waves and oscillations within the
structure making them earthquake-proof, enhance
body armor fluid bullet resistant, Humvees, and
various other all-terrain vehicles employ dynamic
MR shock absorbers/dampers. Magnetorheological
finishing was used in the construction of the Hubble
Space Telescope's corrective lens, shock absorbers
of a vehicle's suspension are filled with
magnetorheological fluid.

Electrorheological
fluid

Miniaturized
satellite

Research, development,
some prototypes

Conventional
satellites

Inexpensive satellites, constellations for low data
rate communications, using formations to gather
data from multiple points, in-orbit inspection of
larger satellites.

Synthetic biology,
synthetic genomics

Research, development,
first synthetic bacteria
created May
2010[155][156]

Chemical industry,
petroleum
industry, process
manufacturing

Creating infinitely scalable production processes
based on programmable species of bacteria and
other life forms

BioBrick, iGEM,
synthetic genomics
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Vehicular
communication
systems

Research and
development, some
diffusion

Automobile safety vehicle safety obstacle inform others warnings on
entering intersections, Traffic
management Accommodating ambulances, fire
trucks, and police cars to a specific situation such as
hot pursuits and bad weather, Driver assistance
systems, Automated highways.

Artificial Passenger,
Dedicated
short-range
communications,
Intelligent
transportation system

Atmospheric carbon
dioxide removal

Research and
development

Fossil carbon
sources

Climate change mitigation, closing the carbon cycle,
input for carbon neutral fuel production

Carbon dioxide
removal, Virgin
Earth Challenge

Notes
• IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation, & Fuertes, J. M. (1999).

1999 7th IEEE International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation proceedings,
ETFA'99, October 18–21, 1999, UPC, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain. Piscataway, N.J.: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers.

•• Jones-Garmil, K. (1997). The wired museum: Emerging technology and changing paradigms. Washington, DC:
American Association of Museums.

•• Giersch, H. (1982). Emerging technologies: Consequences for economic growth, structural change, and
employment : symposium 1981. Tübingen: Mohr.
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Connectome

White matter tracts within a human brain, as
visualized by MRI tractography.

A connectome is a comprehensive map of neural connections in the
brain.

The production and study of connectomes, known as connectomics,
may range in scale from a detailed map of the full set of neurons and
synapses within part or all of the nervous system of an organism to a
macro scale description of the functional and structural connectivity
between all cortical areas and subcortical structures. The term
"connectome" is used primarily in scientific efforts to capture, map,
and understand the organization of neural interactions within the brain.
One such effort is the Human Connectome Project, sponsored by the
National Institutes of Health, whose focus is to build a network map of
the human brain in healthy, living adults. Another was the successful
reconstruction of all neural and synaptic connections in C. elegans
(White et al., 1986,[1] Varshney et al., 2011[2]). Partial connectomes of
a mouse retina [3] and mouse primary visual cortex [4] have also been successfully reconstructed. Bock et al.'s
complete 12TB data set is publicly available at Open Connectome Project [5].

Origin and usage of the term "connectome"
In 2005, Dr. Olaf Sporns at Indiana University and Dr. Patric Hagmann at Lausanne University Hospital
independently and simultaneously suggested the term "connectome" to refer to a map of the neural connections
within the brain. This term was directly inspired by the ongoing effort to sequence the human genetic code—to build
a genome.
"Connectomics" (Hagmann, 2005) has been defined as the science concerned with assembling and analyzing
connectome data sets.[6]

In their 2005 paper, The Human Connectome, a structural description of the human brain, Sporns et al. wrote:
To understand the functioning of a network, one must know its elements and their interconnections. The
purpose of this article is to discuss research strategies aimed at a comprehensive structural description of the
network of elements and connections forming the human brain. We propose to call this dataset the human
"connectome," and we argue that it is fundamentally important in cognitive neuroscience and
neuropsychology. The connectome will significantly increase our understanding of how functional brain states
emerge from their underlying structural substrate, and will provide new mechanistic insights into how brain
function is affected if this structural substrate is disrupted.[7]

In his 2005 Ph.D. thesis, From diffusion MRI to brain connectomics, Hagmann wrote:
It is clear that, like the genome, which is much more than just a juxtaposition of genes, the set of all neuronal 
connections in the brain is much more than the sum of their individual components. The genome is an entity
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it-self, as it is from the subtle gene interaction that [life] emerges. In a similar manner, one could consider the
brain connectome, set of all neuronal connections, as one single entity, thus emphasizing the fact that the huge
brain neuronal communication capacity and computational power critically relies on this subtle and incredibly
complex connectivity architecture.[6]

Pathways through cerebral white matter can be charted by histological dissection and staining, by degeneration
methods, and by axonal tracing. Axonal tracing methods form the primary basis for the systematic charting of
long-distance pathways into extensive, species-specific anatomical connection matrices between gray matter regions.
Landmark studies have included the areas and connections of the visual cortex of the macaque (Felleman and Van
Essen, 1991)[8] and the thalamo-cortical system in the feline brain (Scannell et al., 1999).[9] The development of
neuroinformatics databases for anatomical connectivity allow for continual updating and refinement of such
anatomical connection maps. The online macaque cortex connectivity tool CoCoMac (Kötter, 2004)[10] is a
prominent example of such a database.
In the human brain, the significance of the connectome stems from the realization that the structure and function of
the human brain are intricately linked, through multiple levels and modes of brain connectivity. There are strong
natural constraints on which neurons or neural populations can interact, or how strong or direct their interactions are.
Indeed, the foundation of human cognition lies in the pattern of dynamic interactions shaped by the connectome.
However, structure-function relationships in the brain are unlikely to reduce to simple one-to-one mappings. In fact,
the connectome can evidently support a great number of variable dynamic states, depending on current sensory
inputs, global brain state, learning and development. Some changes in functional state may involve rapid changes of
structural connectivity at the synaptic level, as has been elucidated by two-photon imaging experiments showing the
rapid appearance and disappearance of dendritic spines (Bonhoeffer and Yuste, 2002).[11]

Despite such complex and variable structure-function mappings, the connectome is an indispensable basis for the
mechanistic interpretation of dynamic brain data, from single-cell recordings to functional neuroimaging.
The term "connectome" was more recently popularized by Sebastian Seung's "I am my Connectome" speech given at
the 2010 TED conference, which discusses the high-level goals of mapping the human connectome, as well as
ongoing efforts to build a three-dimensional neural map of brain tissue at the microscale.[12]

The connectome at multiple scales
Brain networks can be defined at different levels of scale, corresponding to levels of spatial resolution in brain
imaging (Kötter, 2007, Sporns, 2010).[13][14] These scales can be roughly categorized as microscale, mesoscale and
macroscale. Ultimately, it may be possible to join connectomic maps obtained at different scales into a single
hierarchical map of the neural organization of a given species that ranges from single neurons to populations of
neurons to larger systems like cortical areas. Given the methodological uncertainties involved in inferring
connectivity from the primary experimental data, and given that there are likely to be large differences in the
connectomes of different individuals, any unified map will likely rely on probabilistic representations of
connectivity data (Sporns et al., 2005).[7]

Mapping the connectome at the "microscale" (micrometer resolution) means building a complete map of the neural 
systems, neuron-by-neuron. The challenge of doing this becomes obvious: the number of neurons comprising the 
brain easily ranges into the billions in more highly evolved organisms. According to various estimates, the human 
cerebral cortex alone contains at least 1010 neurons linked by 1014 synaptic connections. By comparison, the number 
of base-pairs in a human genome is 3×109. A few of the main challenges of building a human connectome at the 
microscale today include: (1) data collection would take years given current technology, (2) machine vision tools to 
annotate the data remain in their infancy, and are inadequate, and (3) neither theory nor algorithms are readily 
available for the analysis of the resulting brain-graphs. To address the data collection issues, several groups are 
building high-throughput serial electron microscopes (Kasthuri et al., 2009; Bock et al. 2011). To address the 
machine-vision and image-processing issues, the Open Connectome Project [5] is alg-sourcing (algorithm
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outsourcing) this hurdle. Finally, statistical graph theory is an emerging discipline which is developing sophisticated
pattern recognition and inference tools to parse these brain-graphs (Goldenberg et al., 2009).
A "mesoscale" connectome corresponds to a spatial resolution of hundreds of micrometers. Rather than attempt to
map each individual neuron, a connectome at the mesoscale would attempt to capture anatomically and/or
functionally distinct neuronal populations, formed by local circuits (e.g. cortical columns) that link hundreds or
thousands of individual neurons. This scale still presents a very ambitious technical challenge at this time and can
only be probed on a small scale with invasive techniques or very high field MRI on a local scale.
A connectome at the macroscale (millimeter resolution) attempts to capture large brain systems that can be
parcellated into anatomically distinct modules (areas, parcels or nodes), each having a distinct pattern of
connectivity. Connectomic databases at the mesoscale and macroscale may be significantly more compact than those
at cellular resolution, but they require effective strategies for accurate anatomical or functional parcellation of the
neural volume into network nodes (for complexities see, e.g., Wallace et al., 2004).[15]

Mapping the connectome at the cellular level
Current non-invasive imaging techniques cannot capture the brain's activity on a neuron-by-neuron level. Mapping
the connectome at the cellular level in vertebrates currently requires post-mortem microscopic analysis of limited
portions of brain tissue.
Traditional histological circuit-mapping approaches have included light-microscopic techniques for cell staining,
injection of labeling agents for tract tracing, or reconstruction of serially sectioned tissue blocks via electron
microscopy (EM). Each of these classical approaches has specific drawbacks when it comes to deployment for
connectomics. The staining of single cells, e.g. with the Golgi stain, to trace cellular processes and connectivity
suffers from the limited resolution of light-microscopy as well as difficulties in capturing long-range projections.
Tract tracing, often described as the "gold standard" of neuroanatomy for detecting long-range pathways across the
brain, generally only allows the tracing of fairly large cell populations and single axonal pathways. EM
reconstruction was successfully used for the compilation of the C. elegans connectome (White et al., 1986).[1]

However, applications to larger tissue blocks of entire nervous systems have traditionally had difficulty with
projections that span longer distances.
Recent advances in mapping neural connectivity at the cellular level offer significant new hope for overcoming the
limitations of classical techniques and for compiling cellular connectome data sets (Livet et al., 2007; Lichtman et
al., 2008).[16][17][18] Using a combinatorial color labeling method based on the stochastic expression of several
fluorescent proteins, called Brainbow, Lichtman and colleagues were able to mark individual neurons with one of
over 100 distinct colors. The labeling of individual neurons with a distinguishable hue then allows the tracing and
reconstruction of their cellular structure including long processes within a block of tissue.
In March 2011, the journal Nature published a pair of articles on micro-connectomes: Bock et al.[4] and Briggman et
al.[3] In both articles, the authors first characterized the functional properties of a small subset of cells, and then
manually traced a subset of the processes emanating from those cells to obtain a partial subgraph. In alignment with
the principles of open-science, the authors of Bock et al. (2011) have released their data for public access. The full
resolution 12TB dataset from Bock et al. is available at the Open Connectome Project [5].

Mapping the connectome at the macro scale
Established methods of brain research, such as axonal tracing, provided early avenues for building connectome data
sets. However, more recent advances in living subjects has been made by the use of non-invasive imaging
technologies such as diffusion magnetic resonance imaging and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The
first, when combined with tractography allows reconstruction of the major fiber bundles in the brain. The second
allows the researcher to capture the brain's network activity (either at rest or while performing directed tasks),
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enabling the identification of structurally and anatomically distinct areas of the brain that are functionally connected.
Notably, the goal of the Human Connectome Project, led by the WU-Minn consortium, is to build a structural and
functional map of the healthy human brain at the macro scale, using a combination of multiple imaging technologies
and resolutions.

Recent advances in connectivity mapping

Tractographic reconstruction of neural connections via DTI

Over the past few years, several investigators have
attempted to map the large-scale structural architecture of
the human cortex. One attempt exploited
cross-correlations in cortical thickness or volume across
individuals (He et al., 2007).[19] Such gray-matter
thickness correlations have been postulated as indicators
for the presence of structural connections. A drawback of
the approach is that it provides highly indirect
information about cortical connection patterns and
requires data from large numbers of individuals to derive
a single connection data set across a subject group.

Other investigators have attempted to build whole-brain
connection matrices from diffusion imaging data. One
group of researchers (Iturria-Medina et al., 2008)[20] has
constructed connectome data sets using diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) followed by the derivation of average
connection probabilities between 70-90 cortical and basal
brain gray matter areas. All networks were found to have
small-world attributes and "broad-scale" degree distributions. An analysis of betweenness centrality in these
networks demonstrated high centrality for the precuneus, the insula, the superior parietal and the superior frontal
cortex. Another group (Gong et al. 2008)[21] has applied DTI to map a network of anatomical connections between
78 cortical regions. This study also identified several hub regions in the human brain, including the precuneus and
the superior frontal gyrus.

Hagmann et al. (2007)[22] constructed a connection matrix from fiber densities measured between homogeneously
distributed and equal-sized regions of interest (ROIs) numbering between 500 and 4000. A quantitative analysis of
connection matrices obtained for approximately 1000 ROIs and approximately 50,000 fiber pathways from two
subjects demonstrated an exponential (one-scale) degree distribution as well as robust small-world attributes for the
network. The data sets were derived from diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen, 2005),[23] a variant of
diffusion-weighted imaging that is sensitive to intra-voxel heterogeneities in diffusion directions caused by crossing
fiber tracts and thus allows more accurate mapping of axonal trajectories than other diffusion imaging approaches
(Wedeen, 2008).[24] The combination of whole-head DSI datasets acquired and processed according to the approach
developed by Hagmann et al. (2007)[22] with the graph analysis tools conceived initially for animal tracing studies
(Sporns, 2006; Sporns, 2007)[25][26] allow a detailed study of the network structure of human cortical connectivity
(Hagmann et al., 2008).[27] The human brain network was characterized using a broad array of network analysis
methods including core decomposition, modularity analysis, hub classification and centrality. Hagmann et al.
presented evidence for the existence of a structural core of highly and mutually interconnected brain regions, located
primarily in posterior medial and parietal cortex. The core comprises portions of the posterior cingulate cortex, the
precuneus, the cuneus, the paracentral lobule, the isthmus of the cingulate, the banks of the superior temporal sulcus,
and the inferior and superior parietal cortex, all located in both cerebral hemispheres.
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Primary challenge for macroscale connectomics: determining parcellations of the brain
The initial explorations in macroscale human connectomics were done using either equally sized regions or
anatomical regions with unclear relationship to the underlying functional organization of the brain (e.g. gyral and
sulcal-based regions). While much can be learned from these approaches, it is highly desirable to parcellate the brain
into functionally distinct parcels: brain regions with distinct architectonics, connectivity, function, and/or topography
(Felleman and Van Essen, 1991).[8] Accurate parcellation allows each node in the macroscale connectome to be
more informative by associating it with a distinct connectivity pattern and functional profile. Parcellation of
localized areas of cortex have been accomplished using diffusion tractography (Beckmann et al. 2009)[28] and
functional connectivity (Nelson et al. 2010)[29] to non-invasively measure connectivity patterns and define cortical
areas based on distinct connectivity patterns. Such analyses may best be done on a whole brain scale and by
integrating non-invasive modalities. Accurate whole brain parcellation may lead to more accurate macroscale
connectomes for the normal brain, which can then be compared to disease states.

Mapping functional connectivity to complement anatomical connectivity
Using functional MRI (fMRI) in the resting state and during tasks, functions of the connectome circuits are being
studied.[30] Just as detailed road maps of the earth's surface do not tell us much about the kind of vehicles that travel
those roads or what cargo they are hauling, to understand how neural structures result in specific functional behavior
such as consciousness, it is necessary to build theories that relate functions to anatomical connectivity.[31]
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Computational neuroscience
Computational neuroscience is the study of brain function in terms of the information processing properties of the
structures that make up the nervous system.[1] It is an interdisciplinary science that links the diverse fields of
neuroscience, cognitive science and psychology with electrical engineering, computer science, mathematics and
physics.
Computational neuroscience is distinct from psychological connectionism and theories of learning from disciplines
such as machine learning, neural networks and computational learning theory in that it emphasizes descriptions of
functional and biologically realistic neurons (and neural systems) and their physiology and dynamics. These models
capture the essential features of the biological system at multiple spatial-temporal scales, from membrane currents,
protein and chemical coupling to network oscillations, columnar and topographic architecture and learning and
memory. These computational models are used to frame hypotheses that can be directly tested by current or future
biological and/or psychological experiments.

History
The term "computational neuroscience" was introduced by Eric L. Schwartz, who organized a conference, held in
1985 in Carmel, California at the request of the Systems Development Foundation, to provide a summary of the
current status of a field which until that point was referred to by a variety of names, such as neural modeling, brain
theory and neural networks. The proceedings of this definitional meeting were later published as the book
"Computational Neuroscience" (1990).[2]

The early historical roots of the field can be traced to the work of people such as Louis Lapicque, Hodgkin &
Huxley, Hubel & Wiesel, and David Marr, to name but a few. Lapicque introduced the integrate and fire model of
the neuron in a seminal article published in 1907;[3] this model is still one of the most popular models in
computational neuroscience for both cellular and neural networks studies, as well as in mathematical neuroscience
because of its simplicity (see the recent review article[4] published recently for the centenary of the original
Lapicque's 1907 paper - this review also contains an English translation of the original paper). About 40 years later,
Hodgkin & Huxley developed the voltage clamp and created the first biophysical model of the action potential.
Hubel & Wiesel discovered that neurons in the primary visual cortex, the first cortical area to process information
coming from the retina, have oriented receptive fields and are organized in columns.[5] David Marr's work focused
on the interactions between neurons, suggesting computational approaches to the study of how functional groups of
neurons within the hippocampus and neocortex interact, store, process, and transmit information. Computational
modeling of biophysically realistic neurons and dendrites began with the work of Wilfrid Rall, with the first
multicompartmental model using cable theory.

Major topics
Research in computational neuroscience can be roughly categorized into several lines of inquiry. Most computational
neuroscientists collaborate closely with experimentalists in analyzing novel data and synthesizing new models of
biological phenomena.

Single-neuron modeling
Even single neurons have complex biophysical characteristics. Hodgkin and Huxley's original model only employed 
two voltage-sensitive currents, the fast-acting sodium and the inward-rectifying potassium. Though successful in 
predicting the timing and qualitative features of the action potential, it nevertheless failed to predict a number of 
important features such as adaptation and shunting. Scientists now believe that there are a wide variety of 
voltage-sensitive currents, and the implications of the differing dynamics, modulations and sensitivity of these
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currents is an important topic of computational neuroscience.[6]

The computational functions of complex dendrites are also under intense investigation. There is a large body of
literature regarding how different currents interact with geometric properties of neurons.[7]

Some models are also tracking biochemical pathways at very small scales such as spines or synaptic clefts.
There are many software packages, such as GENESIS and NEURON, that allow rapid and systematic in silico
modeling of realistic neurons. Blue Brain, a project founded by Henry Markram from the École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne, aims to construct a biophysically detailed simulation of a cortical column on the Blue Gene
supercomputer.

Development, axonal patterning and guidance
How do axons and dendrites form during development? How do axons know where to target and how to reach these
targets? How do neurons migrate to the proper position in the central and peripheral systems? How do synapses
form? We know from molecular biology that distinct parts of the nervous system release distinct chemical cues, from
growth factors to hormones that modulate and influence the growth and development of functional connections
between neurons.
Theoretical investigations into the formation and patterning of synaptic connection and morphology are still nascent.
One hypothesis that has recently garnered some attention is the minimal wiring hypothesis, which postulates that the
formation of axons and dendrites effectively minimizes resource allocation while maintaining maximal information
storage.[8]

Sensory processing
Early models of sensory processing understood within a theoretical framework is credited to Horace Barlow.
Somewhat similar to the minimal wiring hypothesis described in the preceding section, Barlow understood the
processing of the early sensory systems to be a form of efficient coding, where the neurons encoded information
which minimized the number of spikes. Experimental and computational work have since supported this hypothesis
in one form or another.
Current research in sensory processing is divided among biophysical modelling of different subsystems and more
theoretical modelling of perception. Current models of perception have suggested that the brain performs some form
of Bayesian inference and integration of different sensory information in generating our perception of the physical
world.

Memory and synaptic plasticity
Earlier models of memory are primarily based on the postulates of Hebbian learning. Biologically relevant models
such as Hopfield net have been developed to address the properties of associative, rather than content-addressable
style of memory that occur in biological systems. These attempts are primarily focusing on the formation of
medium-term and long-term memory, localizing in the hippocampus. Models of working memory, relying on
theories of network oscillations and persistent activity, have been built to capture some features of the prefrontal
cortex in context-related memory.[9]

One of the major problems in neurophysiological memory is how it is maintained and changed through multiple time
scales. Unstable synapses are easy to train but also prone to stochastic disruption. Stable synapses forget less easily,
but they are also harder to consolidate. One recent computational hypothesis involves cascades of plasticity[10] that
allow synapses to function at multiple time scales. Stereochemically detailed models of the acetylcholine
receptor-based synapse with Monte Carlo method, working at the time scale of microseconds, have been built.[11] It
is likely that computational tools will contribute greatly to our understanding of how synapses function and change
in relation to external stimulus in the coming decades.
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Behaviors of networks
Biological neurons are connected to each other in a complex, recurrent fashion. These connections are, unlike most
artificial neural networks, sparse and most likely, specific. It is not known how information is transmitted through
such sparsely connected networks. It is also unknown what the computational functions, if any, of these specific
connectivity patterns are.
The interactions of neurons in a small network can be often reduced to simple models such as the Ising model. The
statistical mechanics of such simple systems are well-characterized theoretically. There has been some recent
evidence that suggests that dynamics of arbitrary neuronal networks can be reduced to pairwise
interactions.(Schneidman et al., 2006; Shlens et al., 2006.)[12] It's unknown, however, whether such descriptive
dynamics impart any important computational function. With the emergence of two-photon microscopy and calcium
imaging, we now have powerful experimental methods with which to test the new theories regarding neuronal
networks.
In some cases the complex interactions between inhibitory and excitatory neurons can be simplified using mean field
theory that gives rise to population model of neural networks. While many neuro-theorists prefer such models with
reduced complexity, others argue that uncovering structure function relations depends on including as much neuronal
and network structure as possible. Models of this type are typically built in large simulations platforms like
GENESIS or Neuron. There have been some attempts to provide unified methods that bridge and integrate these
levels of complexity.[13]

Cognition, discrimination and learning
Computational modeling of higher cognitive functions has only recently begun. Experimental data comes primarily
from single-unit recording in primates. The frontal lobe and parietal lobe function as integrators of information from
multiple sensory modalities. There are some tentative ideas regarding how simple mutually inhibitory functional
circuits in these areas may carry out biologically relevant computation.[14]

The brain seems to be able to discriminate and adapt particularly well in certain contexts. For instance, human beings
seem to have an enormous capacity for memorizing and recognizing faces. One of the key goals of computational
neuroscience is to dissect how biological systems carry out these complex computations efficiently and potentially
replicate these processes in building intelligent machines.
The brain's large-scale organizational principles are illuminated by many fields, including biology, psychology, and
clinical practice. Integrative neuroscience attempts to consolidate these observations through unified descriptive
models and databases of behavioral measures and recordings. These are the basis for some quantitative modeling of
large-scale brain activity.[15]

The Computational Representational Understanding of Mind (CRUM) is another attempt at modeling human
cognition through simulated processes like acquired rule-based systems in decision making and the manipulation of
visual representations in decision making.
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Consciousness
One of the ultimate goals of psychology/neuroscience is to be able to explain the everyday experience of conscious
life. Francis Crick and Christof Koch made some attempts in formulating a consistent framework for future work in
neural correlates of consciousness (NCC), though much of the work in this field remains speculative.[16]
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• Emergent, neural simulation software.
• GENESIS, a general neural simulation system.
• ModelDB (http:/ / senselab. med. yale. edu/ modeldb), a large open-access database of program codes of

published computational neuroscience models.
• Nengo (http:/ / nengo. ca), a Python scriptable, GUI simulator for large-scale neural models
• NEST, a simulation tool for large neuronal systems.
• Neuroconstruct (http:/ / www. neuroconstruct. org), software for developing biologically realistic 3D neural

networks.
• NEURON (http:/ / www. neuron. yale. edu/ ), a neuron simulator also useful to simulate neural networks.
• SNNAP (http:/ / snnap. uth. tmc. edu/ ), a single neuron and neural network simulator tool.
• ReMoto (http:/ / remoto. leb. usp. br/ remoto/ index. html), a web-based simulator of the spinal cord and

innervated muscles of the human leg.
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Conferences
• Computational and Systems Neuroscience (COSYNE) (http:/ / www. cosyne. org)– a computational neuroscience

meeting with a systems neuroscience focus.
• Annual Computational Neuroscience Meeting (CNS) (http:/ / www. cnsorg. org)– a yearly computational

neuroscience meeting.
• Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) (http:/ / www. nips. cc)– a leading annual conference covering
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• International Conference on Cognitive Neurodynamics (ICCN) (http:/ / www. iccn2007. org/ )– a yearly
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• UK Mathematical Neurosciences Meeting (http:/ / www. icms. org. uk/ workshops/ mathneuro)– a new yearly

conference, focused on mathematical aspects.
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neuroscience conference (France).
• Bernstein Conference on Computational Neuroscience (BCCN) (http:/ / www. nncn. de/ Aktuelles-en/
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• AREADNE Conferences (http:/ / www. areadne. org/ index. html)– a biennial meeting that includes theoretical
and experimental results, held in even years in Santorini, Greece.

Websites
• Perlewitz's computational neuroscience on the web (http:/ / home. earthlink. net/ ~perlewitz/ )
• Encyclopedia of Computational Neuroscience (http:/ / www. scholarpedia. org/ article/

Encyclopedia_of_Computational_Neuroscience), part of Scholarpedia, an online expert curated encyclopedia on
computational neuroscience, dynamical systems and machine intelligence
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Artificial brain
Artificial brain is a term commonly used in the media[1] to describe research that aims to develop software and
hardware with cognitive abilities similar to those of the animal or human brain. Research investigating "artificial
brains" plays three important roles in science:
1. An ongoing attempt by neuroscientists to understand how the human brain works, known as cognitive

neuroscience.
2. A thought experiment in the philosophy of artificial intelligence, demonstrating that it is possible, in theory, to

create a machine that has all the capabilities of a human being.
3. A serious long term project to create machines capable of general intelligent action or Artificial General

Intelligence. This idea has been popularised by Ray Kurzweil[2] as strong AI (taken to mean a machine as
intelligent as a human being).

An example of the first objective is the project reported by Aston University in Birmingham, England[3] where
researchers are using biological cells to create "neurospheres" (small clusters of neurons) in order to develop new
treatments for diseases including Alzheimer's, Motor Neurone and Parkinson's Disease.
The second objective is a reply to arguments such as John Searle's Chinese room argument, Hubert Dreyfus' critique
of AI or Roger Penrose's argument in The Emperor's New Mind. These critics argued that there are aspects of human
consciousness or expertise that can not be simulated by machines. One reply to their arguments is that the biological
processes inside the brain can be simulated to any degree of accuracy. This reply was made as early as 1950, by Alan
Turing in his classic paper "Computing Machinery and Intelligence".[4]

The third objective is generally called artificial general intelligence by researchers.[5] However Kurzweil prefers the
more memorable term Strong AI. In his book The Singularity is Near he focuses on whole brain emulation using
conventional computing machines as an approach to implementing artificial brains, and claims (on grounds of
computer power continuing an exponential growth trend) that this could be done by 2025. Henry Markram, director
of the Blue Brain project (which is attempting brain emulation), made a similar claim (2020) at the Oxford TED
conference in 2009.[1]

Approaches to brain simulation
Although direct brain emulation using artificial neural networks on a high-performance computing engine is a
common approach,[6] there are other approaches. An alternative artificial brain implementation could be based on
Holographic Neural Technology (HNeT) [2] non linear phase coherence/decoherence principles. The analogy has
been made to quantum processes through the core synaptic algorithm which has strong similarities to the QM wave
equation.
EvBrain[7] is a form of evolutionary software that can evolve "brainlike" neural networks, such as the network
immediately behind the retina.
Since November 2008, IBM received a $4.9 million grant from the Pentagon for research into creating intelligent
computers. The Blue Brain project is being conducted with the assistance of IBM in Lausanne.[8] The project is
based on the premise that it is possible to artificially link the neurons "in the computer" by placing thirty million
synapses in their proper three-dimensional position.
In March 2008, Blue Brain project was progressing faster than expected: "Consciousness is just a massive amount of
information being exchanged by trillions of brain cells.[9]" Some proponents of strong AI speculate that computers in
connection with Blue Brain and Soul Catcher may exceed human intellectual capacity by around 2015, and that it is
likely that we will be able to download the human brain at some time around 2050.[10]

There are good reasons to believe that, regardless of implementation strategy, the predictions of realising artificial 
brains in the near future are optimistic. In particular brains (including the human brain) and cognition are not
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currently well understood, and the scale of computation required is unknown. In addition there seem to be power
constraints. The brain consumes about 20W of power whereas supercomputers may use as much as 1MW or an order
of 100,000 more (note: Landauer limit is 3.5x1020 op/sec/watt at room temperature).

Artificial brain thought experiment
Some critics of brain simulation [11] believe that it is simpler to create general intelligent action directly without
imitating nature. Some commentators[12] have used the analogy that early attempts to construct flying machines
modeled them after birds, but that modern aircraft do not look like birds. A computational argument is used in AI -
What is this [13], where it is shown that, if we have a formal definition of general AI, the corresponding program can
be found by enumerating all possible programs and then testing each of them to see whether it matches the
definition. No appropriate definition currently exists.
In addition, there are ethical issues that should be resolved. The construction and sustenance of an artificial brain
raises moral questions, namely regarding personhood, freedom, and death. Does a "brain in a box" constitute a
person? What rights would such an entity have, under law or otherwise? Once activated, would human beings have
the obligation to continue its operation? Would the shutdown of an artificial brain constitute death, sleep,
unconsciousness, or some other state for which no human description exists? After all, an artificial brain is not
subject to post-mortem cellular decay (and associated loss of function) as human brains are, so an artificial brain
could, theoretically, resume functionality exactly as it was before it was shut down.
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Artificial life
Artificial life (often abbreviated ALife or A-Life[1]) is a field of study and an associated art form which examine
systems related to life, its processes, and its evolution through simulations using computer models, robotics, and
biochemistry.[2] The discipline was named by Christopher Langton, an American computer scientist, in 1986.[3]

There are three main kinds of alife,[4] named for their approaches: soft,[5] from software; hard,[6] from hardware; and
wet, from biochemistry. Artificial life imitates traditional biology by trying to recreate some aspects of biological
phenomena.[7] The term "artificial intelligence" is often used to specifically refer to soft alife.[8]

A Braitenberg simulation, programmed in breve, an artificial life
simulator

Overview

Artificial life studies the logic of living systems in
artificial environments. The goal is to study the
phenomena of living systems in order to come to an
understanding of the complex information processing
that defines such systems.

Also sometimes included in the umbrella term
Artificial Life are agent based systems which are used
to study the emergent properties of societies of agents.

While life is, by definition, alive, artificial life is
generally referred to as being confined to a digital
environment and existence.

Philosophy

The modeling philosophy of alife strongly differs from
traditional modeling, by studying not only
“life-as-we-know-it”, but also “life-as-it-might-be”.[9]

In the first approach, a traditional model of a biological system will focus on capturing its most important
parameters. In contrast, an alife modeling approach will generally seek to decipher the most simple and general
principles underlying life and implement them in a simulation. The simulation then offers the possibility to analyse
new, different lifelike systems.
Red'ko proposed to generalize this distinction not just to the modeling of life, but to any process. This led to the more
general distinction of "processes-as-we-know-them" and "processes-as-they-could-be" [10]

At present, the commonly accepted definition of life does not consider any current alife simulations or softwares to
be alive, and they do not constitute part of the evolutionary process of any ecosystem. However, different opinions
about artificial life's potential have arisen:
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• The strong alife (cf. Strong AI) position states that "life is a process which can be abstracted away from any
particular medium" (John von Neumann). Notably, Tom Ray declared that his program Tierra is not simulating
life in a computer but synthesizing it.

• The weak alife position denies the possibility of generating a "living process" outside of a chemical solution. Its
researchers try instead to simulate life processes to understand the underlying mechanics of biological
phenomena.

Software-based - "soft"

Techniques
• Cellular automata were used in the early days of artificial life, and they are still often used for ease of scalability

and parallelization. Alife and cellular automata share a closely tied history.
• Neural networks are sometimes used to model the brain of an agent. Although traditionally more of an artificial

intelligence technique, neural nets can be important for simulating population dynamics of organisms that can
learn. The symbiosis between learning and evolution is central to theories about the development of instincts in
organisms with higher neurological complexity, as in, for instance, the Baldwin effect.

Notable simulators
This is a list of artificial life/digital organism simulators, organized by the method of creature definition.

Name Driven By Started Ended

Aevol translatable dna 2003 NA

Avida executable dna 1993 NA

breve executable dna 2006 NA

Creatures neural net mid-1990s

Darwinbots executable dna 2003

DigiHive executable dna 2006 2009

EcoSim Fuzzy Cognitive Map 2009 NA

Evolve 4.0 executable dna 1996 2007

Framsticks executable dna 1996 NA

Primordial life executable dna 1996 2003

TechnoSphere modules

Tierra executable dna early 1990s ?

Physis [11] executable dna 2003

Noble Ape neural net 1996 NA

Polyworld neural net

3D Virtual Creature Evolution neural net NA
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Program-based

Further information: programming game
These contain organisms with a complex DNA language, usually Turing complete. This language is more often in
the form of a computer program than actual biological DNA. Assembly derivatives are the most common languages
used. Use of cellular automata is common but not required.

Module-based

Individual modules are added to a creature. These modules modify the creature's behaviors and characteristics either
directly, by hard coding into the simulation (leg type A increases speed and metabolism), or indirectly, through the
emergent interactions between a creature's modules (leg type A moves up and down with a frequency of X, which
interacts with other legs to create motion). Generally these are simulators which emphasize user creation and
accessibility over mutation and evolution.

Parameter-based

Organisms are generally constructed with pre-defined and fixed behaviors that are controlled by various parameters
that mutate. That is, each organism contains a collection of numbers or other finite parameters. Each parameter
controls one or several aspects of an organism in a well-defined way.

Neural net–based

These simulations have creatures that learn and grow using neural nets or a close derivative. Emphasis is often,
although not always, more on learning than on natural selection.

Hardware-based - "hard"
Further information: Robot
Hardware-based artificial life mainly consist of robots, that is, automatically guided machines, able to do tasks on
their own.

Biochemical-based - "wet"
Further information: Synthetic life and Synthetic biology
Biochemical-based life is studied in the field of synthetic biology. It involves e.g. the creation of synthetic DNA. The
term "wet" is an extension of the term "wetware".

Related subjects
1. Artificial intelligence has traditionally used a top down approach, while alife generally works from the bottom

up.[12]

2. Artificial chemistry started as a method within the alife community to abstract the processes of chemical
reactions.

3. Evolutionary algorithms are a practical application of the weak alife principle applied to optimization problems.
Many optimization algorithms have been crafted which borrow from or closely mirror alife techniques. The
primary difference lies in explicitly defining the fitness of an agent by its ability to solve a problem, instead of its
ability to find food, reproduce, or avoid death. The following is a list of evolutionary algorithms closely related to
and used in alife:
•• Ant colony optimization
•• Evolutionary algorithm
•• Genetic algorithm
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•• Genetic programming
•• Swarm intelligence

4. Evolutionary art uses techniques and methods from artificial life to create new forms of art.
5. Evolutionary music uses similar techniques, but applied to music instead of visual art.
6. Abiogenesis and the origin of life sometimes employ alife methodologies as well.

Criticism
Alife has had a controversial history. John Maynard Smith criticized certain artificial life work in 1994 as "fact-free
science".[13] However, the recent publication of artificial life articles in widely read journals such as Science and
Nature is evidence that artificial life techniques are becoming more accepted in the mainstream, at least as a method
of studying evolution.[14]
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Biological neural network

From "Texture of the Nervous System of Man and the Vertebrates" by
Santiago Ramón y Cajal. The figure illustrates the diversity of neuronal

morphologies in the auditory cortex.

In neuroscience, a biological neural network
(sometimes called a neural pathway) is a series
of interconnected neurons whose activation
defines a recognizable linear pathway. The
interface through which neurons interact with
their neighbors usually consists of several axon
terminals connected via synapses to dendrites on
other neurons. If the sum of the input signals into
one neuron surpasses a certain threshold, the
neuron sends an action potential (AP) at the axon
hillock and transmits this electrical signal along
the axon.

In contrast, a neural circuit is a functional entity
of interconnected neurons that is able to regulate
its own activity using a feedback loop (similar to
a control loop in cybernetics).

Early study

Early treatments of neural networks can be found
in Herbert Spencer's Principles of Psychology,
3rd edition (1872), Theodor Meynert's
Psychiatry (1884), William James' Principles of
Psychology (1890), and Sigmund Freud's Project
for a Scientific Psychology (composed 1895).
The first rule of neuronal learning was described
by Hebb in 1949, Hebbian learning. Thus, Hebbian pairing of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic activity can
substantially alter the dynamic characteristics of the synaptic connection and therefore facilitate or inhibit signal
transmission. The neuroscientists Warren Sturgis McCulloch and Walter Pitts published the first works on the
processing of neural networks called "What the frog's eye tells to the frog's brain." They showed theoretically that
networks of artificial neurons could implement logical, arithmetic, and symbolic functions. Simplified models of
biological neurons were set up, now usually called perceptrons or artificial neurons. These simple models accounted
for neural summation (i.e., potentials at the post-synaptic membrane will summate in the cell body). Later models
also provided for excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Connections between neurons
The connections between neurons are much more complex than those implemented in neural computing
architectures. The basic kinds of connections between neurons are chemical synapses and electrical gap junctions.
One principle by which neurons work is neural summation, i.e. potentials at the post synaptic membrane will sum up
in the cell body. If the depolarization of the neuron at the axon goes above threshold an action potential will occur
that travels down the axon to the terminal endings to transmit a signal to other neurons. Excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic transmission is realized mostly by inhibitory postsynaptic potentials and excitatory postsynaptic potentials.
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On the electrophysiological level, there are various phenomena which alter the response characteristics of individual
synapses (called synaptic plasticity) and individual neurons (intrinsic plasticity). These are often divided into
short-term plasticity and long-term plasticity. Long-term synaptic plasticity is often contended to be the most likely
memory substrate. Usually the term "neuroplasticity" refers to changes in the brain that are caused by activity or
experience.
Connections display temporal and spatial characteristics. Temporal characteristics refer to the continuously modified
activity-dependent efficacy of synaptic transmission, called spike-dependent synaptic plasticity. It has been observed
in several studies that the synaptic efficacy of this transmission can undergo short-term increase (called facilitation)
or decrease (depression) according to the activity of the presynaptic neuron. The induction of long-term changes in
synaptic efficacy, by long-term potentiation (LTP) or depression (LTD), depends strongly on the relative timing of
the onset of the excitatory postsynaptic potential and the postsynaptic action potential. LTP is induced by a series of
action potentials which cause a variety of biochemical responses. Eventually, the reactions cause the expression of
new receptors on the cellular membranes of the postsynaptic neurons or increase the efficacy of the existing
receptors through phosphorylation.
Backpropagating action potentials cannot occur because after an action potential travels down a given segment of the
axon, the voltage gated sodium channels' (Na+ channels) m gate becomes closed, thus blocking any transient
opening of the h gate from causing a change in the intracellular [Na+], and preventing the generation of an action
potential back towards the cell body. In some cells, however, neural backpropagation does occur through the
dendritic arbor and may have important effects on synaptic plasticity and computation.
A neuron in the brain requires a single signal to a neuromuscular junction to stimulate contraction of the postsynaptic
muscle cell. In the spinal cord, however, at least 75 afferent neurons are required to produce firing. This picture is
further complicated by variation in time constant between neurons, as some cells can experience their EPSPs over a
wider period of time than others.
While in synapses in the developing brain synaptic depression has been particularly widely observed it has been
speculated that it changes to facilitation in adult brains.

Representations in neural networks
A receptive field is a small region within the entire visual field. Any given neuron only responds to a subset of
stimuli within its receptive field. This property is called tuning. As for vision, in the earlier visual areas, neurons
have simpler tuning. For example, a neuron in V1 may fire to any vertical stimulus in its receptive field. In the
higher visual areas, neurons have complex tuning. For example, in the fusiform gyrus, a neuron may only fire when a
certain face appears in its receptive field. It is also known that many parts of the brain generate patterns of electrical
activity that correspond closely to the layout of the retinal image (this is known as retinotopy). It seems further that
imagery that originates from the senses and internally generated imagery may have a shared ontology at higher levels
of cortical processing (see e.g. Language of thought). About many parts of the brain some characterization has been
made as to what tasks are correlated with its activity.
In the brain, memories are very likely represented by patterns of activation amongst networks of neurons. However,
how these representations are formed, retrieved and reach conscious awareness is not completely understood.
Cognitive processes that characterize human intelligence are mainly ascribed to the emergent properties of complex
dynamic characteristics in the complex systems that constitute neural networks. Therefore, the study and modeling of
these networks have attracted broad interest under different paradigms and many different theories have been
formulated to explain various aspects of their behavior. One of these — and the subject of several theories — is
considered a special property of a neural network: the ability to learn complex patterns.
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Philosophical issues
Today most researchers believe in mental representations of some kind (representationalism) or, more general, in
particular mental states (cognitivism). For instance, perception can be viewed as information processing through
transfer information from the world into the brain/mind where it is further processed and related to other information
(cognitive processes). Few others envisage a direct path back into the external world in the form of action (radical
behaviorism).
Another issue, called the binding problem, relates to the question of how the activity of more or less distinct
populations of neurons dealing with different aspects of perception are combined to form a unified perceptual
experience and have qualia.
Neuronal networks are not full reconstructions of any cognitive system found in the human brain, and are therefore
unlikely to form a complete representation of human perception. Some researchers argue that human perception must
be studied as a whole; hence, the system cannot be taken apart and studied without destroying its original
functionality. Furthermore, there is evidence that cognition is gained through a well-orchestrated barrage of
sub-threshold synaptic activity throughout the network.

Study methods
Different neuroimaging techniques have been developed to investigate the activity of neural networks. The use of
"brain scanners" or functional neuroimaging to investigate the structure or function of the brain is common, either as
simply a way of better assessing brain injury with high resolution pictures, or by examining the relative activations
of different brain areas. Such technologies may include fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging), PET
(positron emission tomography) and CAT (computed axial tomography). Functional neuroimaging uses specific
brain imaging technologies to take scans from the brain, usually when a person is doing a particular task, in an
attempt to understand how the activation of particular brain areas is related to the task. In functional neuroimaging,
especially fMRI, which measures hemodynamic activity that is closely linked to neural activity, PET, and
electroencephalography (EEG) is used.
Connectionist models serve as a test platform for different hypotheses of representation, information processing, and
signal transmission. Lesioning studies in such models, e.g. artificial neural networks, where parts of the nodes are
deliberately destroyed to see how the network performs, can also yield important insights in the working of several
cell assemblies. Similarly, simulations of dysfunctional neurotransmitters in neurological conditions (e.g., dopamine
in the basal ganglia of Parkinson's patients) can yield insights into the underlying mechanisms for patterns of
cognitive deficits observed in the particular patient group. Predictions from these models can be tested in patients
and/or via pharmacological manipulations, and these studies can in turn be used to inform the models, making the
process recursive.

External links
• Learning, Memory and Plasticity [1]

• Comparison of Neural Networks in the Brain and Artificial Neural Networks [2]

• Lecture notes at MIT OpenCourseWare [3]

• Computation in the Brain [4]

• Signaling Properties of the Neuron [5]

• The Problem of Neuronal Coding [6]

• Biological Neural Network Toolbox [7] - A free Matlab toolbox for simulating networks of several different types
of neurons

• WormWeb.org: Interactive Visualization of the C. elegans Neural Network [8] - C. elegans, a nematode with 302 
neurons, is the only organism for whom the entire neural network has been uncovered. Use this site to browse
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through the network and to search for paths between any 2 neurons.
• Introduction to Neurons and Neuronal Networks [9], Neuroscience Online (electronic neuroscience textbook)
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Cybernetics
Cybernetics is a transdisciplinary[1] approach for exploring regulatory systems, their structures, constraints, and
possibilities. Cybernetics is relevant to the study of mechanical, physical, biological, cognitive, and social systems.
Cybernetics is only applicable when the system being analysed is involved in a closed signal loop; that is, where
action by the system causes some change in its environment and that change is fed to the system via information
(feedback) that enables the system to change its behavior. This "circular causal" relationship is necessary and
sufficient for a cybernetic perspective. System Dynamics, a related field, originated with applications of electrical
engineering control theory to other kinds of simulation models (especially business systems) by Jay Forrester at MIT
in the 1950s.
Concepts studied by cyberneticists (or, as some prefer, cyberneticians) include, but are not limited to: learning,
cognition, adaption, social control, emergence, communication, efficiency, efficacy, and connectivity. These
concepts are studied by other subjects such as engineering and biology, but in cybernetics these are removed from
the context of the individual organism or device.
Cybernetics was defined in the mid 20th century, by Norbert Wiener as "the scientific study of control and
communication in the animal and the machine."[2] Cybernetics from the Greek meaning to "steer" or "navigate."
Contemporary cybernetics began as an interdisciplinary study connecting the fields of control systems, electrical
network theory, mechanical engineering, logic modeling, evolutionary biology, neuroscience, anthropology, and
psychology in the 1940s, often attributed to the Macy Conferences. During the second half of the 20th century
cybernetics evolved in ways that distinguish first-order cybernetics (about observed systems) from second-order
cybernetics (about observing systems).[3] More recently there is talk about a third-order cybernetics (doing in ways
that embraces first and second-order).[4]

Fields of study which have influenced or been influenced by cybernetics include game theory, system theory (a
mathematical counterpart to cybernetics), perceptual control theory, sociology, psychology (especially
neuropsychology, behavioral psychology, cognitive psychology), philosophy, architecture, and organizational
theory.[5]
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Definitions
Cybernetics has been defined in a variety ways, by a variety of people, from a variety of disciplines. The Larry
Richards Reader includes a list of definitions:[6]

• "Science concerned with the study of systems of any nature which are capable of receiving, storing and
processing information so as to use it for control."—A. N. Kolmogorov

• "The art of securing efficient operation."—L. Couffignal
• "'The art of steersmanship': deals with all forms of behavior in so far as they are regular, or determinate, or

reproducible: stands to the real machine -- electronic, mechanical, neural, or economic -- much as geometry
stands to real object in our terrestrial space; offers a method for the scientific treatment of the system in which
complexity is outstanding and too important to be ignored."—W. Ross Ashby

• "A branch of mathematics dealing with problems of control, recursiveness, and information, focuses on forms and
the patterns that connect."—Gregory Bateson

• "The art of effective organization."—Stafford Beer
• "The art and science of manipulating defensible metaphors."—Gordon Pask
• "The art of creating equilibrium in a world of constraints and possibilities."—Ernst von Glasersfeld
• "The science and art of understanding."—Humberto Maturana
• "The ability to cure all temporary truth of eternal triteness."—Herbert Brun
• "The science and art of the understanding of understanding."—Rodney E. Donaldson
• "A way of thinking about ways of thinking of which it is one."—Larry Richards
•• "The art of interaction in dynamic networks." - Roy Ascott

Etymology

Figure 1: Ideal feedback model. The system is
negative and stable if B < 0

The term cybernetics stems from Ancient Greek κυβερνήτης
(kybernētēs), meaning "steersman, governor, pilot, or rudder" (the
same root as government). As with the ancient Greek pilot,
independence of thought is important in cybernetics.[7] Cybernetics is a
broad field of study, but the essential goal of cybernetics is to
understand and define the functions and processes of systems that have
goals and that participate in circular, causal chains that move from
action to sensing to comparison with desired goal, and again to action.
Studies in cybernetics provide a means for examining the design and
function of any system, including social systems such as business
management and organizational learning, including for the purpose of
making them more efficient and effective.

French physicist and mathematician André-Marie Ampère first coined
the word "cybernetique" in his 1845 essay Essai ur la philosophie des
sciences to describe the science of civil goverment[8].

Cybernetics was borrowed by Norbert Wiener, in his book "Cybernetics", to define the study of control and 
communication in the animal and the machine[9]. Stafford Beer called it the science of effective organization and 
Gordon Pask called it "the art of defensible metaphors" (emphasizing its constructivist epistemology) though he later 
extended it to include information flows "in all media" from stars to brains. It includes the study of feedback, black 
boxes and derived concepts such as communication and control in living organisms, machines and organizations 
including self-organization. Its focus is how anything (digital, mechanical or biological) processes information,
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reacts to information, and changes or can be changed to better accomplish the first two tasks.[10] A more
philosophical definition, suggested in 1956 by Louis Couffignal, one of the pioneers of cybernetics, characterizes
cybernetics as "the art of ensuring the efficacy of action."[11] The most recent definition has been proposed by Louis
Kauffman, President of the American Society for Cybernetics, "Cybernetics is the study of systems and processes
that interact with themselves and produce themselves from themselves."[12]

History

The roots of cybernetic theory
The word cybernetics was first used in the context of "the study of self-governance" by Plato in The Alcibiades to
signify the governance of people.[13] The word 'cybernétique' was also used in 1834 by the physicist André-Marie
Ampère (1775–1836) to denote the sciences of government in his classification system of human knowledge.

James Watt

The first artificial automatic regulatory system, a water clock, was invented
by the mechanician Ktesibios. In his water clocks, water flowed from a source
such as a holding tank into a reservoir, then from the reservoir to the
mechanisms of the clock. Ktesibios's device used a cone-shaped float to
monitor the level of the water in its reservoir and adjust the rate of flow of the
water accordingly to maintain a constant level of water in the reservoir, so
that it neither overflowed nor was allowed to run dry. This was the first
artificial truly automatic self-regulatory device that required no outside
intervention between the feedback and the controls of the mechanism.
Although they did not refer to this concept by the name of Cybernetics (they
considered it a field of engineering), Ktesibios and others such as Heron and
Su Song are considered to be some of the first to study cybernetic principles.

The study of teleological mechanisms (from the Greek τέλος or telos for end,
goal, or purpose) in machines with corrective feedback dates from as far back
as the late 18th century when James Watt's steam engine was equipped with a
governor, a centrifugal feedback valve for controlling the speed of the engine. Alfred Russel Wallace identified this
as the principle of evolution in his famous 1858 paper. In 1868 James Clerk Maxwell published a theoretical article
on governors, one of the first to discuss and refine the principles of self-regulating devices. Jakob von Uexküll
applied the feedback mechanism via his model of functional cycle (Funktionskreis) in order to explain animal
behaviour and the origins of meaning in general.

The early 20th century
Contemporary cybernetics began as an interdisciplinary study connecting the fields of control systems, electrical
network theory, mechanical engineering, logic modeling, evolutionary biology and neuroscience in the 1940s.
Electronic control systems originated with the 1927 work of Bell Telephone Laboratories engineer Harold S. Black
on using negative feedback to control amplifiers. The ideas are also related to the biological work of Ludwig von
Bertalanffy in General Systems Theory.
Early applications of negative feedback in electronic circuits included the control of gun mounts and radar antenna
during World War II. Jay Forrester, a graduate student at the Servomechanisms Laboratory at MIT during WWII
working with Gordon S. Brown to develop electronic control systems for the U.S. Navy, later applied these ideas to
social organizations such as corporations and cities as an original organizer of the MIT School of Industrial
Management at the MIT Sloan School of Management. Forrester is known as the founder of System Dynamics.
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W. Edwards Deming, the Total Quality Management guru for whom Japan named its top post-WWII industrial prize,
was an intern at Bell Telephone Labs in 1927 and may have been influenced by network theory. Deming made
"Understanding Systems" one of the four pillars of what he described as "Profound Knowledge" in his book "The
New Economics."
Numerous papers spearheaded the coalescing of the field. In 1935 Russian physiologist P.K. Anokhin published a
book in which the concept of feedback ("back afferentation") was studied. The study and mathematical modelling of
regulatory processes became a continuing research effort and two key articles were published in 1943. These papers
were "Behavior, Purpose and Teleology" by Arturo Rosenblueth, Norbert Wiener, and Julian Bigelow; and the paper
"A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity" by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts.
Cybernetics as a discipline was firmly established by Norbert Wiener, McCulloch and others, such as W. Ross
Ashby, mathematician Alan Turing, and W. Grey Walter. Walter was one of the first to build autonomous robots as
an aid to the study of animal behaviour. Together with the US and UK, an important geographical locus of early
cybernetics was France.
In the spring of 1947, Wiener was invited to a congress on harmonic analysis, held in Nancy, France. The event was
organized by the Bourbaki, a French scientific society, and mathematician Szolem Mandelbrojt (1899–1983), uncle
of the world-famous mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot.

John von Neumann

During this stay in France, Wiener received the offer to write a
manuscript on the unifying character of this part of applied
mathematics, which is found in the study of Brownian motion and in
telecommunication engineering. The following summer, back in the
United States, Wiener decided to introduce the neologism cybernetics
into his scientific theory. The name cybernetics was coined to denote
the study of "teleological mechanisms" and was popularized through
his book Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal
and Machine (MIT Press/John Wiley and Sons, NY, 1948). In the UK
this became the focus for the Ratio Club.

In the early 1940s John von Neumann, although better known for his
work in mathematics and computer science, did contribute a unique
and unusual addition to the world of cybernetics: Von Neumann
cellular automata, and their logical follow up the Von Neumann
Universal Constructor. The result of these deceptively simple
thought-experiments was the concept of self replication which
cybernetics adopted as a core concept. The concept that the same properties of genetic reproduction applied to social
memes, living cells, and even computer viruses is further proof of the somewhat surprising universality of cybernetic
study.

Wiener popularized the social implications of cybernetics, drawing analogies between automatic systems (such as a
regulated steam engine) and human institutions in his best-selling The Human Use of Human Beings : Cybernetics
and Society (Houghton-Mifflin, 1950).
While not the only instance of a research organization focused on cybernetics, the Biological Computer Lab [14] at
the University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign, under the direction of Heinz von Foerster, was a major center of
cybernetic research [15] for almost 20 years, beginning in 1958.
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Split from artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) was founded as a distinct discipline at a 1956 conference. After some uneasy coexistence,
AI gained funding and prominence. Consequently, cybernetic sciences such the study of neural networks were
downplayed; the discipline shifted into the world of social sciences and therapy.[16]

Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead were prominent cyberneticians during this period.

New cybernetics
In the 1970s, new cyberneticians emerged in multiple fields, but especially in biology. The ideas of Maturana, Varela
and Atlan, according to Dupuy (1986) "realized that the cybernetic metaphors of the program upon which molecular
biology had been based rendered a conception of the autonomy of the living being impossible. Consequently, these
thinkers were led to invent a new cybernetics, one more suited to the organizations which mankind discovers in
nature - organizations he has not himself invented".[17] However, during the 1980s the question of whether the
features of this new cybernetics could be applied to social forms of organization remained open to debate.[17]

In political science, Project Cybersyn attempted to introduce a cybernetically controlled economy during the early
1970s. In the 1980s, according to Harries-Jones (1988) "unlike its predecessor, the new cybernetics concerns itself
with the interaction of autonomous political actors and subgroups, and the practical and reflexive consciousness of
the subjects who produce and reproduce the structure of a political community. A dominant consideration is that of
recursiveness, or self-reference of political action both with regards to the expression of political consciousness and
with the ways in which systems build upon themselves".[18]

One characteristic of the emerging new cybernetics considered in that time by Geyer and van der Zouwen, according
to Bailey (1994), was "that it views information as constructed and reconstructed by an individual interacting with
the environment. This provides an epistemological foundation of science, by viewing it as observer-dependent.
Another characteristic of the new cybernetics is its contribution towards bridging the "micro-macro gap". That is, it
links the individual with the society".[19] Another characteristic noted was the "transition from classical cybernetics
to the new cybernetics [that] involves a transition from classical problems to new problems. These shifts in thinking
involve, among others, (a) a change from emphasis on the system being steered to the system doing the steering, and
the factor which guides the steering decisions.; and (b) new emphasis on communication between several systems
which are trying to steer each other".[19]

Recent endeavors into the true focus of cybernetics, systems of control and emergent behavior, by such related fields
as game theory (the analysis of group interaction), systems of feedback in evolution, and metamaterials (the study of
materials with properties beyond the Newtonian properties of their constituent atoms), have led to a revived interest
in this increasingly relevant field.[10]
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Subdivisions of the field
Cybernetics is sometimes used as a generic term, which serves as an umbrella for many systems-related scientific
fields.

Basic cybernetics
Cybernetics studies systems of control as a concept, attempting to discover the basic principles underlying such
things as

ASIMO uses sensors and sophisticated
algorithms to avoid obstacles and navigate stairs.

•• Artificial intelligence
•• Robotics
•• Computer Vision
• Control systems
•• Emergence
•• Learning organization
•• New Cybernetics
•• Second-order cybernetics
•• Interactions of Actors Theory
•• Conversation Theory
•• Self-organization in cybernetics

In biology
Cybernetics in biology is the study of cybernetic systems present in biological organisms, primarily focusing on how
animals adapt to their environment, and how information in the form of genes is passed from generation to
generation.[20] There is also a secondary focus on combining artificial systems with biological systems.
•• Bioengineering
•• Biocybernetics
•• Bionics
•• Homeostasis
•• Medical cybernetics
•• Synthetic Biology
•• Systems Biology
•• Autopoiesis

In computer science
Computer science directly applies the concepts of cybernetics to the control of devices and the analysis of
information.
• Design Patterns
•• Robotics
•• Decision support system
•• Cellular automaton
•• Simulation
•• Technology
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In engineering
Cybernetics in engineering is used to analyze cascading failures and System Accidents, in which the small errors and
imperfections in a system can generate disasters. Other topics studied include:

An artificial heart, a product of biomedical
engineering.

• Adaptive systems
•• Engineering cybernetics
•• Ergonomics
•• Biomedical engineering
•• Systems engineering

In management

•• Entrepreneurial cybernetics
•• Management cybernetics
•• Organizational cybernetics

•• Operations research
•• Systems engineering

In mathematics
Mathematical Cybernetics focuses on the factors of information, interaction of parts in systems, and the structure of
systems.
•• Dynamical system
•• Information theory
•• Systems theory

In psychology
•• Homunculus
•• Psycho-Cybernetics
•• Systems psychology
•• Perceptual Control Theory
•• Psychovector Analysis
•• Attachment Theory
•• Human-robot interaction
•• Consciousness
•• Embodied cognition
•• Cognitive psychology
•• Mind-body problem
•• Behavioral cybernetics

In sociology
By examining group behavior through the lens of cybernetics, sociologists can seek the reasons for such spontaneous 
events as smart mobs and riots, as well as how communities develop rules such as etiquette by consensus without 
formal discussion. Affect Control Theory explains role behavior, emotions, and labeling theory in terms of 
homeostatic maintenance of sentiments associated with cultural categories. The most comprehensive attempt ever 
made in the social sciences to increase cybernetics in a generalized theory of society was made by Talcott Parsons. 
In this way, cybernetics establishes the basic hierarchy in Parsons' AGIL paradigm, which is the ordering 
system-dimension of his action theory. These and other cybernetic models in sociology are reviewed in a book edited
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by McClelland and Fararo.[21]

•• Affect Control Theory
•• Memetics
•• Sociocybernetics

In art
Nicolas Schöffer's CYSP I (1956) was perhaps the first artwork to explicitly employ cybernetic principles (CYSP is
an acronym that joins the first two letters of the words "CYbernetic" and "SPatiodynamic").[22] The artist Roy Ascott
elaborated an extensive theory of cybernetic art in "Behaviourist Art and the Cybernetic Vision" (Cybernetica,
Journal of the International Association for Cybernetics (Namur), Volume IX, No.4, 1966; Volume X No.1, 1967)
and in "The Cybernetic Stance: My Process and Purpose" (Leonardo Vol 1, No 2, 1968). Art historian Edward A.
Shanken has written about the history of art and cybernetics in essays including "Cybernetics and Art: Cultural
Convergence in the 1960s [23]"[24] and "From Cybernetics to Telematics: The Art, Pedagogy, and Theory of Roy
Ascott"(2003),[25] which traces the trajectory of Ascott's work from cybernetic art to telematic art (art using
computer networking as its medium, a precursor to net.art.)
•• Telematic art
•• Interactive Art
•• Systems art

In Earth system science
Geocybernetics aims to study and control the complex co-evolution of ecosphere and anthroposphere.[26]

Related fields

Complexity science
Complexity science attempts to understand the nature of complex systems.
•• Complex Adaptive System
•• Complex systems
•• Complexity theory
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Connectionism
Connectionism is a set of approaches in the fields of artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, cognitive science,
neuroscience, and philosophy of mind, that models mental or behavioral phenomena as the emergent processes of
interconnected networks of simple units. There are many forms of connectionism, but the most common forms use
neural network models.

Basic principles
The central connectionist principle is that mental phenomena can be described by interconnected networks of simple
and often uniform units. The form of the connections and the units can vary from model to model. For example, units
in the network could represent neurons and the connections could represent synapses.

Spreading activation
In most connectionist models, networks change over time. A closely related and very common aspect of
connectionist models is activation. At any time, a unit in the network has an activation, which is a numerical value
intended to represent some aspect of the unit. For example, if the units in the model are neurons, the activation could
represent the probability that the neuron would generate an action potential spike. If the activation spreads to all the
other units connected to it. Spreading activation is always a feature of neural network models, and it is very common
in connectionist models used by cognitive psychologists.

Neural networks
Neural networks are by far the most commonly used connectionist model today.Though there are a large variety of
neural network models, they almost always follow two basic principles regarding the mind:
1. Any mental state can be described as an (N)-dimensional vector of numeric activation values over neural units in

a network.
2. Memory is created by modifying the strength of the connections between neural units. The connection strengths,

or "weights", are generally represented as an (N×N)-dimensional matrix.
Most of the variety among neural network models comes from:
• Interpretation of units: Units can be interpreted as neurons or groups of neurons.
• Definition of activation: Activation can be defined in a variety of ways. For example, in a Boltzmann machine,

the activation is interpreted as the probability of generating an action potential spike, and is determined via a
logistic function on the sum of the inputs to a unit.

• Learning algorithm: Different networks modify their connections differently. In general, any mathematically
defined change in connection weights over time is referred to as the "learning algorithm".

Connectionists are in agreement that recurrent neural networks (networks wherein connections of the network can
form a directed cycle) are a better model of the brain than feedforward neural networks (networks with no directed
cycles). Many recurrent connectionist models also incorporate dynamical systems theory. Many researchers, such as
the connectionist Paul Smolensky, have argued that connectionist models will evolve toward fully continuous,
high-dimensional, non-linear, dynamic systems approaches.
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Biological realism
The neural network branch of connectionism suggests that the study of mental activity is really the study of neural
systems. This links connectionism to neuroscience, and models involve varying degrees of biological realism.
Connectionist work in general need not be biologically realistic, but some neural network researchers, computational
neuroscientists, try to model the biological aspects of natural neural systems very closely in so-called "neuromorphic
networks". Many authors find the clear link between neural activity and cognition to be an appealing aspect of
connectionism. This has been criticized as reductionist.

Learning
Connectionists generally stress the importance of learning in their models. Thus, connectionists have created many
sophisticated learning procedures for neural networks. Learning always involves modifying the connection weights.
In general, these involve mathematical formulas to determine the change in weights when given sets of data
consisting of activation vectors for some subset of the neural units.
By formalizing learning in such a way, connectionists have many tools. A very common strategy in connectionist
learning methods is to incorporate gradient descent over an error surface in a space defined by the weight matrix. All
gradient descent learning in connectionist models involves changing each weight by the partial derivative of the error
surface with respect to the weight. Backpropagation, first made popular in the 1980s, is probably the most commonly
known connectionist gradient descent algorithm today.

History
Connectionism can be traced to ideas more than a century old, which were little more than speculation until the
mid-to-late 20th century. It wasn't until the 1980s that connectionism became a popular perspective among scientists.

Parallel distributed processing
The prevailing connectionist approach today was originally known as parallel distributed processing (PDP). It was
an artificial neural network approach that stressed the parallel nature of neural processing, and the distributed nature
of neural representations. It provided a general mathematical framework for researchers to operate in. The
framework involved eight major aspects:
• A set of processing units, represented by a set of integers.
• An activation for each unit, represented by a vector of time-dependent functions.
• An output function for each unit, represented by a vector of functions on the activations.
• A pattern of connectivity among units, represented by a matrix of real numbers indicating connection strength.
• A propagation rule spreading the activations via the connections, represented by a function on the output of the

units.
• An activation rule for combining inputs to a unit to determine its new activation, represented by a function on the

current activation and propagation.
• A learning rule for modifying connections based on experience, represented by a change in the weights based on

any number of variables.
• An environment that provides the system with experience, represented by sets of activation vectors for some

subset of the units.
These aspects are now the foundation for almost all connectionist models. A perceived limitation of PDP is that it is
reductionistic. That is, all cognitive processes can be explained in terms of neural firing and communication.
A lot of the research that led to the development of PDP was done in the 1970s, but PDP became popular in the 
1980s with the release of the books Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition 
- Volume 1 (foundations) and Volume 2 (Psychological and Biological Models), by James L. McClelland, David E.
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Rumelhart and the PDP Research Group. The books are now considered seminal connectionist works, and it is now
common to fully equate PDP and connectionism, although the term "connectionism" is not used in the books.

Earlier work
PDP's direct roots were the perceptron theories of researchers such as Frank Rosenblatt from the 1950s and 1960s.
But perceptron models were made very unpopular by the book Perceptrons by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert,
published in 1969. It demonstrated the limits on the sorts of functions that single-layered perceptrons can calculate,
showing that even simple functions like the exclusive disjunction could not be handled properly. The PDP books
overcame this limitation by showing that multi-level, non-linear neural networks were far more robust and could be
used for a vast array of functions.
Many earlier researchers advocated connectionist style models, for example in the 1940s and 1950s, Warren
McCulloch, Walter Pitts, Donald Olding Hebb, and Karl Lashley. McCulloch and Pitts showed how neural systems
could implement first-order logic: Their classic paper "A Logical Calculus of Ideas Immanent in Nervous Activity"
(1943) is important in this development here. They were influenced by the important work of Nicolas Rashevsky in
the 1930s. Hebb contributed greatly to speculations about neural functioning, and proposed a learning principle,
Hebbian learning, that is still used today. Lashley argued for distributed representations as a result of his failure to
find anything like a localized engram in years of lesion experiments.

Connectionism apart from PDP
Though PDP is the dominant form of connectionism, other theoretical work should also be classified as
connectionist.
Many connectionist principles can be traced to early work in psychology, such as that of William James.
Psychological theories based on knowledge about the human brain were fashionable in the late 19th century. As
early as 1869, the neurologist John Hughlings Jackson argued for multi-level, distributed systems. Following from
this lead, Herbert Spencer's Principles of Psychology, 3rd edition (1872), and Sigmund Freud's Project for a
Scientific Psychology (composed 1895) propounded connectionist or proto-connectionist theories. These tended to be
speculative theories. But by the early 20th century, Edward Thorndike was experimenting on learning that posited a
connectionist type network.
In the 1950s, Friedrich Hayek proposed that spontaneous order in the brain arose out of decentralized networks of
simple units. Hayek's work was rarely cited in the PDP literature until recently.
Another form of connectionist model was the relational network framework developed by the linguist Sydney Lamb
in the 1960s. Relational networks have been only used by linguists, and were never unified with the PDP approach.
As a result, they are now used by very few researchers.
There are also hybrid connectionist models, mostly mixing symbolic representations with neural network models.
The hybrid approach has been advocated by some researchers (such as Ron Sun).

Connectionism vs. computationalism debate
As connectionism became increasingly popular in the late 1980s, there was a reaction to it by some researchers,
including Jerry Fodor, Steven Pinker and others. They argued that connectionism, as it was being developed, was in
danger of obliterating what they saw as the progress being made in the fields of cognitive science and psychology by
the classical approach of computationalism. Computationalism is a specific form of cognitivism that argues that
mental activity is computational, that is, that the mind operates by performing purely formal operations on symbols,
like a Turing machine. Some researchers argued that the trend in connectionism was a reversion toward
associationism and the abandonment of the idea of a language of thought, something they felt was mistaken. In
contrast, it was those very tendencies that made connectionism attractive for other researchers.
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Connectionism and computationalism need not be at odds, but the debate in the late 1980s and early 1990s led to
opposition between the two approaches. Throughout the debate, some researchers have argued that connectionism
and computationalism are fully compatible, though full consensus on this issue has not been reached. The differences
between the two approaches that are usually cited are the following:
•• Computationalists posit symbolic models that do not resemble underlying brain structure at all, whereas

connectionists engage in "low-level" modeling, trying to ensure that their models resemble neurological
structures.

• Computationalists in general focus on the structure of explicit symbols (mental models) and syntactical rules for
their internal manipulation, whereas connectionists focus on learning from environmental stimuli and storing this
information in a form of connections between neurons.

•• Computationalists believe that internal mental activity consists of manipulation of explicit symbols, whereas
connectionists believe that the manipulation of explicit symbols is a poor model of mental activity.

• Computationalists often posit domain specific symbolic sub-systems designed to support learning in specific areas
of cognition (e.g., language, intentionality, number), whereas connectionists posit one or a small set of very
general learning mechanisms.

But, despite these differences, some theorists have proposed that the connectionist architecture is simply the manner
in which the symbol manipulation system happens to be implemented in the organic brain. This is logically possible,
as it is well known that connectionist models can implement symbol manipulation systems of the kind used in
computationalist models, as indeed they must be able if they are to explain the human ability to perform symbol
manipulation tasks. But the debate rests on whether this symbol manipulation forms the foundation of cognition in
general, so this is not a potential vindication of computationalism. Nonetheless, computational descriptions may be
helpful high-level descriptions of cognition of logic, for example.
The debate largely centred on logical arguments about whether connectionist networks were capable of producing
the syntactic structure observed in this sort of reasoning. This was later achieved, although using processes unlikely
to be possible in the brain, thus the debate persisted. Today, progress in neurophysiology, and general advances in
the understanding of neural networks, has led to the successful modelling of a great many of these early problems,
and the debate about fundamental cognition has, thus, largely been decided among neuroscientists in favour of
connectionism. However, these fairly recent developments have yet to reach consensus acceptance among those
working in other fields, such as psychology or philosophy of mind.
Part of the appeal of computational descriptions is that they are relatively easy to interpret, and thus may be seen as
contributing to our understanding of particular mental processes, whereas connectionist models are in general more
opaque, to the extent that they may be describable only in very general terms (such as specifying the learning
algorithm, the number of units, etc.), or in unhelpfully low-level terms. In this sense connectionist models may
instantiate, and thereby provide evidence for, a broad theory of cognition (i.e., connectionism), without representing
a helpful theory of the particular process that is being modelled. In this sense the debate might be considered as to
some extent reflecting a mere difference in the level of analysis in which particular theories are framed.
The recent popularity of dynamical systems in philosophy of mind have added a new perspective on the debate;
some authors now argue that any split between connectionism and computationalism is more conclusively
characterized as a split between computationalism and dynamical systems.
The recently proposed Hierarchical temporal memory model may help resolving this dispute, at least to some degree,
given that it explains how the neocortex extracts high-level (symbolic) information from low-level sensory input.
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Mind uploading
Whole brain emulation or mind uploading (sometimes called mind transfer) is the hypothetical process of
transferring or copying a conscious mind from a brain to a non-biological substrate by scanning and mapping a
biological brain in detail and copying its state into a computer system or another computational device. The
computer would have to run a simulation model so faithful to the original that it would behave in essentially the
same way as the original brain, or for all practical purposes, indistinguishably.[1] The simulated mind is assumed to
be part of a virtual reality simulated world, supported by an anatomic 3D body simulation model. Alternatively, the
simulated mind could be assumed to reside in a computer inside (or connected to) a humanoid robot or a biological
body, replacing its brain.
Whole brain emulation is discussed by futurists as a "logical endpoint"[1] of the topical computational neuroscience
and neuroinformatics fields, both about brain simulation for medical research purposes. It is discussed in artificial
intelligence research publications[2] as an approach to strong AI. Among futurists and within the transhumanist
movement it is an important proposed life extension technology, originally suggested in biomedical literature in
1971.[3] It is a central conceptual feature of numerous science fiction novels and films.
Whole brain emulation is considered by some scientists as a theoretical and futuristic but possible technology,[1]

although mainstream research funders and scientific journals remain skeptical. Several contradictory predictions
have been made about when a whole human brain can be emulated; some of the predicted dates have already passed.
Substantial mainstream research and development are however being done in relevant areas including development
of faster super computers, virtual reality, brain-computer interfaces, animal brain mapping and simulation,
connectomics and information extraction from dynamically functioning brains.[4]

The question whether an emulated brain can be a human mind is debated by philosophers.
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Overview

Neuron anatomical model

Simple artificial neural network

The human brain contains about 100 billion nerve cells called neurons,
each individually linked to other neurons by way of connectors called
axons and dendrites. Signals at the junctures (synapses) of these
connections are transmitted by the release and detection of chemicals
known as neurotransmitters. The established neuroscientific consensus
is that the human mind is largely an emergent property of the
information processing of this neural network.

Importantly, neuroscientists have stated that important functions
performed by the mind, such as learning, memory, and consciousness,
are due to purely physical and electrochemical processes in the brain
and are governed by applicable laws. For example, Christof Koch and
Giulio Tononi wrote in IEEE Spectrum:

"Consciousness is part of the natural world. It depends, we
believe, only on mathematics and logic and on the imperfectly
known laws of physics, chemistry, and biology; it does not arise
from some magical or otherworldly quality."[5]

The concept of mind uploading is based on this mechanistic view of
the mind, and denies the vitalist view of human life and consciousness.

Eminent computer scientists and neuroscientists have predicted that
computers will be capable of thought and even attain consciousness,
including Koch and Tononi,[5] Douglas Hofstadter,[6] Jeff Hawkins,[6]

Marvin Minsky,[7] Randal A. Koene,[8] and Rodolfo Llinas.[9]

Such a machine intelligence capability might provide a computational
substrate necessary for uploading.

However, even though uploading is dependent upon such a general
capability it is conceptually distinct from general forms of AI in that it
results from dynamic reanimation of information derived from a specific human mind so that the mind retains a
sense of historical identity (other forms are possible but would compromise or eliminate the life-extension feature
generally associated with uploading). The transferred and reanimated information would become a form of artificial
intelligence, sometimes called an infomorph or "noömorph."

Many theorists have presented models of the brain and have established a range of estimates of the amount of
computing power needed for partial and complete simulations. Using these models, some have estimated that
uploading may become possible within decades if trends such as Moore's Law continue.[10]

Theoretical benefits

Immortality/backup
In theory, if the information and processes of the mind can be disassociated from the biological body, they are no
longer tied to the individual limits and lifespan of that body. Furthermore, information within a brain could be partly
or wholly copied or transferred to one or more other substrates (including digital storage or another brain), thereby
reducing or eliminating mortality risk. This general proposal appears to have been first made in the biomedical
literature in 1971 by biogerontologist George M. Martin of the University of Washington.[3]
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Speedup
A computer-based intelligence such as an upload could potentially think much faster than a human even if it were no
more intelligent. Human neurons exchange electrochemical signals with a maximum speed of about 150 meters per
second, whereas the speed of light is about 300 million meters per second, about two million times faster. Also,
neurons can generate a maximum of about 200 to 1000 action potentials or "spikes" per second, whereas the number
of signals per second in modern computer chips is about 3 GHz (about two million times greater) and expected to
increase by at least a factor 100. Therefore, even if the computer components responsible for simulating a brain were
not significantly smaller than a biological brain, and even if the temperature of these components was not
significantly lower, Eliezer Yudkowsky of the Singularity Institute for Artificial Intelligence calculates a theoretical
upper bound for the speed of a future artificial neural network. It could in theory run about 1 million times faster
than a real brain, experiencing about a year of subjective time in only 31 seconds of real time.[11][12][13]

However, such a massively parallel implementation would require separate computational units for each of the
hundred billion neurons and each of the hundred trillion synapses. That requires an enormously large computer or
artificial neural network in comparison with today's super-computers.[12] In a less futuristic implementation,
time-sharing would allow several neurons to be emulated sequentially by the same computational unit. Thus the size
of the computer would be restricted, but the speedup would be lower. Assuming that cortical minicolumns organized
into hypercolumns are the computational units, mammal brains can be emulated by today's super computers, but with
slower speed than in a biological brain.[14]

Space travel
Mind uploading poses potential benefits for interstellar space travel because it would allow immortal beings to travel
the cosmos without suffering from extreme acceleration. A whole society of uploads can be emulated by a computer
on a very small spaceship, similar to a space probe, that would consume much less fuel and may accelerate much
more than space travels for biological humans. The uploads would have control of the ship and would be able to
make decisions about the crafts voyage in real time, independent of signals from Earth, that might eventually take
months or years to reach the craft as it journeys out into the cosmos. Because a virtual conscious can be set into a
state of hibernation, or slowed down, the virtual minds need not experience the boredom of hundreds if not
thousands of years of travel. Instead they would only awake when on board computers detected that the craft had
arrived at its destination. In the book Omega point (1994), the author suggests that the universe eventually would be
colonized by such machine intelligence, which ultimately would try to turn all matter in the universe into energy and
computational power.
Another possibility for travel would be wireless transmission of a person's brain model between computers on
already inhabited locations. Such travel would require only the energy to transmit enough powerful signals suffently
long time so that they reach the target destination. The travelling time would be a sum of the wave propagation delay
(depending on the distance) and the data transmission delay (depending on the possible bit rate, which depends on
the distance and transmission power); both could constitute several years for inter-stellar travelling. The travelers
experienced time from transmitter to receiver would be instantaneous.

Multiple/parallel existence
Another concept explored in science fiction is the idea of more than one running "copy" of a human mind existing at
once. Such copies could potentially allow an "individual" to experience many things at once, and later integrate the
experiences of all copies into a central mentality at some point in the future, effectively allowing a single sentient
being to "be many places at once" and "do many things at once"; this concept has been explored in fiction. Such
partial and complete copies of a sentient being raise interesting questions regarding identity and individuality.
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Relevant technologies and techniques

Computational capacity

Futurist Ray Kurzweil's projected supercomputer processing power based on Moore's law
exponential development of computing capacity. Here the computational capacity

doubling time is assumed to be 1.2 years.

Advocates of mind uploading point to
Moore's law to support the notion that
the necessary computing power is
expected to become available within a
few decades. However, the actual
computational requirements for
running an uploaded human mind are
very difficult to quantify, potentially
rendering such an argument specious.

Regardless of the techniques used to
capture or recreate the function of a
human mind, the processing demands
are likely to be immense, due to the
large number of neurons in the human
brain along with the considerable
complexity of each neuron.
In 2004, Henry Markram, lead
researcher of the "Blue Brain Project",
has stated that "it is not [their] goal to build an intelligent neural network", based solely on the computational
demands such a project would have.[15]

It will be very difficult because, in the brain, every molecule is a powerful computer and we would need
to simulate the structure and function of trillions upon trillions of molecules as well as all the rules that
govern how they interact. You would literally need computers that are trillions of times bigger and faster
than anything existing today.[16]

Five years later, after successful simulation of part of a rat brain, the same scientist was much more bold and
optimistic. In 2009, when he was director of the Blue Brain Project, he claimed that

A detailed, functional artificial human brain can be built within the next 10 years [17]

Required computational capacity strongly depend on the chosen level of simulation model scale[1]:

Level CPU
demand
(FLOPS)

Memory
demand
(Tb)

$1 million
super‐computer
(Earliest year of making)

Analog network population model 1015 102 2008

Spiking neural network 1018 104 2019

Electrophysiology 1022 104 2033

Metabolome 1025 106 2044

Proteome 1026 107 2048

States of protein complexes 1027 108 2052

Distribution of complexes 1030 109 2063
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Stochastic behavior of single molecules 1043 1014 2111

|+ align="bottom" |Estimates from Sandberg, Bostrom, 2008

Simulation model scale

A high-level cognitive AI model of the brain
architecture is not required for brain emulation

Simple neuron model: Black-box dynamic
non-linear signal processing system

Metabolism model: The movement of
positively-charged ions through the ion channels
controls the membrane electrical action potential

in an axon.

Since the function of the human mind, and how it might arise from the
working of the brain's neural network, are poorly understood issues,
mind uploading relies on the idea of neural network emulation. Rather
than having to understand the high-level psychological processes and
large-scale structures of the brain, and model them using classical
artificial intelligence methods and cognitive psychology models, the
low-level structure of the underlying neural network is captured,
mapped and emulated with a computer system. In computer science
terminology, rather than analyzing and reverse engineering the
behavior of the algorithms and data structures that resides in the brain,
a blueprint of its source code is translated to another programming
language. The human mind and the personal identity then,
theoretically, is generated by the emulated neural network in an
identical fashion to it being generated by the biological neural network.

On the other hand, a molecule-scale simulation of the brain is not
expected to be required, provided that the functioning of the neurons is
not affected by quantum mechanical processes. The neural network
emulation approach only requires that the functioning and interaction
of neurons and synapses are understood. It is expected that it is
sufficient with a black-box signal processing model of how the neurons
respond to nerve impulses (electrical as well as chemical synaptic
transmission).

A sufficiently complex and accurate model of the neurons is required.
A traditional artificial neural network model, for example multi-layer
perceptron network model, is not considered as sufficient. A dynamic
spiking neural network model is required, which reflects that the
neuron fires only when a membrane potential reaches a certain level. It
is likely that the model must include delays, non-linear functions and
differential equations describing the relation between electrophysical
parameters such as electrical currents, voltages, membrane states (ion
channel states) and neuromodulators.

Since learning and long-term memory are believed to result from
strengthening or weakening the synapses via a mechanism known as
synaptic plasticity or synaptic adaptation, the model should include this
mechanism. The response of sensory receptors to various stimuli must
also be modeled.

Furthermore, the model may have to include metabolism, i.e. how the
neurons are affected by hormones and other chemical substances that
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may cross the blood–brain barrier. It is considered likely that the model must include currently unknown
neuromodulators, neurotransmitters and ion channels. It is considered unlikely that the simulation model has to
include protein interaction, which would make it computationally complex.[1]

A digital computer simulation model of an analog system such as the brain is an approximation that introduces
random quantization errors and distortion. However, the biological neurons also suffer from randomness and limited
precision, for example due to background noise. The errors of the discrete model can be made smaller than the
randomness of the biological brain by choosing a sufficiently high variable resolution and sample rate, and
sufficiently accurate models of non-linearities. The computational power and computer memory must however be
sufficient to run such large simulations, preferably in real time.

Scanning and mapping scale of an individual
When modelling and simulating the brain of a specific individual, a brain map or connectivity database showing the
connections between the neurons must be extracted from an anatomic model of the brain. For whole brain
simulation, this network map should show the connectivity of the whole nervous system, including the spinal cord,
sensory receptors, and muscle cells. Destructive scanning of a small sample of tissue from a mouse brain including
synaptic details is possible as of 2010.[18]

However, if short-term memory and working memory include prolonged or repeated firing of neurons, as well as
intra-neural dynamic processes, the electrical and chemical signal state of the synapses and neurons may be hard to
extract. The uploaded mind may then perceive a memory loss of the events and mental processes immediately before
the time of brain scanning.[1]

A full brain map has been estimated to occupy less than 2 x 1016 bytes (20,000 TB) and would store the addresses of
the connected neurons, the synapse type and the synapse "weight" for each of the brains' 1015 synapses.[1] However,
the biological complexities of true brain function (e.g. the epigenetic states of neurons, protein components with
multiple functional states, etc.) may preclude an accurate prediction of the volume of binary data required to
faithfully represent a functioning human mind.

Serial sectioning

Serial sectioning of a brain

A possible method for mind uploading is serial sectioning, in which the
brain tissue and perhaps other parts of the nervous system are frozen
and then scanned and analyzed layer by layer, which for frozen
samples at nano-scale requires a cryo-ultramicrotome, thus capturing
the structure of the neurons and their interconnections.[19] The exposed
surface of frozen nerve tissue would be scanned and recorded, and then
the surface layer of tissue removed. While this would be a very slow
and labor intensive process, research is currently underway to automate
the collection and microscopy of serial sections.[20] The scans would
then be analyzed, and a model of the neural net recreated in the system
that the mind was being uploaded into.

There are uncertainties with this approach using current microscopy
techniques. If it is possible to replicate neuron function from its visible
structure alone, then the resolution afforded by a scanning electron
microscope would suffice for such a technique.[20] However, as the function of brain tissue is partially determined by
molecular events (particularly at synapses, but also at other places on the neuron's cell membrane), this may not

suffice for capturing and simulating neuron functions. It may be possible to extend the techniques of serial sectioning 
and to capture the internal molecular makeup of neurons, through the use of sophisticated immunohistochemistry
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staining methods that could then be read via confocal laser scanning microscopy. However, as the physiological
genesis of 'mind' is not currently known, this method may not be able to access all of the necessary biochemical
information to recreate a human brain with sufficient fidelity.

Brain imaging

Process from MRI acquisition to whole brain
structural network[21]

Magnetoencephalography

It may also be possible to create functional 3D maps of the brain activity, using advanced neuroimaging technology,
such as functional MRI (fMRI, for mapping change in blood flow), Magnetoencephalography (MEG, for mapping of
electrical currents), or combinations of multiple methods, to build a detailed three-dimensional model of the brain
using non-invasive and non-destructive methods. Today, fMRI is often combined with MEG for creating functional
maps of human cortex during more complex cognitive tasks, as the methods complement each other. Even though
current imaging technology lacks the spatial resolution needed to gather the information needed for such a scan,
important recent and future developments are predicted to substantially improve both spatial and temporal
resolutions of existing technologies.[22]
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Current research
Several animal brains have been mapped and at least partly simulated.

Simulation of C. elegans roundworm neural system

Brain map of the C. elegans roundworm 302
neurons, interconnected by 5000 synapses.

The connectivity of the neural circuit for touch sensitivity of the simple
C. elegans nematode (roundworm) was mapped in 1985,[23] and partly
simulated in 1993.[24] Several software simulation models of the
complete neural and muscular system, and to some extent the worm's
physical environment, have been presented since 2004, and are in some
cases available for downloading.[25] However, we still lack
understanding of how the neurons and the connections between them
generate the surprisingly complex range of behaviors that are observed
in this relatively simple organism.[26][27]

Simulation of Drosophila fruit fly neural system

The brain belonging to the fruit fly Drosophila is also thoroughly studied, and to some extent simulated.[28]

Mouse brain simulation
An artificial neural network described as being "as big and as complex as half of a mouse brain" was run on an IBM
blue gene supercomputer by a University of Nevada research team in 2007. A simulated time of one second took ten
seconds of computer time. The researchers said they had seen "biologically consistent" nerve impulses flowed
through the virtual cortex. However, the simulation lacked the structures seen in real mice brains, and they intend to
improve the accuracy of the neuron model.[29]

Blue Brain is a project, launched in May 2005 by IBM and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne,
with the aim to create a computer simulation of a mammalian cortical column, down to the molecular level.[30] The
project uses a supercomputer based on IBM's Blue Gene design to simulate the electrical behavior of neurons based
upon their synaptic connectivity and complement of intrinsic membrane currents. The initial goal of the project,
completed in December 2006,[31] was the simulation of a rat neocortical column, which can be considered the
smallest functional unit of the neocortex (the part of the brain thought to be responsible for higher functions such as
conscious thought), containing 10,000 neurons (and 108 synapses). Between 1995 and 2005, Henry Markram
mapped the types of neurons and their connections in such a column. In November 2007,[32] the project reported the
end of the first phase, delivering a data-driven process for creating, validating, and researching the neocortical
column. The project seeks to eventually reveal aspects of human cognition and various psychiatric disorders caused
by malfunctioning neurons, such as autism, and to understand how pharmacological agents affect network behavior.
An organization called the Brain Preservation Foundation [33] was founded in 2010 and is offering a Brain
Preservation Technology prize to promote exploration of brain preservation technology in service of humanity. The
Prize, currently $106,000, will be awarded in two parts, 25% to the first international team to preserve a whole
mouse brain, and 75% to the first team to preserve a whole large animal brain in a manner that could also be adopted
for humans in a hospital or hospice setting immediately upon clinical death. Ultimately the goal of this prize is to
generate a whole brain map which may be used in support of separate efforts to upload and possibly 'reboot' a mind
in virtual space.
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Issues

Legal, ethical, political and economical issues
If simulated worlds would come true, it may be difficult to ensure the protection of human rights. For example,
social science researchers might be tempted to secretly expose simulated minds, or whole isolated societies of
simulated minds, to controlled experiments in which many copies of the same minds are exposed (serially or
simultaneously) to different test conditions.
The only limited physical resource to be expected in a simulated world is the computational capacity, and thus the
speed and complexity of the simulation. Wealthy or privileged individuals in a society of uploads might thus
experience more subjective time than others in the same real time, or may be able to run multiple copies of
themselves or others, and thus produce more service and become even more wealthy. Others may suffer from
computational resource starvation and show a slow motion behavior.

Copying vs. moving
Another philosophical issue with mind uploading is whether an uploaded mind is really the "same" sentience, or
simply an exact copy with the same memories and personality; or, indeed, what the difference could be between such
a copy and the original (see the Swampman thought experiment). This issue is especially complex if the original
remains essentially unchanged by the procedure, thereby resulting in an obvious copy which could potentially have
rights separate from the unaltered, obvious original.
Most projected brain scanning technologies, such as serial sectioning of the brain, would necessarily be destructive,
and the original brain would not survive the brain scanning procedure. But if it can be kept intact, the
computer-based consciousness could be a copy of the still-living biological person. It is in that case implicit that
copying a consciousness could be as feasible as literally moving it into one or several copies, since these
technologies generally involve simulation of a human brain in a computer of some sort, and digital files such as
computer programs can be copied precisely. It is usually assumed that once the versions are exposed to different
sensory inputs, their experiences would begin to diverge, but all their memories up until the moment of the copying
would remain the same.
The problem is made even more serious by the possibility of creating a potentially infinite number of initially
identical copies of the original person, which would of course all exist simultaneously as distinct beings. The most
parsimonious view of this phenomenon is that the two (or more) minds would share memories of their past but from
the point of duplication would simply be distinct minds (although this is complicated by merging). Many complex
variations are possible.
Depending on computational capacity, the simulation may run at faster or slower simulation time as compared to the
elapsed physical time, resulting in that the simulated mind would perceive that the physical world is running in slow
motion or fast motion respectively, while biological persons will see the simulated mind in fast or slow motion
respectively.
A brain simulation can be started, paused, backed-up and rerun from a saved backup state at any time. The simulated
mind would in the latter case forget everything that has happened after the instant of backup, and perhaps not even
be aware that it is repeating itself. An older version of a simulated mind may meet a younger version and share
experiences with it.
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Bekenstein bound
The Bekenstein bound is an upper limit on information that can be contained within a given finite region of space
which has a finite amount of energy or, conversely, the maximum amount of information required to perfectly
describe a given physical system down to the quantum level.[34]

An average human brain has a weight of 1.5 kg and a volume of 1260 cm3. The energy (E = m·c2) will be
1.34813·1017 J and if the brain is approximate to a sphere then the radius (V = 4·π·r3/3) will be 6.70030·10−2 m.
The Bekenstein bound (I ≤ 2·π·r·Eħ·c·ln 2) for an average human brain would be 2.58991·1042 bit and represents an
upper bound on the information needed to perfectly recreate the average human brain down to the quantum level.
This implies that the number of different states (Ω=2I) of the human brain (and of the mind if the physicalism is true)
is at most 107.79640·1041.
However, as described above, many mind uploading advocates expect that quantum-level models and molecule-scale
simulation of the neurons will not be needed, so the Bekenstein bound only represents a maximum upper limit. The
hippocampus of a human adult brain has been estimated to store a limit of up to 2.5 petabyte of binary data
equivalent.[35]

Mind uploading advocates
Mind uploading is also advocated by a number of researchers in neuroscience and artificial intelligence, such as
Marvin Minsky. In 1993, Joe Strout created a small web site called the Mind Uploading Home Page, and began
advocating the idea in cryonics circles and elsewhere on the net. That site has not been actively updated in recent
years, but it has spawned other sites including MindUploading.org, run by Randal A. Koene, Ph.D., who also
moderates a mailing list on the topic. These advocates see mind uploading as a medical procedure which could
eventually save countless lives.
Many transhumanists look forward to the development and deployment of mind uploading technology, with
transhumanists such as Nick Bostrom predicting that it will become possible within the 21st century due to
technological trends such as Moore's Law.[1]

The book Beyond Humanity: CyberEvolution and Future Minds by Gregory S. Paul & Earl D. Cox, is about the
eventual (and, to the authors, almost inevitable) evolution of computers into sentient beings, but also deals with
human mind transfer. Richard Doyle's Wetwares: Experiments in PostVital Living deals extensively with uploading
from the perspective of distributed embodiment, arguing for example that humans are currently part of the "artificial
life phenotype." Doyle's vision reverses the polarity on uploading, with artificial life forms such as uploads actively
seeking out biological embodiment as part of their reproductive strategy. Raymond Kurzweil, a prominent advocate
of transhumanism and the likelihood of a technological singularity, has suggested that the easiest path to
human-level artificial intelligence may lie in "reverse-engineering the human brain", which he usually uses to refer
to the creation of a new intelligence based on the general "principles of operation" of the brain, but he also
sometimes uses the term to refer to the notion of uploading individual human minds based on highly detailed scans
and simulations. This idea is discussed on pp. 198–203 of his book The Singularity is Near, for example.
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Beken-Entropy. pdf), Lettere al Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 4, No 15 (August 12, 1972), pp. 737-740, doi:10.1007/BF02757029,
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External links
• Blue Brain Project (http:/ / bluebrain. epfl. ch/ )
• Reverse Engineering The Brain (http:/ / www. spectrum. ieee. org/ print/ 6268) from IEEE Spectrum
• Reverse-engineer the brain (http:/ / www. engineeringchallenges. org/ cms/ 8996/ 9109. aspx) from National

Academy of Engineering
• The Duplicates Paradox (http:/ / www. benbest. com/ philo/ doubles. html) by Ben Best; theories about the

problem of personal continuity
• Joe Strout's Mind Uploading Home Page (http:/ / www. ibiblio. org/ jstrout/ uploading/ )
• "The Day You Discard Your Body" (http:/ / marshallbrain. com/ discard1. htm) by Marshall Brain
• Winter of our Consciousness (http:/ / futurefire. net/ 2005. 03/ nonfiction/ consciousness. html), article in The

Future Fire 3
• Reality 3.0: Uploading, Hypermediation & Paradise Engineering (http:/ / www. enthea. org/ writing/

reality-3-0-hypermediation-paradise-engineering/ ) by Paul Hughes
• Transhumanist writings on uploading (http:/ / www. foresight. org/ Nanomedicine/ Uploading. html) from the

Foresight Institute
• Society of Neural Prosthetics and Whole Brain Emulation Science (http:/ / www. minduploading. org/ )
• Carboncopies (http:/ / www. carboncopies. org/ )

Systems science

Impression of systems thinking about society[1]

Systems science is an interdisciplinary field that studies
the nature of complex systems in nature, society, and
science itself. It aims to develop interdisciplinary
foundations that are applicable in a variety of areas, such
as engineering, biology, medicine, and social sciences.

Systems science covers formal sciences such as complex
systems, cybernetics, dynamical systems theory, and
systems theory, and applications in the field of the natural
and social sciences and engineering, such as control
theory, operations research, social systems theory,
systems biology, systems dynamics, systems ecology,
systems engineering and systems psychology.

Theories

Since the emergence of the General Systems Research in
the 1950s systems thinking and systems science have
developed into many theoretical frameworks.
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Systems notes of Henk Bikker, TU Delft, 1991

Systems analysis
Systems analysis is the branch of systems science
that analyzes systems and the interactions within
those systems, often prior to their automation as
computer models. This field is closely related to
operations research.

Systems design
In computing, systems design is the process or art
of defining the hardware and software architecture,
components, modules, interfaces, and data for a
computer system to satisfy specified requirements.
One could see it as the application of systems
theory to computing. Some overlap with the
discipline of systems analysis appears inevitable.

System dynamics
System dynamics is an approach to understanding the behaviour of complex systems over time. It deals with
internal feedback loops and time delays that affect the behaviour of the entire system.[2] What makes using
system dynamics different from other approaches to studying complex systems is the use of feedback loops
and stocks and flows. These elements help describe how even seemingly simple systems display baffling
nonlinearity.

Systems engineering
Systems engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary field of engineering, that focuses on the development and
organization of complex artificial systems. Systems engineering has emerged into all kinds of sciences, and
universities nowadays offer all kinds of specialized academic programs.[3]

Systems Methodologies
There are several types of Systems Methodologies, that is, disciplines for analysis of systems. For example:

• Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) : in the field of organizational studies is an approach to organisational
process modelling, and it can be used both for general problem solving and in the management of change. It
was developed in England by academics at the University of Lancaster Systems Department through a ten-year
Action Research programme.

• System Development Methodology (SDM) in the field of IT development is a general term applied to a variety
of structured, organized processes for developing information technology and embedded software systems.

• Viable systems approach (vSa) is a methodology useful for the understanding and governance of complex
phenomena; it has been successfully proposed in the field of management, decision making, marketing and
service.

Systems theories
Systems theory is an interdisciplinary field that studies complex systems in nature, society, and science. More
specifically, it is a conceptual framework by which one can analyze and/or describe any group of objects that
work in concert to produce some result.

Systems science
Systems sciences are scientific disciplines partly based on systems thinking such as chaos theory, complex
systems, control theory, cybernetics, sociotechnical systems theory, systems biology, systems ecology,
systems psychology and the already mentioned systems dynamics, systems engineering, and systems theory.
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Fields
Systems sciences cover formal sciences like dynamical systems theory and applications in the natural and social
sciences and engineering, such as social systems theory and systems dynamics.

•• Chaos theory •• Operations research •• Systems psychology

•• Ergonomics
•• Family systems theory
•• Systemic therapy

•• Complex systems •• Systems biology

•• Computational systems biology
•• Synthetic biology
•• Systems immunology

•• Systems theory

•• Biochemical systems theory
•• Ecological systems theory
•• Developmental systems theory
•• General systems theory
•• Living systems theory
•• LTI system theory
•• Sociotechnical systems theory
•• Mathematical system theory
•• World-systems theory

•• Complex system •• System dynamics

•• Social dynamics

•• Systems theory in sociology

•• Talcott Parsons
•• John N. Warfield
•• Niklas Luhmann

•• Cybernetics

•• Biocybernetics
•• Engineering cybernetics
•• Management cybernetics
•• Medical cybernetics
•• New Cybernetics
•• Second-order cybernetics

•• Systems ecology

•• Ecosystem ecology

•• Control theory

•• Affect control theory
•• Control engineering
•• Control systems
•• Dynamical systems
•• Perceptual control theory

•• Systems engineering

•• Biological systems engineering
•• Earth systems engineering and management
•• Enterprise systems engineering
•• Systems analysis

•• Systems theory in anthropology

Systems scientists
General systems scientists can be divided into different generations. The founders of the systems movement like
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Kenneth Boulding, Ralph Gerard, James Grier Miller, George J. Klir,and Anatol Rapoport
were all born between 1900 and 1920. They all came from different natural and social science disciplines and joined
forces in the 1950s to established the general systems theory paradigm. Along with the organization of their efforts a
first generation of systems scientists rose.
Among them were other scientists like Ackoff, Ashby and Churchman, who popularized the systems concept in the
1950s and 1960s. These scientists inspired and educated a second generation with more notable scientist like Ervin
Laszlo (1932) and Fritjof Capra (1939), who wrote about systems theory in the 1970s and 1980s. Others got
acquainted and started studying these works in the 1980s and started writing about it since the 1990s. Debora
Hammond can be seen as a typical representative of these third generation of general systems scientists.
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Organizations
The International Society for the Systems Sciences (ISSS) is an organisation for interdisciplinary collaboration and
synthesis of systems sciences. The ISSS is unique among systems-oriented institutions in terms of the breadth of its
scope, bringing together scholars and practitioners from academic, business, government, and non-profit
organizations. Based on fifty years of tremendous interdisciplinary research from the scientific study of complex
systems to interactive approaches in management and community development. This society was initially conceived
in 1954 at the Stanford Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences by Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Kenneth
Boulding, Ralph Gerard, and Anatol Rapoport.
In the field of systems science the International Federation for Systems Research (IFSR) is an international
federation for global and local societies in the field of systems science. This federation is a non-profit, scientific and
educational agency founded in 1981, and constituted of some thirty member organizations from various countries.
The overall purpose of this Federation is to advance cybernetic and systems research and systems applications and to
serve the international systems community.
The best known research institute in the field is the Santa Fe Institute (SFI) located in Santa Fe, New Mexico, United
States, dedicated to the study of complex systems. This institute was founded in 1984 by George Cowan, David
Pines, Stirling Colgate, Murray Gell-Mann, Nick Metropolis, Herb Anderson, Peter A. Carruthers, and Richard
Slansky. All but Pines and Gell-Mann were scientists with Los Alamos National Laboratory. SFI's original mission
was to disseminate the notion of a separate interdisciplinary research area, complexity theory referred to at SFI as
complexity science.
In India, the Indian Institute of Technology Rajasthan has set up a center of excellence in Systems Science, offering
a research as well as an academic platform for students at undergraduate, post graduate and doctoral levels.
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Systems biology

An illustration of the systems approach to biology

Systems biology is an emerging
approach applied to biomedical and
biological scientific research. Systems
biology is a biology-based
inter-disciplinary field of study that
focuses on complex interactions within
biological systems, using a more
holistic perspective (holism instead of
the more traditional reductionism)
approach to biological and biomedical
research. Particularly from year 2000
onwards, the concept has been used
widely in the biosciences in a variety of
contexts. One of the outreaching aims
of systems biology is to model and
discover emergent properties, properties of cells, tissues and organisms functioning as a system whose theoretical
description is only possible using techniques which fall under the remit of systems biology. These typically involve
metabolic networks or cell signaling networks.[1]

Overview
Systems biology can be considered from a number of different aspects:
• As a field of study, particularly, the study of the interactions between the components of biological systems, and

how these interactions give rise to the function and behavior of that system (for example, the enzymes and
metabolites in a metabolic pathway).[2][3]

• As a paradigm, usually defined in antithesis to the so-called reductionist paradigm (biological organisation),
although fully consistent with the scientific method. The distinction between the two paradigms is referred to in
these quotations:

"The reductionist approach has successfully identified most of the components and many of the interactions
but, unfortunately, offers no convincing concepts or methods to understand how system properties emerge...the
pluralism of causes and effects in biological networks is better addressed by observing, through quantitative
measures, multiple components simultaneously and by rigorous data integration with mathematical models"
(Sauer et al.).[4]
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"Systems biology...is about putting together rather than taking apart, integration rather than reduction. It
requires that we develop ways of thinking about integration that are as rigorous as our reductionist
programmes, but different....It means changing our philosophy, in the full sense of the term" (Denis Noble).[5]

• As a series of operational protocols used for performing research, namely a cycle composed of theory,
analytic or computational modelling to propose specific testable hypotheses about a biological system,
experimental validation, and then using the newly acquired quantitative description of cells or cell processes to
refine the computational model or theory.[6] Since the objective is a model of the interactions in a system, the
experimental techniques that most suit systems biology are those that are system-wide and attempt to be as
complete as possible. Therefore, transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics and high-throughput techniques are
used to collect quantitative data for the construction and validation of models.

• As the application of dynamical systems theory to molecular biology. Indeed, the focus on the dynamics of the
studied systems is the main conceptual difference between systems biology and bioinformatics.

• As a socioscientific phenomenon defined by the strategy of pursuing integration of complex data about the
interactions in biological systems from diverse experimental sources using interdisciplinary tools and personnel.

This variety of viewpoints is illustrative of the fact that systems biology refers to a cluster of peripherally
overlapping concepts rather than a single well-delineated field. However the term has widespread currency and
popularity as of 2007, with chairs and institutes of systems biology proliferating worldwide.

History
Systems biology finds its roots in:
• the quantitative modeling of enzyme kinetics, a discipline that flourished between 1900 and 1970,
•• the mathematical modeling of population growth,
•• the simulations developed to study neurophysiology, and
• control theory and cybernetics.
One of the theorists who can be seen as one of the precursors of systems biology is Ludwig von Bertalanffy with his
general systems theory.[7] One of the first numerical simulations in cell biology was published in 1952 by the British
neurophysiologists and Nobel prize winners Alan Lloyd Hodgkin and Andrew Fielding Huxley, who constructed a
mathematical model that explained the action potential propagating along the axon of a neuronal cell.[8] Their model
described a cellular function emerging from the interaction between two different molecular components, a
potassium and a sodium channel, and can therefore be seen as the beginning of computational systems biology.[9] In
1960, Denis Noble developed the first computer model of the heart pacemaker.[10]

The formal study of systems biology, as a distinct discipline, was launched by systems theorist Mihajlo Mesarovic in
1966 with an international symposium at the Case Institute of Technology in Cleveland, Ohio entitled "Systems
Theory and Biology".[11][12]

The 1960s and 1970s saw the development of several approaches to study complex molecular systems, such as the
Metabolic Control Analysis and the biochemical systems theory. The successes of molecular biology throughout the
1980s, coupled with a skepticism toward theoretical biology, that then promised more than it achieved, caused the
quantitative modelling of biological processes to become a somewhat minor field.
However the birth of functional genomics in the 1990s meant that large quantities of high quality data became
available, while the computing power exploded, making more realistic models possible. In 1997, the group of
Masaru Tomita published the first quantitative model of the metabolism of a whole (hypothetical) cell.[13]

Around the year 2000, after Institutes of Systems Biology were established in Seattle and Tokyo, systems biology 
emerged as a movement in its own right, spurred on by the completion of various genome projects, the large increase 
in data from the omics (e.g. genomics and proteomics) and the accompanying advances in high-throughput 
experiments and bioinformatics. Since then, various research institutes dedicated to systems biology have been
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developed. For example, the NIGMS of NIH established a project grant that is currently supporting over ten Systems
Biology Centers [14] in the United States. As of summer 2006, due to a shortage of people in systems biology[15]

several doctoral training programs in systems biology have been established in many parts of the world. In that same
year, the National Science Foundation (NSF) put forward a grand challenge for systems biology in the 21st century
to build a mathematical model of the whole cell.[16]

Associated disciplines

Overview of signal transduction pathways

According to the interpretation of Systems
Biology as the ability to obtain, integrate and
analyze complex data sets from multiple
experimental sources using interdisciplinary
tools, some typical technology platforms are:
• Phenomics: Organismal variation in

phenotype as it changes during its life span.
• Genomics: Organismal deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA) sequence, including intra-organisamal
cell specific variation. (i.e. Telomere length
variation etc.).

• Epigenomics / Epigenetics: Organismal and
corresponding cell specific transcriptomic
regulating factors not empirically coded in the
genomic sequence. (i.e. DNA methylation, Histone Acetylation etc.).

• Transcriptomics: Organismal, tissue or whole cell gene expression measurements by DNA microarrays or serial
analysis of gene expression

• Interferomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level transcript correcting factors (i.e. RNA interference)
• Translatomics / Proteomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level measurements of proteins and peptides via

two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, mass spectrometry or multi-dimensional protein identification techniques
(advanced HPLC systems coupled with mass spectrometry). Sub disciplines include phosphoproteomics,
glycoproteomics and other methods to detect chemically modified proteins.

• Metabolomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level measurements of all small-molecules known as metabolites.
• Glycomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level measurements of carbohydrates.
• Lipidomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level measurements of lipids.
In addition to the identification and quantification of the above given molecules further techniques analyze the
dynamics and interactions within a cell. This includes:
• Interactomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level study of interactions between molecules. Currently the

authoritative molecular discipline in this field of study is protein-protein interactions (PPI), although the working
definition does not preclude inclusion of other molecular disciplines such as those defined here.

• NeuroElectroDynamics: Organismal, brain computing function as a dynamic system, underlying biophysical
mechanisms and emerging computation by electrical interactions.

• Fluxomics: Organismal, tissue, or cell level measurements of molecular dynamic changes over time.
• Biomics: systems analysis of the biome.
The investigations are frequently combined with large-scale perturbation methods, including gene-based (RNAi, 
mis-expression of wild type and mutant genes) and chemical approaches using small molecule libraries. Robots and 
automated sensors enable such large-scale experimentation and data acquisition. These technologies are still 
emerging and many face problems that the larger the quantity of data produced, the lower the quality. A wide variety
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of quantitative scientists (computational biologists, statisticians, mathematicians, computer scientists, engineers, and
physicists) are working to improve the quality of these approaches and to create, refine, and retest the models to
accurately reflect observations.
The systems biology approach often involves the development of mechanistic models, such as the reconstruction of
dynamic systems from the quantitative properties of their elementary building blocks.[17][18] For instance, a cellular
network can be modelled mathematically using methods coming from chemical kinetics and control theory. Due to
the large number of parameters, variables and constraints in cellular networks, numerical and computational
techniques are often used (e.g., Flux balance analysis).
Other aspects of computer science and informatics are also used in systems biology. These include:
• New forms of computational model, such as the use of process calculi to model biological processes (notable

approaches include stochastic -calculus, BioAmbients, Beta Binders, BioPEPA and Brane calculus) and
constraint-based modeling.

• Integration of information from the literature, using techniques of information extraction and text mining.
• Development of online databases and repositories for sharing data and models, approaches to database integration

and software interoperability via loose coupling of software, websites and databases, or commercial suits.
•• Development of syntactically and semantically sound ways of representing biological models.
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Biology

Biology deals with the study of the many varieties of living organisms. Clockwise
from top left: Salmonella typhimurium, Phascolarctos cinereus, Athyrium

filix-femina, Amanita muscaria, Agalychnis callidryas, and Brachypelma smithi

Biology is a natural science concerned with
the study of life and living organisms,
including their structure, function, growth,
origin, evolution, distribution, and
taxonomy.[1] Biology is a vast subject
containing many subdivisions, topics, and
disciplines. Among the most important
topics are five unifying principles that can
be said to be the fundamental axioms of
modern biology:[2]

1. Cells are the basic unit of life
2. New species and inherited traits are the

product of evolution
3. Genes are the basic unit of heredity
4. An organism regulates its internal

environment to maintain a stable and
constant condition

5. Living organisms consume and
transform energy.

Subdisciplines of biology are recognized on
the basis of the scale at which organisms are
studied and the methods used to study them:
biochemistry examines the rudimentary
chemistry of life; molecular biology studies

the complex interactions of systems of biological molecules; cellular biology examines the basic building block of 
all life, the cell; physiology examines the physical and chemical functions of the tissues, organs, and organ systems
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of an organism; evolutionary biology examines the processes that have given rise to the diversity of life; and ecology
examines how various organisms interact and associate with their environment.[3]

History

Ernst Haeckel's Tree of Life (1879)

The term biology is derived from the Greek word βίος, bios, "life" and
the suffix -λογία, -logia, "study of." [4]The Latin form of the term first
appeared in 1736 when Linnaeus (Carl von Linné) used biologi in his
Bibliotheca botanica. It was used again in 1766 in a work entitled
Philosophiae naturalis sive physicae: tomus III, continens geologian,
biologian, phytologian generalis, by Michael Christoph Hanov, a
disciple of Christian Wolff. The first German use, Biologie, was used
in a 1771 translation of Linnaeus' work. In 1797, Theodor Georg Roose
used the term in a book, Grundzüge der Lehre van der Lebenskraft, in
the preface. Karl Friedrich Burdach used the term in 1800 in a more
restricted sense of the study of human beings from a morphological,
physiological and psychological perspective (Propädeutik zum Studien
der gesammten Heilkunst). The term came into its modern usage with
the six-volume treatise Biologie, oder Philosophie der lebenden Natur
(1802–22) by Gottfried Reinhold Treviranus, who announced:[5]

The objects of our research will be the different forms and
manifestations of life, the conditions and laws under which these
phenomena occur, and the causes through which they have been
effected. The science that concerns itself with these objects we
will indicate by the name biology [Biologie] or the doctrine of life [Lebenslehre]. (1:4)

Although biology in its modern form is a relatively recent development, sciences related to and included within it
have been studied since ancient times. Natural philosophy was studied as early as the ancient civilizations of
Mesopotamia, Egypt, the Indian subcontinent, and China. However, the origins of modern biology and its approach
to the study of nature are most often traced back to ancient Greece.[6] While the formal study of medicine dates back
to Hippocrates (ca. 460 BC – ca. 370 BC), it was Aristotle (384 BC – 322 BC) who contributed most extensively to
the development of biology. Especially important are his History of Animals and other works where he showed
naturalist leanings, and later more empirical works that focused on biological causation and the diversity of life.
Aristotle's successor at the Lyceum, Theophrastus, wrote a series of books on botany that survived as the most
important contribution of antiquity to the plant sciences, even into the Middle Ages.

Scholars of the medieval Islamic world who wrote on biology included al-Jahiz (781–869), Al-Dinawari (828–896),
who wrote on botany,[7] and Rhazes (865–925) who wrote on anatomy and physiology. Medicine was especially
well studied by Islamic scholars working in Greek philosopher traditions, while natural history drew heavily on
Aristotelian thought, especially in upholding a fixed hierarchy of life.
Biology began to quickly develop and grow with Antony van Leeuwenhoek's dramatic improvement of the
microscope. It was then that scholars discovered spermatozoa, bacteria, infusoria and the sheer strangeness and
diversity of microscopic life. Investigations by Jan Swammerdam led to new interest in entomology and built the
basic techniques of microscopic dissection and staining.[8]

Advances in microscopy also had a profound impact on biological thinking itself. In the early 19th century, a number 
of biologists pointed to the central importance of the cell. In 1838 and 1839, Schleiden and Schwann began 
promoting the ideas that (1) the basic unit of organisms is the cell and (2) that individual cells have all the 
characteristics of life, although they opposed the idea that (3) all cells come from the division of other cells. Thanks
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to the work of Robert Remak and Rudolf Virchow, however, by the 1860s most biologists accepted all three tenets of
what came to be known as cell theory.[9]

Meanwhile, taxonomy and classification became a focus in the study of natural history. Carolus Linnaeus published
a basic taxonomy for the natural world in 1735 (variations of which have been in use ever since), and in the 1750s
introduced scientific names for all his species.[10] Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, treated species as
artificial categories and living forms as malleable—even suggesting the possibility of common descent. Though he
was opposed to evolution, Buffon is a key figure in the history of evolutionary thought; his work influenced the
evolutionary theories of both Lamarck and Darwin.[11]

Serious evolutionary thinking originated with the works of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. However, it was the British
naturalist Charles Darwin, combining the biogeographical approach of Humboldt, the uniformitarian geology of
Lyell, Thomas Malthus's writings on population growth, and his own morphological expertise, that created a more
successful evolutionary theory based on natural selection; similar reasoning and evidence led Alfred Russel Wallace
to independently reach the same conclusions.[12]

The discovery of the physical representation of heredity came along with evolutionary principles and population
genetics. In the 1940s and early 1950s, experiments pointed to DNA as the component of chromosomes that held
genes. A focus on new model organisms such as viruses and bacteria, along with the discovery of the double helical
structure of DNA in 1953, marked the transition to the era of molecular genetics. From the 1950s to present times,
biology has been vastly extended in the molecular domain. The genetic code was cracked by Har Gobind Khorana,
Robert W. Holley and Marshall Warren Nirenberg after DNA was understood to contain codons. Finally, the Human
Genome Project was launched in 1990 with the goal of mapping the general human genome. This project was
essentially completed in 2003,[13] with further analysis still being published. The Human Genome Project was the
first step in a globalized effort to incorporate accumulated knowledge of biology into a functional, molecular
definition of the human body and the bodies of other organisms.

Foundations of modern biology
Much of modern biology can be encompassed within five unifying principles: cell theory, evolution, genetics,
homeostasis, and energy.[2]

Cells in culture, stained for keratin (red) and
DNA (green)

Cell theory

Cell theory states that the cell is the fundamental unit of life, and that
all living things are composed of one or more cells or the secreted
products of those cells (e.g. shells). All cells arise from other cells
through cell division. In multicellular organisms, every cell in the
organism's body derives ultimately from a single cell in a fertilized
egg. The cell is also considered to be the basic unit in many
pathological processes.[14] Additionally, the phenomenon of energy
flow occurs in cells in processes that are part of the function known as
metabolism. Finally, cells contain hereditary information (DNA) which
is passed from cell to cell during cell division.
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Evolution

Natural selection of a population for dark coloration.

A central organizing concept in biology is
that life changes and develops through
evolution, and that all life-forms known
have a common origin. Introduced into the
scientific lexicon by Jean-Baptiste de
Lamarck in 1809,[15] evolution was
established by Charles Darwin fifty years
later as a viable scientific model when he
articulated its driving force: natural
selection.[16][17] (Alfred Russel Wallace is
recognized as the co-discoverer of this
concept as he helped research and
experiment with the concept of
evolution.)[18] Evolution is now used to
explain the great variations of life found on
Earth.

Darwin theorized that species and breeds
developed through the processes of natural
selection and artificial selection or selective breeding.[19] Genetic drift was embraced as an additional mechanism of
evolutionary development in the modern synthesis of the theory.[20]

The evolutionary history of the species—which describes the characteristics of the various species from which it
descended—together with its genealogical relationship to every other species is known as its phylogeny. Widely
varied approaches to biology generate information about phylogeny. These include the comparisons of DNA
sequences conducted within molecular biology or genomics, and comparisons of fossils or other records of ancient
organisms in paleontology.[21] Biologists organize and analyze evolutionary relationships through various methods,
including phylogenetics, phenetics, and cladistics. (For a summary of major events in the evolution of life as
currently understood by biologists, see evolutionary timeline.)

The theory of evolution postulates that all organisms on the Earth, both living and extinct, have descended from a
common ancestor or an ancestral gene pool. This last universal common ancestor of all organisms is believed to have
appeared about 3.5 billion years ago.[22] Biologists generally regard the universality and ubiquity of the genetic code
as definitive evidence in favor of the theory of universal common descent for all bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes
(see: origin of life).[23]
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A Punnett square depicting a cross between two
pea plants heterozygous for purple (B) and white

(b) blossoms

Genetics

Genes are the primary units of inheritance in all organisms. A gene is a
unit of heredity and corresponds to a region of DNA that influences the
form or function of an organism in specific ways. All organisms, from
bacteria to animals, share the same basic machinery that copies and
translates DNA into proteins. Cells transcribe a DNA gene into an
RNA version of the gene, and a ribosome then translates the RNA into
a protein, a sequence of amino acids. The translation code from RNA
codon to amino acid is the same for most organisms, but slightly
different for some. For example, a sequence of DNA that codes for
insulin in humans also codes for insulin when inserted into other
organisms, such as plants.[24][25]

DNA usually occurs as linear chromosomes in eukaryotes, and circular
chromosomes in prokaryotes. A chromosome is an organized structure

consisting of DNA and histones. The set of chromosomes in a cell and any other hereditary information found in the
mitochondria, chloroplasts, or other locations is collectively known as its genome. In eukaryotes, genomic DNA is
located in the cell nucleus, along with small amounts in mitochondria and chloroplasts. In prokaryotes, the DNA is
held within an irregularly shaped body in the cytoplasm called the nucleoid.[26] The genetic information in a genome
is held within genes, and the complete assemblage of this information in an organism is called its genotype.[27]

Homeostasis

The hypothalamus secretes CRH, which directs
the pituitary gland to secrete ACTH. In turn,
ACTH directs the adrenal cortex to secrete

glucocorticoids, such as cortisol. The GCs then
reduce the rate of secretion by the hypothalamus
and the pituitary gland once a sufficient amount

of GCs has been released.[28]

Homeostasis is the ability of an open system to regulate its internal
environment to maintain stable conditions by means of multiple
dynamic equilibrium adjustments controlled by interrelated regulation
mechanisms. All living organisms, whether unicellular or multicellular,
exhibit homeostasis.[29]

To maintain dynamic equilibrium and effectively carry out certain
functions, a system must detect and respond to perturbations. After the
detection of a perturbation, a biological system normally respond
through negative feedback. This means stabilizing conditions by either
reducing or increasing the activity of an organ or system. One example
is the release of glucagon when sugar levels are too low.
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Basic overview of energy and human life.

Energy

The survival of a living organism depends on the
continuous input of energy. Chemical reactions that are
responsible for its structure and function are tuned to
extract energy from substances that act as its food and
transform them to help form new cells and sustain them.
In this process, molecules of chemical substances that
constitute food play two roles; first, they contain energy
that can be transformed for biological chemical reactions;
second, they develop new molecular structures made up
of biomolecules.

The organisms responsible for the introduction of energy
into an ecosystem are known as producers or autotrophs.

Nearly all of these organisms originally draw energy from the sun.[30] Plants and other phototrophs use solar energy
via a process known as photosynthesis to convert raw materials into organic molecules, such as ATP, whose bonds
can be broken to release energy.[31] A few ecosystems, however, depend entirely on energy extracted by
chemotrophs from methane, sulfides, or other non-luminal energy sources.[32]

Some of the captured energy is used to produce biomass to sustain life and provide energy for growth and
development. The majority of the rest of this energy is lost as heat and waste molecules. The most important
processes for converting the energy trapped in chemical substances into energy useful to sustain life are
metabolism[33] and cellular respiration.[34]

Research

Structural

Schematic of typical animal cell depicting the various organelles and structures.

Molecular biology is the study of biology at
a molecular level.[35] This field overlaps
with other areas of biology, particularly with
genetics and biochemistry. Molecular
biology chiefly concerns itself with
understanding the interactions between the
various systems of a cell, including the
interrelationship of DNA, RNA, and protein
synthesis and learning how these
interactions are regulated.

Cell biology studies the structural and
physiological properties of cells, including
their behaviors, interactions, and
environment. This is done on both the microscopic and molecular levels, for single-celled organisms such as bacteria
as well as the specialized cells in multicellular organisms such as humans. Understanding the structure and function
of cells is fundamental to all of the biological sciences. The similarities and differences between cell types are
particularly relevant to molecular biology.

Anatomy considers the forms of macroscopic structures such as organs and organ systems.[36]
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Genetics is the science of genes, heredity, and the variation of organisms.[37][38] Genes encode the information
necessary for synthesizing proteins, which in turn play a large role in influencing (though, in many instances, not
completely determining) the final phenotype of the organism. In modern research, genetics provides important tools
in the investigation of the function of a particular gene, or the analysis of genetic interactions. Within organisms,
genetic information generally is carried in chromosomes, where it is represented in the chemical structure of
particular DNA molecules.
Developmental biology studies the process by which organisms grow and develop. Originating in embryology,
modern developmental biology studies the genetic control of cell growth, differentiation, and "morphogenesis,"
which is the process that progressively gives rise to tissues, organs, and anatomy. Model organisms for
developmental biology include the round worm Caenorhabditis elegans,[39] the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster,[40] the zebrafish Danio rerio,[41] the mouse Mus musculus,,[42] and the weed Arabidopsis
thaliana.[43][44] (A model organism is a species that is extensively studied to understand particular biological
phenomena, with the expectation that discoveries made in that organism provide insight into the workings of other
organisms.)[45]

Physiological
Physiology studies the mechanical, physical, and biochemical processes of living organisms by attempting to
understand how all of the structures function as a whole. The theme of "structure to function" is central to biology.
Physiological studies have traditionally been divided into plant physiology and animal physiology, but some
principles of physiology are universal, no matter what particular organism is being studied. For example, what is
learned about the physiology of yeast cells can also apply to human cells. The field of animal physiology extends the
tools and methods of human physiology to non-human species. Plant physiology borrows techniques from both
research fields.
Physiology studies how for example nervous, immune, endocrine, respiratory, and circulatory systems, function and
interact. The study of these systems is shared with medically oriented disciplines such as neurology and
immunology.

Evolutionary
Evolutionary research is concerned with the origin and descent of species, as well as their change over time, and
includes scientists from many taxonomically oriented disciplines. For example, it generally involves scientists who
have special training in particular organisms such as mammalogy, ornithology, botany, or herpetology, but use those
organisms as systems to answer general questions about evolution.
Evolutionary biology is partly based on paleontology, which uses the fossil record to answer questions about the
mode and tempo of evolution,[46] and partly on the developments in areas such as population genetics[47] and
evolutionary theory. In the 1980s, developmental biology re-entered evolutionary biology from its initial exclusion
from the modern synthesis through the study of evolutionary developmental biology.[48] Related fields often
considered part of evolutionary biology are phylogenetics, systematics, and taxonomy.
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Systematics

A phylogenetic tree of all living things, based on rRNA gene data, showing the separation
of the three domains bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes as described initially by Carl

Woese. Trees constructed with other genes are generally similar, although they may place
some early-branching groups very differently, presumably owing to rapid rRNA
evolution. The exact relationships of the three domains are still being debated.

Multiple speciation events create a tree
structured system of relationships
between species. The role of
systematics is to study these
relationships and thus the differences
and similarities between species and
groups of species.[49] However,
systematics was an active field of
research long before evolutionary
thinking was common.[50] The
classification, taxonomy, and
nomenclature of biological organisms
is administered by the International
Code of Zoological Nomenclature,
International Code of Botanical
Nomenclature, and International Code
of Nomenclature of Bacteria for
animals, plants, and bacteria,
respectively. The classification of
viruses, viroids, prions, and all other sub-viral agents that demonstrate biological characteristics is conducted by the
International Code of Virus classification and nomenclature.[51][52][53][54] However, several other viral classification
systems do exist.

Traditionally, living things have been divided into five kingdoms: Monera; Protista; Fungi; Plantae; Animalia.[55]

However, many scientists now consider this five-kingdom system outdated. Modern alternative classification
systems generally begin with the three-domain system: Archaea (originally Archaebacteria); Bacteria (originally
Eubacteria); Eukaryota (including protists, fungi, plants, and animals)[56] These domains reflect whether the cells
have nuclei or not, as well as differences in the chemical composition of the cell exteriors.[56]
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The hierarchy of biological
classification's eight major taxonomic
ranks. Intermediate minor rankings are

not shown. This diagram use a 3
Domains / 6 Kingdoms format

Further, each kingdom is broken down recursively until each species is
separately classified. The order is: Domain; Kingdom; Phylum; Class; Order;
Family; Genus; Species.

There is also a series of intracellular parasites that are "on the edge of life"[57]

in terms of metabolic activity, meaning that many scientists do not actually
classify these structures as alive, due to their lack of at least one or more of the
fundamental functions that define life. They are classified as viruses, viroids,
prions, or satellites.

The scientific name of an organism is generated from its genus and species. For
example, humans are listed as Homo sapiens. Homo is the genus, and sapiens
the species. When writing the scientific name of an organism, it is proper to
capitalize the first letter in the genus and put all of the species in lowercase.
Additionally, the entire term may be italicized or underlined.[58][59]

The dominant classification system is called the Linnaean taxonomy. It
includes ranks and binomial nomenclature. How organisms are named is
governed by international agreements such as the International Code of
Botanical Nomenclature (ICBN), the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature (ICZN), and the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria
(ICNB).

A merging draft, BioCode, was published in 1997 in an attempt to standardize nomenclature in these three areas, but
has yet to be formally adopted.[60] The BioCode draft has received little attention since 1997; its originally planned
implementation date of January 1, 2000, has passed unnoticed. However, a 2004 paper concerning the cyanobacteria
does advocate a future adoption of a BioCode and interim steps consisting of reducing the differences between the
codes.[61] The International Code of Virus Classification and Nomenclature (ICVCN) remains outside the BioCode.
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Ecology

Mutual symbiosis between clownfish of the genus Amphiprion that
dwell among the tentacles of tropical sea anemones. The territorial
fish protects the anemone from anemone-eating fish, and in turn the

stinging tentacles of the anemone protects the clown fish from its
predators

Ecology studies the distribution and abundance of
living organisms, and the interactions between
organisms and their environment.[62] The habitat of an
organism can be described as the local abiotic factors
such as climate and ecology, in addition to the other
organisms and biotic factors that share its
environment.[63] One reason that biological systems
can be difficult to study is that so many different
interactions with other organisms and the environment
are possible, even on the smallest of scales. A
microscopic bacterium responding to a local sugar
gradient is responding to its environment as much as a
lion is responding to its environment when it searches
for food in the African savanna. For any given species,
behaviors can be co-operative, aggressive, parasitic, or
symbiotic. Matters become more complex when two or
more different species interact in an ecosystem. Studies
of this type are within the province of ecology.

Ecological systems are studied at several different levels, from individuals and populations to ecosystems and the
biosphere. The term population biology is often used interchangeably with population ecology, although population
biology is more frequently used when studying diseases, viruses, and microbes, while population ecology is more
commonly when studying plants and animals. As can be surmised, ecology is a science that draws on several
disciplines.

Ethology studies animal behavior (particularly that of social animals such as primates and canids), and is sometimes
considered a branch of zoology. Ethologists have been particularly concerned with the evolution of behavior and the
understanding of behavior in terms of the theory of natural selection. In one sense, the first modern ethologist was
Charles Darwin, whose book, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, influenced many ethologists to
come.[64]

Biogeography studies the spatial distribution of organisms on the Earth,[65] focusing on topics like plate tectonics,
climate change, dispersal and migration, and cladistics.

Branches of biology
These are the main branches of biology:[66][67]

• Aerobiology – the study of airborne organic particles
• Agriculture – the study of producing crops from the land, with an emphasis on practical applications
• Anatomy – the study of form and function, in plants, animals, and other organisms, or specifically in humans
• Arachnology – the study of arachnids
• Astrobiology – the study of evolution, distribution, and future of life in the universe—also known as exobiology,

exopaleontology, and bioastronomy
• Biochemistry – the study of the chemical reactions required for life to exist and function, usually a focus on the

cellular level
• Bioengineering – the study of biology through the means of engineering with an emphasis on applied knowledge

and especially related to biotechnology
• Biogeography – the study of the distribution of species spatially and temporally
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• Bioinformatics – the use of information technology for the study, collection, and storage of genomic and other
biological data

• Biomathematics (or Mathematical biology) – the quantitative or mathematical study of biological processes, with
an emphasis on modeling

• Biomechanics – often considered a branch of medicine, the study of the mechanics of living beings, with an
emphasis on applied use through prosthetics or orthotics

• Biomedical research – the study of the human body in health and disease
• Biophysics – the study of biological processes through physics, by applying the theories and methods

traditionally used in the physical sciences
• Biotechnology – a new and sometimes controversial branch of biology that studies the manipulation of living

matter, including genetic modification and synthetic biology
• Building biology – the study of the indoor living environment
• Botany – the study of plants
• Cell biology – the study of the cell as a complete unit, and the molecular and chemical interactions that occur

within a living cell
• Conservation biology – the study of the preservation, protection, or restoration of the natural environment, natural

ecosystems, vegetation, and wildlife
• Cryobiology – the study of the effects of lower than normally preferred temperatures on living beings
• Developmental biology – the study of the processes through which an organism forms, from zygote to full

structure
• Ecology – the study of the interactions of living organisms with one another and with the non-living elements of

their environment
• Embryology – the study of the development of embryo (from fecundation to birth)
• Entomology – the study of insects
• Environmental biology – the study of the natural world, as a whole or in a particular area, especially as affected

by human activity
• Epidemiology – a major component of public health research, studying factors affecting the health of populations
• Epigenetics – the study of heritable changes in gene expression or cellular phenotype caused by mechanisms

other than changes in the underlying DNA sequence
• Ethology – the study of animal behavior
• Evolutionary biology – the study of the origin and descent of species over time
• Genetics – the study of genes and heredity
• Herpetology – the study of reptiles and amphibians
• Histology – the study of cells and tissues, a microscopic branch of anatomy
• Ichthyology – the study of fish
• Integrative biology – the study of whole organisms
• Limnology – the study of inland waters
• Mammalogy – the study of mammals
• Marine biology (or Biological oceanography) – the study of ocean ecosystems, plants, animals, and other living

beings
• Microbiology – the study of microscopic organisms (microorganisms) and their interactions with other living

things
• Molecular biology – the study of biology and biological functions at the molecular level, some cross over with

biochemistry
• Mycology – the study of fungi
• Neurobiology – the study of the nervous system, including anatomy, physiology and pathology
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• Oncology – the study of cancer processes, including virus or mutation oncogenesis, angiogenesis and tissues
remoldings

• Ornithology – the study of birds
• Population biology – the study of groups of conspecific organisms, including

• Population ecology – the study of how population dynamics and extinction
• Population genetics – the study of changes in gene frequencies in populations of organisms

• Paleontology – the study of fossils and sometimes geographic evidence of prehistoric life
• Pathobiology or pathology – the study of diseases, and the causes, processes, nature, and development of disease
• Parasitology – the study of parasites and parasitism
• Pharmacology – the study and practical application of preparation, use, and effects of drugs and synthetic

medicines
• Physiology – the study of the functioning of living organisms and the organs and parts of living organisms
• Phytopathology – the study of plant diseases (also called Plant Pathology)
• Psychobiology – the study of the biological bases of psychology
• Sociobiology – the study of the biological bases of sociology
• Structural biology – a branch of molecular biology, biochemistry, and biophysics concerned with the molecular

structure of biological macromolecules
• Synthetic Biology- research integrating biology and engineering; construction of biological functions not found in

nature
• Virology – the study of viruses and some other virus-like agents
• Zoology – the study of animals, including classification, physiology, development, and behavior (branches

include: Entomology, Ethology, Herpetology, Ichthyology, Mammalogy, and Ornithology)
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Transhumanism
Transhumanism, abbreviated as H+ or h+, is an international intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the
possibility and desirability of fundamentally transforming the human condition by developing and making widely
available technologies to eliminate aging and to greatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological
capacities.[1] Transhumanist thinkers study the potential benefits and dangers of emerging technologies that could
overcome fundamental human limitations, as well as study the ethical matters involved in developing and using such
technologies. They predict that human beings may eventually be able to transform themselves into beings with such
greatly expanded abilities as to merit the label "posthuman".[1]

The contemporary meaning of the term transhumanism was foreshadowed by one of the first professors of
futurology, FM-2030, who taught "new concepts of the Human" at The New School of New York City in the 1960s,
when he began to identify people who adopt technologies, lifestyles and worldviews transitional to "posthumanity"
as "transhuman".[2] This hypothesis would lay the intellectual groundwork for the British philosopher Max More to
begin articulating the principles of transhumanism as a futurist philosophy in 1990, and organizing in California an
intelligentsia that has since grown into the worldwide transhumanist movement.[2][3]

Influenced by seminal works of science fiction, the transhumanist vision of a transformed future humanity has
attracted many supporters and detractors from a wide range of perspectives.[2] Transhumanism has been
characterized by one critic, Francis Fukuyama, as among the world's most dangerous ideas,[4], to which Ronald
Bailey countered that it is rather the "movement that epitomizes the most daring, courageous, imaginative, and
idealistic aspirations of humanity".[5]

History

Cover of the first issue of h+ Magazine [6], a
web-based quarterly publication that focuses on

transhumanism, covering the scientific,
technological, and cultural developments that are
challenging and overcoming human limitations.

According to Nick Bostrom,[1] transcendentalist impulses have been
expressed at least as far back as in the quest for immortality in the Epic
of Gilgamesh, as well as historical quests for the Fountain of Youth,
Elixir of Life, and other efforts to stave off aging and death.

There is debate within the transhumanist community about whether the
philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche can be considered an influence,
despite its exaltation of the "overman", due to its emphasis on
self-actualization rather than technological transformation.[1][7][8]

Nikolai Fyodorov, a 19th-century Russian philosopher, advocated
radical life extension, physical immortality and even resurrection of the
dead using scientific methods.[9] In the 20th century, a direct and
influential precursor to transhumanist concepts was geneticist J.B.S.
Haldane's 1923 essay Daedalus: Science and the Future, which
predicted that great benefits would come from applications of
advanced sciences to human biology—and that every such advance
would first appear to someone as blasphemy or perversion, "indecent
and unnatural". J. D. Bernal speculated about space colonization,
bionic implants, and cognitive enhancement, which have been common
transhumanist themes since then.[1] Biologist Julian Huxley, brother of

author Aldous Huxley (a childhood friend of Haldane's), appears to have been the first to use the actual word
"transhumanism". Writing in 1957, he defined transhumanism as "man remaining man, but transcending himself, by
realizing new possibilities of and for his human nature".[10] This definition differs, albeit not substantially, from the
one commonly in use since the 1980s.
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Computer scientist Marvin Minsky wrote on relationships between human and artificial intelligence beginning in the
1960s.[11] Over the succeeding decades, this field continued to generate influential thinkers, such as Hans Moravec
and Raymond Kurzweil, who oscillated between the technical arena and futuristic speculations in the transhumanist
vein.[12][13] The coalescence of an identifiable transhumanist movement began in the last decades of the 20th
century. In 1966, FM-2030 (formerly F.M. Esfandiary), a futurist who taught "new concepts of the Human" at The
New School in New York City, began to identify people who adopt technologies, lifestyles and world views
transitional to "posthumanity" as "transhuman".[14] In 1972, Robert Ettinger contributed to the conceptualization of
"transhumanity" in his book Man into Superman.[15][16] FM-2030 published the Upwingers Manifesto in 1973.[17]

The first self-described transhumanists met formally in the early 1980s at the University of California, Los Angeles,
which became the main center of transhumanist thought. Here, FM-2030 lectured on his "Third Way" futurist
ideology. At the EZTV Media venue frequented by transhumanists and other futurists, Natasha Vita-More presented
Breaking Away, her 1980 experimental film with the theme of humans breaking away from their biological
limitations and the Earth's gravity as they head into space.[18][19] FM-2030 and Vita-More soon began holding
gatherings for transhumanists in Los Angeles, which included students from FM-2030's courses and audiences from
Vita-More's artistic productions. In 1982, Vita-More authored the Transhumanist Arts Statement,[20] and, six years
later, produced the cable TV show TransCentury Update on transhumanity, a program which reached over 100,000
viewers.
In 1986, Eric Drexler published Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology,[21] which discussed the
prospects for nanotechnology and molecular assemblers, and founded the Foresight Institute. As the first non-profit
organization to research, advocate for, and perform cryonics, the Southern California offices of the Alcor Life
Extension Foundation became a center for futurists. In 1988, the first issue of Extropy Magazine was published by
Max More and Tom Morrow. In 1990, More, a strategic philosopher, created his own particular transhumanist
doctrine, which took the form of the Principles of Extropy,[22] and laid the foundation of modern transhumanism by
giving it a new definition:[23]

Transhumanism is a class of philosophies that seek to guide us towards a posthuman condition.
Transhumanism shares many elements of humanism, including a respect for reason and science, a commitment
to progress, and a valuing of human (or transhuman) existence in this life. [...] Transhumanism differs from
humanism in recognizing and anticipating the radical alterations in the nature and possibilities of our lives
resulting from various sciences and technologies [...].

In 1992, More and Morrow founded the Extropy Institute, a catalyst for networking futurists and brainstorming new
memeplexes by organizing a series of conferences and, more importantly, providing a mailing list, which exposed
many to transhumanist views for the first time during the rise of cyberculture and the cyberdelic counterculture. In
1998, philosophers Nick Bostrom and David Pearce founded the World Transhumanist Association (WTA), an
international non-governmental organization working toward the recognition of transhumanism as a legitimate
subject of scientific inquiry and public policy.[24] In 2002, the WTA modified and adopted The Transhumanist
Declaration.[25] The Transhumanist FAQ, prepared by the WTA, gave two formal definitions for transhumanism:[26]

1.1. The intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirability of fundamentally
improving the human condition through applied reason, especially by developing and making widely available
technologies to eliminate aging and to greatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological
capacities.

2.2. The study of the ramifications, promises, and potential dangers of technologies that will enable us to overcome
fundamental human limitations, and the related study of the ethical matters involved in developing and using
such technologies.

A number of similar definitions have been collected by Anders Sandberg, an academic and prominent
transhumanist.[27]
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In possible contrast with other transhumanist organizations, WTA officials considered that social forces could
undermine their futurist visions and needed to be addressed.[2] A particular concern is the equal access to human
enhancement technologies across classes and borders.[28] In 2006, a political struggle within the transhumanist
movement between the libertarian right and the liberal left resulted in a more centre-leftward positioning of the WTA
under its former executive director James Hughes.[28][29] In 2006, the board of directors of the Extropy Institute
ceased operations of the organization, stating that its mission was "essentially completed".[30] This left the World
Transhumanist Association as the leading international transhumanist organization. In 2008, as part of a rebranding
effort, the WTA changed its name to "Humanity+" in order to project a more humane image.[31] Humanity Plus and
Betterhumans publish h+ Magazine, a periodical edited by R. U. Sirius which disseminates transhumanist news and
ideas.[32][33]

The first transhumanist elected member of a Parliament is Giuseppe Vatinno, in Italy.[34]

Theory
It is a matter of debate whether transhumanism is a branch of "posthumanism" and how posthumanism should be
conceptualised with regard to transhumanism. The latter is often referred to as a variant or activist form of
posthumanism by its conservative,[4] Christian[35] and progressive[36][37] critics. A common feature of
transhumanism and philosophical posthumanism is the future vision of a new intelligent species, into which
humanity will evolve, which will supplement humanity or supersede it. Transhumanism stresses the evolutionary
perspective, including sometimes the creation of a highly intelligent animal species by way of cognitive
enhancement (i.e. biological uplift),[2] but clings to a "posthuman future" as the final goal of participant evolution.[38]

Nevertheless, the idea of creating intelligent artificial beings, proposed, for example, by roboticist Hans Moravec,
has influenced transhumanism.[12] Moravec's ideas and transhumanism have also been characterised as a
"complacent" or "apocalyptic" variant of posthumanism and contrasted with "cultural posthumanism" in humanities
and the arts.[39] While such a "cultural posthumanism" would offer resources for rethinking the relations of humans
and increasingly sophisticated machines, transhumanism and similar posthumanisms are, in this view, not
abandoning obsolete concepts of the "autonomous liberal subject" but are expanding its "prerogatives" into the realm
of the posthuman.[40] Transhumanist self-characterisations as a continuation of humanism and Enlightenment
thinking correspond with this view.
Some secular humanists conceive transhumanism as an offspring of the humanist freethought movement and argue
that transhumanists differ from the humanist mainstream by having a specific focus on technological approaches to
resolving human concerns (i.e. technocentrism) and on the issue of mortality.[41] However, other progressives have
argued that posthumanism, whether it be its philosophical or activist forms, amount to a shift away from concerns
about social justice, from the reform of human institutions and from other Enlightenment preoccupations, toward
narcissistic longings for a transcendence of the human body in quest of more exquisite ways of being.[42] In this
view, transhumanism is abandoning the goals of humanism, the Enlightenment, and progressive politics.
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Aims

"Countdown to Singularity" (Raymond Kurzweil)

While many transhumanist theorists and
advocates seek to apply reason, science and
technology for the purposes of reducing
poverty, disease, disability, and malnutrition
around the globe,[26] transhumanism is
distinctive in its particular focus on the
applications of technologies to the
improvement of human bodies at the
individual level. Many transhumanists
actively assess the potential for future
technologies and innovative social systems
to improve the quality of all life, while
seeking to make the material reality of the
human condition fulfill the promise of legal
and political equality by eliminating
congenital mental and physical barriers.

Transhumanist philosophers argue that there not only exists a perfectionist ethical imperative for humans to strive for
progress and improvement of the human condition but that it is possible and desirable for humanity to enter a
transhuman phase of existence, in which humans are in control of their own evolution. In such a phase, natural
evolution would be replaced with deliberate change.

Some theorists, such as Raymond Kurzweil, think that the pace of technological innovation is accelerating and that
the next 50 years may yield not only radical technological advances but possibly a technological singularity, which
may fundamentally change the nature of human beings.[43] Transhumanists who foresee this massive technological
change generally maintain that it is desirable. However, some are also concerned with the possible dangers of
extremely rapid technological change and propose options for ensuring that advanced technology is used
responsibly. For example, Bostrom has written extensively on existential risks to humanity's future welfare,
including risks that could be created by emerging technologies.[44]

Ethics
Transhumanists engage in interdisciplinary approaches to understanding and evaluating possibilities for overcoming
biological limitations by drawing on futurology and various fields of ethics. Unlike many philosophers, social critics,
and activists who place a moral value on preservation of natural systems, transhumanists see the very concept of the
specifically "natural" as problematically nebulous at best, and an obstacle to progress at worst.[45] In keeping with
this, many prominent transhumanist advocates refer to transhumanism's critics on the political right and left jointly as
"bioconservatives" or "bioluddites", the latter term alluding to the 19th century anti-industrialisation social
movement that opposed the replacement of human manual labourers by machines.[46]
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Currents
There is a variety of opinion within transhumanist thought. Many of the leading transhumanist thinkers hold views
that are under constant revision and development.[47] Some distinctive currents of transhumanism are identified and
listed here in alphabetical order:
• Abolitionism, an ethical ideology based upon a perceived obligation to use technology to eliminate involuntary

suffering in all sentient life.[48]

• Democratic transhumanism, a political ideology synthesizing liberal democracy, social democracy, radical
democracy and transhumanism.[49]

• Extropianism, an early school of transhumanist thought characterized by a set of principles advocating a proactive
approach to human evolution.[23]

• Immortalism, a moral ideology based upon the belief that technological immortality is possible and desirable, and
advocating research and development to ensure its realization.[50]

• Libertarian transhumanism, a political ideology synthesizing right-libertarianism and transhumanism.[46]

• Postgenderism, a social philosophy which seeks the voluntary elimination of gender in the human species through
the application of advanced biotechnology and assisted reproductive technologies.[51]

• Singularitarianism, a moral ideology based upon the belief that a technological singularity is possible, and
advocating deliberate action to effect it and ensure its safety.[43]

• Technogaianism, an ecological ideology based upon the belief that emerging technologies can help restore Earth's
environment, and that developing safe, clean, alternative technology should therefore be an important goal of
environmentalists.[49]

Spirituality
Although some transhumanists report having religious or spiritual views, they are for the most part atheists,
agnostics or secular humanists.[24] Despite the prevailing secular attitude, some transhumanists pursue hopes
traditionally espoused by religions, such as "immortality",[50] while several controversial new religious movements,
originating in the late 20th century, have explicitly embraced transhumanist goals of transforming the human
condition by applying technology to the alteration of the mind and body, such as Raëlism.[52] However, most
thinkers associated with the transhumanist movement focus on the practical goals of using technology to help
achieve longer and healthier lives; while speculating that future understanding of neurotheology and the application
of neurotechnology will enable humans to gain greater control of altered states of consciousness, which were
commonly interpreted as "spiritual experiences", and thus achieve more profound self-knowledge.[53]

Many transhumanists believe in the compatibility of human minds with computer hardware, with the theoretical
implication that human consciousness may someday be transferred to alternative media, a speculative technique
commonly known as "mind uploading".[54] One extreme formulation of this idea, which some transhumanists are
interested in, is the proposal of the "Omega Point" by Christian cosmologist Frank Tipler. Drawing upon ideas in
digitalism, Tipler has advanced the notion that the collapse of the Universe billions of years hence could create the
conditions for the perpetuation of humanity in a simulated reality within a megacomputer, and thus achieve a form of
"posthuman godhood". Tipler's thought was inspired by the writings of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, a paleontologist
and Jesuit theologian who saw an evolutionary telos in the development of an encompassing noosphere, a global
consciousness.[55][56][57]

Viewed from the perspective of some Christian fundamentalists, the idea of mind uploading is asserted to represent a
denigration of the human body characteristic of gnostic belief.[58] Transhumanism and its presumed intellectual
progenitors have also been described as neo-gnostic by non-Christian and secular commentators.[59][60]

The first dialogue between transhumanism and faith was a one day conference held at the University of Toronto in 
2004.[61] Religious critics alone faulted the philosophy of transhumanism as offering no eternal truths nor a 
relationship with the divine. They commented that a philosophy bereft of these beliefs leaves humanity adrift in a
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foggy sea of postmodern cynicism and anomie. Transhumanists responded that such criticisms reflect a failure to
look at the actual content of the transhumanist philosophy, which far from being cynical, is rooted in optimistic,
idealistic attitudes that trace back to the Enlightenment.[62] Following this dialogue, William Sims Bainbridge, a
sociologist of religion, conducted a pilot study, published in the Journal of Evolution and Technology, suggesting
that religious attitudes were negatively correlated with acceptance of transhumanist ideas, and indicating that
individuals with highly religious worldviews tended to perceive transhumanism as being a direct, competitive
(though ultimately futile) affront to their spiritual beliefs.[63]

Since 2009, the American Academy of Religion holds a "Transhumanism and Religion" consultation during its
annual meeting where scholars in the field of religious studies seek to identify and critically evaluate any implicit
religious beliefs that might underlie key transhumanist claims and assumptions; consider how transhumanism
challenges religious traditions to develop their own ideas of the human future, in particular the prospect of human
transformation, whether by technological or other means; and provide critical and constructive assessments of an
envisioned future that place greater confidence in nanotechnology, robotics, and information technology to achieve
virtual immortality and create a superior posthuman species.[64]

Practice
While some transhumanists take an abstract and theoretical approach to the perceived benefits of emerging
technologies, others have offered specific proposals for modifications to the human body, including heritable ones.
Transhumanists are often concerned with methods of enhancing the human nervous system. Though some propose
modification of the peripheral nervous system, the brain is considered the common denominator of personhood and
is thus a primary focus of transhumanist ambitions.[65]

As proponents of self-improvement and body modification, transhumanists tend to use existing technologies and
techniques that supposedly improve cognitive and physical performance, while engaging in routines and lifestyles
designed to improve health and longevity.[66] Depending on their age, some transhumanists express concern that they
will not live to reap the benefits of future technologies. However, many have a great interest in life extension
strategies, and in funding research in cryonics in order to make the latter a viable option of last resort rather than
remaining an unproven method.[67] Regional and global transhumanist networks and communities with a range of
objectives exist to provide support and forums for discussion and collaborative projects.

Technologies of interest

Converging Technologies, a 2002 report
exploring the potential for synergy among nano-,
bio-, info- and cogno-technologies, has become a

landmark in near-future technological
speculation.[68]

Transhumanists support the emergence and convergence of
technologies such as nanotechnology, biotechnology, information
technology and cognitive science (NBIC), and hypothetical future
technologies such as simulated reality, artificial intelligence,
superintelligence, mind uploading, chemical brain preservation, and
cryonics. They believe that humans can and should use these
technologies to become more than human.[69] They therefore support
the recognition and/or protection of cognitive liberty, morphological
freedom, and procreative liberty as civil liberties, so as to guarantee
individuals the choice of using human enhancement technologies on
themselves and their children.[70] Some speculate that human
enhancement techniques and other emerging technologies may
facilitate more radical human enhancement no later than the midpoint
of the 21st century.[43]
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Some reports on the converging technologies and NBIC concepts have criticised their transhumanist orientation and
alleged science fictional character.[71] At the same time, research on brain and body alteration technologies has
accelerated under the sponsorship of the US Department of Defense, which is interested in the battlefield advantages
they would provide to the "supersoldiers" of the United States and its allies.[72] There has already been a brain
research program to "extend the ability to manage information" while military scientists are now looking at
stretching the human capacity for combat to a maximum 168 hours without sleep.[73]

Arts and culture
Transhumanist themes have become increasingly prominent in various literary forms during the period in which the
movement itself has emerged. Contemporary science fiction often contains positive renditions of technologically
enhanced human life, set in utopian (especially techno-utopian) societies. However, science fiction's depictions of
enhanced humans or other posthuman beings frequently come with a cautionary twist. The more pessimistic
scenarios include many horrific or dystopian tales of human bioengineering gone wrong. In the decades immediately
before transhumanism emerged as an explicit movement, many transhumanist concepts and themes began appearing
in the speculative fiction of authors of the Golden Age of Science Fiction such as Robert A. Heinlein (Lazarus Long
series, 1941–87), A. E. van Vogt (Slan, 1946), Isaac Asimov (I, Robot, 1950), Arthur C. Clarke (Childhood's End,
1953) and Stanisław Lem (Cyberiad, 1967).[2]

The cyberpunk genre, exemplified by William Gibson's Neuromancer (1984) and Bruce Sterling's Schismatrix
(1985), has particularly been concerned with the modification of human bodies. Other novels dealing with
transhumanist themes that have stimulated broad discussion of these issues include Blood Music (1985) by Greg
Bear, The Xenogenesis Trilogy (1987–1989) by Octavia Butler; The Beggar's Trilogy (1990–94) by Nancy Kress;
much of Greg Egan's work since the early 1990s, such as Permutation City (1994) and Diaspora (1997); The Culture
series of Iain M. Banks; The Bohr Maker (1995) by Linda Nagata; Altered Carbon (2002) by Richard K Morgan;
Oryx and Crake (2003) by Margaret Atwood; The Elementary Particles (Eng. trans. 2001) and The Possibility of an
Island (Eng. trans. 2006) by Michel Houellebecq; Mindscan (2005) by Robert J. Sawyer; the Commonwealth Saga
(2002–10) by Peter F. Hamilton and Glasshouse (2005) by Charles Stross. Some (but not all) of these works are
considered part of the cyberpunk genre or its postcyberpunk offshoot.

“Your mind is software. Program
it.
Your body is a shell. Change it.
Death is a disease. Cure it.
Extinction is approaching. Fight it.”

—Eclipse Phase

Fictional transhumanist scenarios have also become popular in other media during the late twentieth and early
twenty first centuries. Such treatments are found in comic books (Captain America, 1941; Transmetropolitan, 1997;
The Surrogates, 2006), films (2001: A Space Odyssey, 1968; Blade Runner, 1982; Gattaca, 1997; television series
(the Cybermen of Doctor Who, 1966; the Borg of Star Trek: The Next Generation, 1989; manga and anime (Galaxy
Express 999, 1978; Appleseed, 1985; Ghost in the Shell, 1989; Neon Genesis Evangelion, 1995; and the Gundam
metaseries, 1979), video games (Metal Gear Solid, 1998; Deus Ex, 2000; BioShock, 2007; Crysis 2, 2011;Deus Ex:
Human Revolution, 2011[74]), and role-playing games.
In addition to the work of Natasha Vita-More, curator of the Transhumanist Arts & Culture center, transhumanist 
themes appear in the visual and performing arts.[75] Carnal Art, a form of sculpture originated by the French artist 
Orlan, uses the body as its medium and plastic surgery as its method.[76] Commentators have pointed to American 
performer Michael Jackson as having used technologies such as plastic surgery, skin-lightening drugs and hyperbaric 
oxygen therapy over the course of his career, with the effect of transforming his artistic persona so as to blur 
identifiers of gender, race and age.[77] Other artists whose work coincided with the emergence and flourishing of
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transhumanism and who explored themes related to the transformation of the body are the Yugoslavian performance
artist Marina Abramovic and the American media artist Matthew Barney. A 2005 show, Becoming Animal, at the
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, presented exhibits by twelve artists whose work concerns the effects
of technology in erasing boundaries between the human and non-human.

Debate
Some elements of transhumanist thought and research are considered by critics to be within the realm of fringe
science because it departs significantly from the mainstream.[78] The very notion and prospect of human
enhancement and related issues also arouse public controversy.[79] Criticisms of transhumanism and its proposals
take two main forms: those objecting to the likelihood of transhumanist goals being achieved (practical criticisms);
and those objecting to the moral principles or world view sustaining transhumanist proposals or underlying
transhumanism itself (ethical criticisms). However, these two strains sometimes converge and overlap, particularly
when considering the ethics of changing human biology in the face of incomplete knowledge.
Critics or opponents often see transhumanists' goals as posing threats to human values.[80] Some also argue that
strong advocacy of a transhumanist approach to improving the human condition might divert attention and resources
from social solutions.[2] As most transhumanists support non-technological changes to society, such as the spread of
civil rights and civil liberties, and most critics of transhumanism support technological advances in areas such as
communications and health care, the difference is often a matter of emphasis. Sometimes, however, there are strong
disagreements about the very principles involved, with divergent views on humanity, human nature, and the morality
of transhumanist aspirations.[2] At least one public interest organization, the U.S.-based Center for Genetics and
Society, was formed, in 2001, with the specific goal of opposing transhumanist agendas that involve
transgenerational modification of human biology, such as full-term human cloning and germinal choice technology.
The Institute on Biotechnology and the Human Future of the Chicago-Kent College of Law critically scrutinizes
proposed applications of genetic and nanotechnologies to human biology in an academic setting.
Some of the most widely known critiques of the transhumanist program refer to novels and fictional films. These
works of art, despite presenting imagined worlds rather than philosophical analyses, are used as touchstones for
some of the more formal arguments.[2]

Feasibility
In a 1992 book, sociologist Max Dublin pointed to many past failed predictions of technological progress and argued
that modern futurist predictions would prove similarly inaccurate. He also objected to what he saw as scientism,
fanaticism, and nihilism by a few in advancing transhumanist causes, and said that historical parallels exised to
millenarian religions and Communist doctrines.[81]

Although generally sympathetic to transhumanism, public health professor Gregory Stock is skeptical of the
technical feasibility and mass appeal of the cyborgization of humanity predicted by Raymond Kurzweil, Hans
Moravec and Kevin Warwick. He said that throughout the 21st century, many humans would find themselves deeply
integrated into systems of machines, but would remain biological. Primary changes to their own form and character
would arise not from cyberware but from the direct manipulation of their genetics, metabolism, and biochemistry.[82]

Those thinkers who defend the likelihood of accelerating change point to a past pattern of exponential increases in
humanity's technological capacities. Kurzweil developed this position in his 2005 book, The Singularity Is Near.
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Hubris
It has been argued that in transhumanist thought humans attempt to substitute themselves for God. This approach is
exemplified by the 2002 Vatican statement Communion and Stewardship: Human Persons Created in the Image of
God,[83] in which it is stated that, "Changing the genetic identity of man as a human person through the production
of an infrahuman being is radically immoral", implying, as it would, that "man has full right of disposal over his own
biological nature". At the same time, this statement argues that creation of a superhuman or spiritually superior being
is "unthinkable", since true improvement can come only through religious experience and "realizing more fully the
image of God". Christian theologians and lay activists of several churches and denominations have expressed similar
objections to transhumanism and claimed that Christians already enjoy, however post mortem, what radical
transhumanism promises such as indefinite life extension or the abolition of suffering. In this view, transhumanism is
just another representative of the long line of utopian movements which seek to immanentize the eschaton i.e. try to
create "heaven on earth".[84][85]

The biocomplexity spiral is a depiction of the
multileveled complexity of organisms in their

environments, which is seen by many critics as
the ultimate obstacle to transhumanist ambition.

Another critique is aimed mainly at "algeny", which Jeremy Rifkin
defined as "the upgrading of existing organisms and the design of
wholly new ones with the intent of 'perfecting' their performance",[86]

and, more specifically, attempts to pursue transhumanist goals by way
of genetically modifying human embryos in order to create "designer
babies". It emphasizes the issue of biocomplexity and the
unpredictability of attempts to guide the development of products of
biological evolution. This argument, elaborated in particular by the
biologist Stuart Newman, is based on the recognition that the cloning
and germline genetic engineering of animals are error-prone and
inherently disruptive of embryonic development. Accordingly, so it is
argued, it would create unacceptable risks to use such methods on
human embryos. Performing experiments, particularly ones with
permanent biological consequences, on developing humans, would thus be in violation of accepted principles
governing research on human subjects (see the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki). Moreover, because improvements in
experimental outcomes in one species are not automatically transferable to a new species without further
experimentation, there is claimed to be no ethical route to genetic manipulation of humans at early developmental
stages.[87]

As a practical matter, however, international protocols on human subject research may not present a legal obstacle to
attempts by transhumanists and others to improve their offspring by germinal choice technology. According to legal
scholar Kirsten Rabe Smolensky, existing laws would protect parents who choose to enhance their child's genome
from future liability arising from adverse outcomes of the procedure.[88]

Religious thinkers allied with transhumanist goals, such as the theologians Ronald Cole-Turner and Ted Peters,
reject the first argument, holding that the doctrine of "co-creation" provides an obligation to use genetic engineering
to improve human biology.[89][90]

Transhumanists and other supporters of human genetic engineering do not dismiss the second argument out of hand, 
insofar as there is a high degree of uncertainty about the likely outcomes of genetic modification experiments in 
humans. However, bioethicist James Hughes suggests that one possible ethical route to the genetic manipulation of 
humans at early developmental stages is the building of computer models of the human genome, the proteins it 
specifies, and the tissue engineering he argues that it also codes for. With the exponential progress in bioinformatics, 
Hughes believes that a virtual model of genetic expression in the human body will not be far behind and that it will 
soon be possible to accelerate approval of genetic modifications by simulating their effects on virtual humans.[2] 
Public health professor Gregory Stock points to artificial chromosomes as an alleged safer alternative to existing 
genetic engineering techniques.[82] Transhumanists therefore argue that parents have a moral responsibility called
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procreative beneficence to make use of these methods, if and when they are shown to be reasonably safe and
effective, to have the healthiest children possible. They add that this responsibility is a moral judgment best left to
individual conscience rather than imposed by law, in all but extreme cases. In this context, the emphasis on freedom
of choice is called procreative liberty.[2]

Contempt for the flesh
Philosopher Mary Midgley, in her 1992 book Science as Salvation, traces the notion of achieving immortality by
transcendence of the material human body (echoed in the transhumanist tenet of mind uploading) to a group of male
scientific thinkers of the early 20th century, including J.B.S. Haldane and members of his circle. She characterizes
these ideas as "quasi-scientific dreams and prophesies" involving visions of escape from the body coupled with
"self-indulgent, uncontrolled power-fantasies". Her argument focuses on what she perceives as the pseudoscientific
speculations and irrational, fear-of-death-driven fantasies of these thinkers, their disregard for laymen, and the
remoteness of their eschatological visions.[91]

What is perceived as contempt for the flesh in the writings of Marvin Minsky, Hans Moravec, and some
transhumanists, has also been the target of other critics for what they claim to be an instrumental conception of the
human body.[40] Reflecting a strain of feminist criticism of the transhumanist program, philosopher Susan Bordo
points to "contemporary obsessions with slenderness, youth, and physical perfection", which she sees as affecting
both men and women, but in distinct ways, as "the logical (if extreme) manifestations of anxieties and fantasies
fostered by our culture."[92] Some critics question other social implications of the movement's focus on body
modification. Political scientist Klaus-Gerd Giesen, in particular, has asserted that transhumanism's concentration on
altering the human body represents the logical yet tragic consequence of atomized individualism and body
commodification within a consumer culture.[59]

Nick Bostrom asserts that the desire to regain youth, specifically, and transcend the natural limitations of the human
body, in general, is pan-cultural and pan-historical, and is therefore not uniquely tied to the culture of the 20th
century. He argues that the transhumanist program is an attempt to channel that desire into a scientific project on par
with the Human Genome Project and achieve humanity's oldest hope, rather than a puerile fantasy or social trend.[1]

Trivialization of human identity

In the US, the Amish are a religious group
probably most known for their avoidance of

certain modern technologies. Transhumanists
draw a parallel by arguing that in the near-future
there will probably be "Humanish", people who
choose to "stay human" by not adopting human
enhancement technologies, whose choice they
believe must be respected and protected.[93]

In his 2003 book Enough: Staying Human in an Engineered Age,
environmental ethicist Bill McKibben argued at length against many of
the technologies that are postulated or supported by transhumanists,
including germinal choice technology, nanomedicine and life extension
strategies. He claims that it would be morally wrong for humans to
tamper with fundamental aspects of themselves (or their children) in an
attempt to overcome universal human limitations, such as vulnerability
to aging, maximum life span, and biological constraints on physical
and cognitive ability. Attempts to "improve" themselves through such
manipulation would remove limitations that provide a necessary
context for the experience of meaningful human choice. He claims that
human lives would no longer seem meaningful in a world where such
limitations could be overcome technologically. Even the goal of using
germinal choice technology for clearly therapeutic purposes should be
relinquished, since it would inevitably produce temptations to tamper
with such things as cognitive capacities. He argues that it is possible for societies to benefit from renouncing
particular technologies, using as examples Ming China, Tokugawa Japan and the contemporary Amish.[94]
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Transhumanists and other supporters of technological alteration of human biology, such as science journalist Ronald
Bailey, reject as extremely subjective the claim that life would be experienced as meaningless if some human
limitations are overcome with enhancement technologies. They argue that these technologies will not remove the
bulk of the individual and social challenges humanity faces. They suggest that a person with greater abilities would
tackle more advanced and difficult projects and continue to find meaning in the struggle to achieve excellence.
Bailey also claims that McKibben's historical examples are flawed, and support different conclusions when studied
more closely.[95] For example, few groups are more cautious than the Amish about embracing new technologies, but
though they shun television and use horses and buggies, some are welcoming the possibilities of gene therapy since
inbreeding has afflicted them with a number of rare genetic diseases.[82]

Genetic divide
Some critics of libertarian transhumanism have focused on its likely socioeconomic consequences in societies in
which divisions between rich and poor are on the rise. Bill McKibben, for example, suggests that emerging human
enhancement technologies would be disproportionately available to those with greater financial resources, thereby
exacerbating the gap between rich and poor and creating a "genetic divide".[94] Lee M. Silver, a biologist and science
writer who coined the term "reprogenetics" and supports its applications, has nonetheless expressed concern that
these methods could create a two-tiered society of genetically engineered "haves" and "have nots" if social
democratic reforms lag behind implementation of enhancement technologies.[96] Critics who make these arguments
do not thereby necessarily accept the transhumanist assumption that human enhancement is a positive value; in their
view, it should be discouraged, or even banned, because it could confer additional power upon the already powerful.
The 1997 film Gattaca's depiction of a dystopian society in which one's social class depends entirely on genetic
modifications is often cited by critics in support of these views.[2]

These criticisms are also voiced by non-libertarian transhumanist advocates, especially self-described democratic
transhumanists, who believe that the majority of current or future social and environmental issues (such as
unemployment and resource depletion) need to be addressed by a combination of political and technological
solutions (such as a guaranteed minimum income and alternative technology). Therefore, on the specific issue of an
emerging genetic divide due to unequal access to human enhancement technologies, bioethicist James Hughes, in his
2004 book Citizen Cyborg: Why Democratic Societies Must Respond to the Redesigned Human of the Future, argues
that progressives or, more precisely, techno-progressives must articulate and implement public policies (such as a
universal health care voucher system that covers human enhancement technologies) in order to attenuate this
problem as much as possible, rather than trying to ban human enhancement technologies. The latter, he argues, might
actually worsen the problem by making these technologies unsafe or available only to the wealthy on the local black
market or in countries where such a ban is not enforced.[2]

Threats to morality and democracy
Various arguments have been made to the effect that a society that adopts human enhancement technologies may 
come to resemble the dystopia depicted in the 1932 novel Brave New World by Aldous Huxley. Sometimes, as in the 
writings of Leon Kass, the fear is that various institutions and practices judged as fundamental to civilized society 
would be damaged or destroyed.[97] In his 2002 book Our Posthuman Future and in a 2004 Foreign Policy magazine 
article, political economist and philosopher Francis Fukuyama designates transhumanism the world's most dangerous 
idea because he believes that it may undermine the egalitarian ideals of democracy in general and liberal democracy 
in particular, through a fundamental alteration of "human nature".[4] Social philosopher Jürgen Habermas makes a 
similar argument in his 2003 book The Future of Human Nature, in which he asserts that moral autonomy depends 
on not being subject to another's unilaterally imposed specifications. Habermas thus suggests that the human "species 
ethic" would be undermined by embryo-stage genetic alteration.[98] Critics such as Kass, Fukuyama, and a variety of 
Christian authors hold that attempts to significantly alter human biology are not only inherently immoral but also 
threaten the social order. Alternatively, they argue that implementation of such technologies would likely lead to the
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"naturalizing" of social hierarchies or place new means of control in the hands of totalitarian regimes. The AI
pioneer Joseph Weizenbaum criticizes what he sees as misanthropic tendencies in the language and ideas of some of
his colleagues, in particular Marvin Minsky and Hans Moravec, which, by devaluing the human organism per se,
promotes a discourse that enables divisive and undemocratic social policies.[99]

In a 2004 article in Reason, science journalist Ronald Bailey has contested the assertions of Fukuyama by arguing
that political equality has never rested on the facts of human biology. He asserts that liberalism was founded not on
the proposition of effective equality of human beings, or de facto equality, but on the assertion of an equality in
political rights and before the law, or de jure equality. Bailey asserts that the products of genetic engineering may
well ameliorate rather than exacerbate human inequality, giving to the many what were once the privileges of the
few. Moreover, he argues, "the crowning achievement of the Enlightenment is the principle of tolerance". In fact, he
argues, political liberalism is already the solution to the issue of human and posthuman rights since, in liberal
societies, the law is meant to apply equally to all, no matter how rich or poor, powerful or powerless, educated or
ignorant, enhanced or unenhanced.[5] Other thinkers who are sympathetic to transhumanist ideas, such as philosopher
Russell Blackford, have also objected to the appeal to tradition, and what they see as alarmism, involved in Brave
New World-type arguments.[100]

Dehumanization
Biopolitical activist Jeremy Rifkin and biologist Stuart Newman accept that biotechnology has the power to make
profound changes in organismal identity. They argue against the genetic engineering of human beings, because they
fear the blurring of the boundary between human and artifact.[87][101] Philosopher Keekok Lee sees such
developments as part of an accelerating trend in modernization in which technology has been used to transform the
"natural" into the "artifactual".[102] In the extreme, this could lead to the manufacturing and enslavement of
"monsters" such as human clones, human-animal chimeras or bioroids, but even lesser dislocations of humans and
non-humans from social and ecological systems are seen as problematic. The film Blade Runner (1982), the novels
The Boys From Brazil (1978) and The Island of Dr. Moreau (1896) depict elements of such scenarios, but Mary
Shelley's 1818 novel Frankenstein is most often alluded to by critics who suggest that biotechnologies could create
objectified and socially unmoored people and subhumans. Such critics propose that strict measures be implemented
to prevent what they portray as dehumanizing possibilities from ever happening, usually in the form of an
international ban on human genetic engineering.[103]

Writing in Reason magazine, Ronald Bailey has accused opponents of research involving the modification of
animals as indulging in alarmism when they speculate about the creation of subhuman creatures with human-like
intelligence and brains resembling those of Homo sapiens. Bailey insists that the aim of conducting research on
animals is simply to produce human health care benefits.[104]

A different response comes from transhumanist personhood theorists who object to what they characterize as the
anthropomorphobia fueling some criticisms of this research, which science writer Isaac Asimov termed the
"Frankenstein complex". They argue that, provided they are self-aware, human clones, human-animal chimeras and
uplifted animals would all be unique persons deserving of respect, dignity, rights and citizenship. They conclude that
the coming ethical issue is not the creation of so-called monsters but what they characterize as the "yuck factor" and
"human-racism" that would judge and treat these creations as monstrous.[24][105]

Specter of coercive eugenicism
Some critics of transhumanism allege an ableist bias in the use of such concepts as "limitations", "enhancement" and 
"improvement". Some even see the old eugenics, social Darwinist and master race ideologies and programs of the 
past as warnings of what the promotion of eugenic enhancement technologies might unintentionally encourage. 
Some fear future "eugenics wars" as the worst-case scenario: the return of coercive state-sponsored genetic 
discrimination and human rights violations such as compulsory sterilization of persons with genetic defects, the
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killing of the institutionalized and, specifically, segregation from, and genocide of, "races" perceived as inferior.[106]

Health law professor George Annas and technology law professor Lori Andrews are prominent advocates of the
position that the use of these technologies could lead to such human-posthuman caste warfare.[103][107]

For most of its history, eugenics has manifested itself as a movement to sterilize against their will the "genetically
unfit" and encourage the selective breeding of the genetically fit. The major transhumanist organizations strongly
condemn the coercion involved in such policies and reject the racist and classist assumptions on which they were
based, along with the pseudoscientific notions that eugenic improvements could be accomplished in a practically
meaningful time frame through selective human breeding.[107] Most transhumanist thinkers instead advocate a "new
eugenics", a form of egalitarian liberal eugenics.[108] In their 2000 book From Chance to Choice: Genetics and
Justice, (non-transhumanist) bioethicists Allen Buchanan, Dan Brock, Norman Daniels and Daniel Wikler have
argued that liberal societies have an obligation to encourage as wide an adoption of eugenic enhancement
technologies as possible (so long as such policies do not infringe on individuals' reproductive rights or exert undue
pressures on prospective parents to use these technologies) in order to maximize public health and minimize the
inequalities that may result from both natural genetic endowments and unequal access to genetic enhancements.[109]

Most transhumanists holding similar views nonetheless distance themselves from the term "eugenics" (preferring
"germinal choice" or "reprogenetics")[96] to avoid having their position confused with the discredited theories and
practices of early-20th-century eugenic movements.[110]

Existential risks
Struck by a passage from Unabomber Theodore Kaczynski's anarcho-primitivist manifesto (quoted in Kurzweil's
1999 book, The Age of Spiritual Machines[13]), computer scientist Bill Joy became a notable critic of emerging
technologies.[111] Joy's 2000 essay "Why the future doesn't need us" argues that human beings would likely
guarantee their own extinction by developing the technologies favored by transhumanists. It invokes, for example,
the "grey goo scenario" where out-of-control self-replicating nanorobots could consume entire ecosystems, resulting
in global ecophagy.[112] Joy's warning was seized upon by appropriate technology organizations such as the ETC
Group. Related notions were also voiced by self-described neo-luddite Kalle Lasn, a culture jammer who
co-authored a 2001 spoof of Donna Haraway's 1985 Cyborg Manifesto as a critique of the techno-utopianism he
interpreted it as promoting.[113] Lasn argues that high technology development should be completely relinquished
since it inevitably serves corporate interests with devastating consequences on society and the environment.[114]

In his 2003 book Our Final Hour, British Astronomer Royal Martin Rees argues that advanced science and
technology bring as much risk of disaster as opportunity for progress. However, Rees does not advocate a halt to
scientific activity; he calls for tighter security and perhaps an end to traditional scientific openness.[115] Advocates of
the precautionary principle, such as many in the environmental movement, also favor slow, careful progress or a halt
in potentially dangerous areas. Some precautionists believe that artificial intelligence and robotics present
possibilities of alternative forms of cognition that may threaten human life.[116] The Terminator franchise's
doomsday depiction of the emergence of an A.I. that becomes a superintelligence - Skynet, a malignant computer
network which initiates a nuclear war in order to exterminate the human species, has often been cited by some
involved in this debate.[117]

Transhumanists do not necessarily rule out specific restrictions on emerging technologies so as to lessen the prospect 
of existential risk. Generally, however, they counter that proposals based on the precautionary principle are often 
unrealistic and sometimes even counter-productive, as opposed to the technogaian current of transhumanism which 
they claim is both realistic and productive. In his television series Connections, science historian James Burke 
dissects several views on technological change, including precautionism and the restriction of open inquiry. Burke 
questions the practicality of some of these views, but concludes that maintaining the status quo of inquiry and 
development poses hazards of its own, such as a disorienting rate of change and the depletion of our planet's 
resources. The common transhumanist position is a pragmatic one where society takes deliberate action to ensure the
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early arrival of the benefits of safe, clean, alternative technology rather than fostering what it considers to be
anti-scientific views and technophobia.[118]

One transhumanist solution proposed by Nick Bostrom is differential technological development, in which attempts
would be made to influence the sequence in which technologies developed. In this approach, planners would strive to
retard the development of possibly harmful technologies and their applications, while accelerating the development
of likely beneficial technologies, especially those that offer protection against the harmful effects of others.[44] An
argument for an "anti-progressionist and pessimistic version of transhumanism" has also been presented by Philippe
Verdoux.[119]
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Outline of transhumanism
The following outline is provided as an overview of and topical guide to transhumanism:
Transhumanism – international intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirability of
fundamentally transforming the human condition by developing and making widely available technologies to
eliminate aging and to greatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities.[1] Transhumanist
thinkers study the potential benefits and dangers of emerging technologies that could overcome fundamental human
limitations, as well as study the ethical matters involved in developing and using such technologies.[1] They predict
that human beings may eventually be able to transform themselves into beings with such greatly expanded abilities
as to merit the label "posthuman".[1] Transhumanism is often abbreviated as H+ or h+ ("humanism plus").

Transhumanist currents
• Abolitionism – ethical ideology based upon a perceived obligation to use technology to eliminate involuntary

suffering in all sentient life.[2]

• Democratic transhumanism – political ideology synthesizing liberal democracy, social democracy, radical
democracy and transhumanism.[3]

• Extropianism – early school of transhumanist thought characterized by a set of principles advocating a proactive
approach to human evolution.[4]

• Immortalism – moral ideology based upon the belief that technological immortality is possible and desirable, and
advocating research and development to ensure its realization.[5]

• Libertarian transhumanism – political ideology synthesizing libertarianism and transhumanism.[6]

• Postgenderism – social philosophy which seeks the voluntary elimination of gender in the human species through
the application of advanced biotechnology and assisted reproductive technologies.[7]

• Singularitarianism – moral ideology based upon the belief that a technological singularity is possible, and
advocating deliberate action to affect it and ensure its safety.[8]

• Technogaianism – ecological ideology based upon the belief that emerging technologies can help restore Earth's
environment, and that developing safe, clean, alternative technology should therefore be an important goal of
environmentalists.[3]
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Transhumanist technologies
Transhumanists believe that humans can and should use technologies to become more than human. Examples of the
types of technologies and potential technologies that have become the focus of transhumanism include:
• Anti-aging – another term for "life extension".
• Artificial intelligence – intelligence of machines and the branch of computer science that aims to create it. AI

textbooks define the field as "the study and design of intelligent agents",[9] where an intelligent agent is a system
that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its chances of success.[2] John McCarthy, who
coined the term in 1956,[3] defines it as "the science and engineering of making intelligent machines."[10]

• Friendly artificial intelligence – artificial intelligence (AI) that has a positive rather than negative effect on
humanity. Friendly AI also refers to the field of knowledge required to build such an AI. AIs may be harmful
to humans if steps are not taken to specifically design them to be benevolent. Doing so effectively is the
primary goal of Friendly AI.

• Augmented reality – live, direct or indirect, view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are
augmented by computer-generated sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data. It is related to a
more general concept called mediated reality, in which a view of reality is modified (possibly even diminished
rather than augmented) by a computer. As a result, the technology functions by enhancing one’s current
perception of reality. By contrast, virtual reality replaces the real world with a simulated one.

• Biomedical engineering – application of engineering principles and design concepts to biology and medicine, to
improve healthcare diagnosis, monitoring and therapy.[11] Applications include the development of biocompatible
prostheses, clinical equipment, micro-implants, imaging equipment such as MRIs and EEGs, regenerative tissue
growth, pharmaceutical drugs and therapeutic biologicals.
• Neural engineering – discipline that uses engineering techniques to understand, repair, replace, enhance, or

otherwise exploit the properties of neural systems. Neural engineers are uniquely qualified to solve design
problems at the interface of living neural tissue and non-living constructs. Also known as "neuroengineering".
• Neurohacking – colloquial term encompassing all methods of manipulating or interfering with the structure

and/or function of neurons for improvement or repair.
• Biotechnology – field of applied biology that uses living organisms and bioprocesses in engineering, technology,

medicine, and manufacturing, among other fields. It encompasses a wide range of procedures for modifying living
organisms for human purposes. Early examples of biotechnology include domestication of animals, cultivation of
plants, and breeding through artificial selection and hybridization.
• Bionics – in medicine, this refers to the replacement or enhancement of organs or other body parts by

mechanical versions. Bionic implants differ from mere prostheses by mimicking the original function very
closely, or even surpassing it.
• Cyborg – being with both biological and artificial (e.g. electronic, mechanical or robotic) parts.

• Brain-computer interface – direct communication pathway between the brain and an external device. BCIs are
under development to assist, augment, or repair human cognitive and sensory-motor functions. Sometimes
called a direct neural interface or a brain–machine interface (BMI).

• Cloning – in biotechnology, this refers to processes used to create copies of DNA fragments (molecular
cloning), cells (cell cloning), or organisms.
• Human cloning – creation of a genetically identical copy of a human. It does not usually refer to

monozygotic multiple births nor the reproduction of human cells or tissue. The term is generally used to
refer to artificial human cloning; human clones in the form of identical twins are commonplace, with their
cloning occurring during the natural process of reproduction.

• Therapeutic cloning – application of somatic-cell nuclear transfer (a laboratory technique for creating a
clonal embryo using an ovum with a donor nucleus) in regenerative medicine.
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• Cognitive science – interdisciplinary scientific study of mind and its processes. It examines what cognition is,
what it does and how it works. It includes research on how information is processed (in faculties such as
perception, language, memory, reasoning, and emotion), represented, and transformed in behaviour, (human or
other animal) nervous system or machine (e.g., computer). It includes research on artificial intelligence.

• Computer-mediated reality – ability to add to, subtract information from, or otherwise manipulate one's
perception of reality through the use of a wearable computer or hand-held device[12] such as a smart phone.

• Converging technologies –
• Cryonics – low-temperature preservation of humans and animals who can no longer be sustained by

contemporary medicine, with the hope that healing and resuscitation may be possible in the future.
Cryopreservation of people or large animals is not reversible with current technology.

• Cyberware – hardware or machine parts implanted in the human body and acting as an interface between the
central nervous system and the computers or machinery connected to it. Research in this area is a protoscience.

• Designer baby – baby whose genetic makeup has been artificially selected by genetic engineering combined with
in vitro fertilisation to ensure the presence or absence of particular genes or characteristics.[13]

• Emerging technologies – contemporary advances and innovation in various fields of technology, prior to or early
in their diffusion. They are typically in the form of progressive developments intended to achieve a competitive
advantage.[14]

•• List of emerging technologies
• Human enhancement technologies (HET) – techniques used to treat illness or disability, or to enhance human

characteristics and capacities.[15]

• Human genetic engineering – alteration of an individual's genotype with the aim of choosing the phenotype of a
newborn or changing the existing phenotype of a child or adult.[16]

• Human-machine interface – the part of a machine that handles its human-machine interaction.
• Information technology – acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination of vocal, pictorial, textual and

numerical information by a microelectronics-based combination of computing and telecommunications.[17]

• Head-mounted display (HMD) – display device, worn on the head or as part of a helmet, that has a small display
optic in front of one (monocular HMD) or each eye (binocular HMD).

• Life extension – study of slowing down or reversing the processes of aging to extend both the maximum and
average lifespan. Some researchers in this area, and persons who wish to achieve longer lives for themselves
(called "life extensionists" or "longevists"), expect that future breakthroughs in tissue rejuvenation with stem
cells, molecular repair, and organ replacement (such as with artificial organs or xenotransplantations) will
eventually enable humans to live indefinitely (agerasia[18]) through complete rejuvenation to a healthy youthful
condition. Also known as anti-aging medicine, experimental gerontology, and biomedical gerontology.

• Mind uploading – hypothetical process of transferring or copying a conscious mind from a brain to a
non-biological substrate by scanning and mapping a biological brain in detail and copying its state into a
computer system or another computational device. The computer would have to run a simulation model so
faithful to the original that it would behave in essentially the same way as the original brain, or for all practical
purposes, indistinguishably.[19]

• Nanotechnology – study of physical phenomena on the nanoscale, dealing with things measured in nanometres,
billionths of a meter. The development of microscopic or molecular machines.
• Molecular nanotechnology – technology based on the ability to build structures to complex, atomic

specifications by means of mechanosynthesis.[20]

• Molecular assemblers – as defined by K. Eric Drexler, is a "proposed device able to guide chemical
reactions by positioning reactive molecules with atomic precision". Some biological molecules such as
ribosomes fit this definition, because they receive instructions from messenger RNA and then assemble
specific sequences of amino acids to construct protein molecules. However, the term "molecular assembler"
usually refers to theoretical human-made devices.
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• Nootropics – drugs, supplements, nutraceuticals, and functional foods that improve mental functions such as
cognition, memory, intelligence, motivation, attention, and concentration.[21][22] Also referred to as "smart drugs",
"brain steroids", "memory enhancers", "cognitive enhancers", "brain boosters", and "intelligence enhancers".

• Organ transplants – moving of an organ from one body to another or from a donor site on the patient's own body,
for the purpose of replacing the recipient's damaged or absent organ. The emerging field of regenerative medicine
is allowing scientists and engineers to create organs to be re-grown from the patient's own cells (stem cells, or
cells extracted from the failing organs).
• Autograft – organs and/or tissues that are transplanted within the same person's body.
• Allograft – transplants that are performed between two subjects of the same species.
• Xenograft – living cells, tissues or organs transplanted from one species to another.

• Personal communicators – Around 1990 the next generation digital mobile phones were called digital personal
communicators. Another definition, coined in 1991, is for a category of handheld devices that provide personal
information manager functions and packet switched wireless data communications capabilities over wireless wide
area networks such as cellular networks. These devices are now commonly referred to as smartphones or wireless
PDA's.

• Personal development – includes activities that improve awareness and identity, develop talents and potential,
build human capital and facilitates employability, enhance quality of life and contribute to the realization of
dreams and aspirations. The concept is not limited to self-help, but includes formal and informal activities for
developing others, in roles such as teacher, guide, counselor, manager, coach, or mentor. Finally, as personal
development takes place in the context of institutions, it refers to the methods, programs, tools, techniques, and
assessment systems that support human development at the individual level in organizations.[23]

• Powered exoskeleton – powered mobile machine consisting primarily of an exoskeleton-like framework worn by
a person and a power supply that supplies at least part of the activation-energy for limb movement. Also known as
"powered armor", or "exoframe".

• Prosthetics – artificial device extensions that replace missing body parts.
• Rejuvenation – reversal of aging, which entails the repair of the damage associated with aging, or replacement of

damaged tissue with new tissue. Rejuvenation can be a means of life extension, but most life extension strategies
do not involve rejuvenation.

• Robotics – design, construction, operation, structural disposition, manufacture and application of robots. It draws
heavily upon electronics, engineering, mechanics mechatronics, and software engineering.
• Self-replicating machine – artificial construct that is theoretically capable of autonomously manufacturing a

copy of itself using raw materials taken from its environment, thus exhibiting self-replication in a way
analogous to that found in nature.

• Reprogenetics – merging of reproductive and genetic technologies expected to happen in the near future as
techniques like germinal choice technology become more available and more powerful.

• Simulated reality –
• Space colonization – concept of permanent human habitation outside of Earth. Although hypothetical at the

present time, there are many proposals and speculations about the first space colony. It is a long-term goal of
some national space programs. Also called "space settlement", "space humanization", and "space habitation".

• Suspended animation – slowing of life processes by external means without termination. Breathing, heartbeat,
and other involuntary functions may still occur, but they can only be detected by artificial means. Extreme cold
can be used to precipitate the slowing of an individual's functions. For example, Laina Beasley was kept in
suspended animation as a two-celled embryo for 13 years.[24][25]

• Virtual retinal display – display technology that draws a raster display (like a television) directly onto the retina
of the eye. Users see what appears to be a conventional display floating in space in front of them.
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History of transhumanism
• Renaissance humanism – cultural and educational reform during the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth

centuries, as a response to the challenge of Mediæval scholastic education, emphasizing practical,
pre-professional and -scientific studies. Rather than train professionals in jargon and strict practice, humanists
sought to create a citizenry (sometimes including women) able to speak and write with eloquence and clarity.

• Age of Enlightenment – elite cultural movement of intellectuals in 18th century Europe that sought to mobilize
the power of reason in order to reform society and advance knowledge. It promoted intellectual interchange and
opposed intolerance and abuses in church and state.

Transhumanist concepts
•• Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance
• Extropianism – evolving framework of values and standards for continuously improving the human condition.

Extropians believe that advances in science and technology will some day let people live indefinitely. An
extropian may wish to contribute to this goal, e.g. by doing research and development or volunteering to test new
technology.

• Futures studies – study of postulating possible, probable, and preferable futures and the worldviews and myths
that underlie them. Also called "futurology".

• GNR – denotes the technologies of genetics, nanotechnology, and robotics.[26]

• Human condition – the irreducible part of humanity that is inherent and not connected to gender, race, class, etc.;
the experiences of being human in a social, cultural, and personal context. Transhumanism aims to radically
improve the human condition.

• Human enhancement[27] –
• Survival –

• Existential risks – dangers that have the potential to destroy, or drastically restrict, human civilization.[28] They
are distinguished from other forms of risk both by their scope, affecting all of humanity, and severity;
destroying or irreversibly crippling the target.

• Human extinction –
• Human extinction scenarios –

• Longevity –
• Immortality –
• Indefinite lifespan –

• Megatrajectory – theoretical concept in evolutionary biology that describes paradigmatic developmental stages
(major evolutionary milestones) and potential directionality in the evolution of life. A theorized megatrajectory
that hasn't occurred yet is postbiological evolution triggered by the emergence of strong AI and several other
similarly complex technologies.

• Morphological freedom – proposed civil right of a person to either maintain or modify his or her own body, on
his or her own terms, through informed, consensual recourse to, or refusal of, available therapeutic or enabling
medical technology.[29]

• Noosphere – "sphere of human thought".[30] In the original theory of Vernadsky, the noosphere (sentience) is the
third in a succession of phases of development of the Earth, after the geosphere (inanimate matter) and the
biosphere (biological life).

• Omega Point – term coined by the French Jesuit Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881–1955) to describe a maximum
level of complexity and consciousness towards which he believed the universe was evolving.

• Participant evolution – process of deliberately redesigning the human body and brain using technological means,
rather than through the natural processes of mutation and natural selection, with the goal of removing "biological
limitations."
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• Procreative beneficence –
• Procreative liberty –

• Posthumanism –
• Posthuman[31] – in transhumanism, it is a hypothetical future being "whose basic capacities so radically

exceed those of present humans as to be no longer unambiguously human by our current standards."[31]

• Parahuman – human-animal hybrid or chimera. Scientists have done extensive research into the mixing of
genes or cells from different species, e.g. adding human (and other animal) genes to bacteria and farm
animals to mass-produce insulin and spider silk proteins, and introducing human cells into mouse embryos.

• Posthuman God – idea that posthumans, being no longer confined to the parameters of human nature, might
grow physically and mentally so powerful as to appear god-like by human standards.[31]

• Post scarcity – hypothetical form of economy or society, in which things such as goods, services and information
are free, or practically free. This would be due to an abundance of fundamental resources (matter, energy and
intelligence), in conjunction with sophisticated automated systems capable of converting raw materials into
finished goods, allowing manufacturing to be as easy as duplicating software.

• Singularitarianism – technocentric ideology and social movement defined by the belief that a technological
singularity—the creation of a superintelligence—will likely happen in the medium future, and that deliberate
action ought to be taken to ensure that the Singularity benefits humans.

• Technogaianism – bright green environmentalist stance of active support for the research, development and use of
emerging and future technologies to help restore Earth's environment. Technogaians argue that developing safe,
clean, alternative technology should be an important goal of environmentalists.[32]

• Technological convergence – tendency for different technological systems to evolve towards performing similar
tasks. Convergence can refer to previously separate technologies such as voice (and telephony features), data (and
productivity applications), and video that now share resources and interact with each other synergistically.

• Technological singularity – hypothetical future emergence of greater-than-human intelligence through
technological means. Since the capabilities of such an intelligence would be difficult for an unaided human mind
to comprehend, the occurrence of a technological singularity is seen as an intellectual event horizon, beyond
which the future becomes difficult to understand or predict. Nevertheless, proponents of the singularity typically
anticipate such an event to precede an "intelligence explosion", wherein superintelligences design successive
generations of increasingly powerful minds.

• Technophilia – strong enthusiasm for technology, especially new technologies such as personal computers, the
Internet, mobile phones and home cinema. The term is used in sociology when examining the interaction of
individuals with their society, especially contrasted with technophobia.

• Techno-utopianism – any ideology based on the belief that advances in science and technology will eventually
bring about a utopia, or at least help to fulfill one or another utopian ideal. A techno-utopia is therefore a
hypothetical ideal society, in which laws, government, and social conditions are solely operating for the benefit
and well-being of all its citizens, set in the near- or far-future, when advanced science and technology will allow
these ideal living standards to exist; for example, post scarcity, transformations in human nature, the abolition of
suffering and even the end of death.
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Transhumanist organizations
• Applied Foresight Network – global web of university-based centres connected by a network of forums for

professors, students, teachers, and concerned citizens. The AFN supports informed discussion and social action on
issues of critical importance to the future of humanity.

• Alcor Life Extension Foundation – nonprofit company based in Scottsdale, Arizona, USA that researches,
advocates for and performs cryonics, the preservation of humans in liquid nitrogen after legal death, in the hope
of restoring them to full health when new technology is developed in the future.

• Foresight Institute – nonprofit organization based in Palo Alto, California that promotes transformative
technologies. They sponsor conferences on molecular nanotechnology, publish reports, produce a newsletter, and
offer several running prizes, including the annual Feynman Prizes given in experimental and theory categories,
and the $250,000 Feynman Grand Prize for demonstrating two molecular machines capable of nanoscale
positional accuracy and computation.[33]

• Humanity+ – international non-governmental organization which advocates the ethical use of emerging
technologies to enhance human capacities. It was formerly named the "World Transhumanist Association".

• Immortality Institute – nonprofit organisation whose mission is "to conquer the blight of involuntary death". It
maintains an online forum for information exchange, has published a book,[34] produced a film,[35] has organized
three international conferences,[36] and also sponsors small-scale scientific initiatives.

• Singularity Institute for Artificial Intelligence – non-profit organization founded in 2000 to develop safe artificial
intelligence software, and to raise awareness of both the dangers and potential benefits it believes AI presents. In
their view, the potential benefits and risks of a technological singularity necessitate the search for solutions to
problems involving AI goal systems to ensure powerful AIs are not dangerous when they are created.[37][38]

Leaders and scholars in transhumanism
Some people who have made a major impact on the advancement of transhumanism:
• Nick Bostrom –
• George Dvorsky –
• Robert Ettinger –
• K. Eric Drexler –
•• Nikolai Fyodorovich Fyodorov
• FM-2030 (October 15, 1930, – July 8, 2000) – author, teacher, transhumanist philosopher, futurist, and

consultant.[39] His given name was Fereidoun M. Esfandiary. He became notable as a transhumanist with the
book Are You a Transhuman?: Monitoring and Stimulating Your Personal Rate of Growth in a Rapidly Changing
World, published in 1989.

• Aubrey de Grey – English author and theoretician in the field of gerontology, and the Chief Science Officer of the
SENS Foundation. He is perhaps best known for his view that human beings could, in theory, live to lifespans far
in excess of that which any authenticated cases have lived to today.

• James Hughes –
• Julian Huxley –
• Raymond Kurzweil –
• Hans Moravec – adjunct faculty member at the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University. He is known for

his work on robotics, artificial intelligence, and writings on the impact of technology. Moravec also is a futurist
with many of his publications and predictions focusing on transhumanism. Moravec developed techniques in
computer vision for determining the region of interest (ROI) in a scene.

• Max More –
• David Pearce – Utilitarian thinker and author of The Hedonistic Imperative, in which he explores the possibility 

of how technologies such as genetic engineering, nanotechnology, pharmacology, and neurosurgery could
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potentially converge to eliminate all forms of unpleasant experience in human life and produce a posthuman
civilization.[40]

• Giulio Prisco –
• Anders Sandberg – researcher, science debater, futurist, transhumanist, and author born in Solna, Sweden, whose

recent contributions include work on cognitive enhancement[41] (methods, impacts, and policy analysis); a
technical roadmap on whole brain emulation;[42] on neuroethics; and on global catastrophic risks, particularly on
the question of how to take into account the subjective uncertainty in risk estimates of low-likelihood,
high-consequence risk.[43]

• Frank J. Tipler –
• Natasha Vita-More –
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